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FOREWORD

THE first duty of a book is to be interesting to all

concerned about its subject. If the subject be of

general and timely importance, popularity must

accrue to the book written in fidelity to that duty.

Now the controversy respecting alcohol not only

interests but profoundly concerns almost every in-

dividual in Canada, men women and children alike.

As Mr. Stevenson has treated his theme in a very in-

teresting manner, one may reasonably fed sure that

"Before the Bar" will sell and be read extensively.

This is much to be desired for utilitarian reasons.

Opposing extremists and fanatics, "pros" and

"antis" on prohibition, will learn, as they need to,

what is to be fairly, judicially and reasonably said

against as well as for their respective opinions. Our

author's mind is a just one and the range of his enquiry

and statement regarding alcohol has been very ex-

tensive. He writes clearly and in the manner of a

skilful populariser. His book is even as a court

wherein are set forth entertainingly great masses of

fact, evidence, history and opinion on the vexed

question of the merits and demerits of "Old King

Cole. " He may be said to leave the business of pro-

nouncing a verdict on the evidence to judicious read-

ers. That these potent individuals or the public

which they collectively constitute, should be induced

to digest the evidence on both sides is surely of pro-

digious importance nowadays.
In respect of but one large question to 'ing Pro-

hibition do I find the book silent. Mr .evenson

has not dealt with an important consideratiou a£Fecting

what economists call the Wages Fund. One of their



truisms is that "Wapes t*»nri « »

Sn„r?r??"*J^ «' ««»«' stimulants, the WaSsFu^aUotted o them coUectively win include thT^I
out^ etc t£T r? ^'^ "^ «>«PeMed to live with-uui oeer, etc., the total sum saved will accruA « »,»
?"P^3^«,da«es. This result^ms a^fomattcConsequentiy those of the employed cla^sS who"^^« by abstention from stimulate whuf^e^ arenot prohibited, wiU find nothing to save if PrSlhitfnnbe generaUy enforced. Their wajSwmhZw?
automatically lessened by d.^eZ'SZV^^tfZ
^^l^J^^T ''^^ "^ ^"PP°rt labor^wiioutstamulants. Of course such eflfect of general ProhiW-

X^J'St^indS^"" ^^.^^' "^*^"« resolijSy toprevent its incidence. I do not argue the case at aUbut merely du-ect attention to one importanTmatterwhich this most interesting book does noTdearwith'

E. W. THOMSON
Ottawa, July 30, 1919.
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"Once or twice a month we had a 'booze' meeting

of eight or ten young men who sat down to punch
and continued drinking and singing to a late hour

the teetotal system now gaining ground is

certainly preferable to the habitual soaking of port

wine or whiskey ; but I cannot help thinking that

an occasional ' booze ' has a favourable tendency to

excite the faculties, to warm the affections, to improve
the manners and to form the character of youth. Of
course it is understood that excess is to be avoided,

which is not only contrary to morality but incon-

sistent with true enjoyment."—(The autobiography
of Lord Chancellor Campbell. Vol. 1, pp. 15, 16

'

"All our measures for social and industrii! .efoim
will fail to secure the results we desire ;. lone as w
continue in our midst an ins. tution which ..npai^

the efficiency of the working man ; curtails tue out-

put of the manufacturer ; diverts from productive

and beneficial industries a large amount of capital ,

destroys homes and wrecks lives ; makes paupers
and criminals—the licensee bar."—(The Hon. N. W.
Kowell, in the Ontario Legislature /^oril 3, 1912.)

John Campbell, I«ord Chancellor of Great Britain,

was in his day and generation a great lawyer and a
great Liberal and the Hon. Newton Wesley Rowell
lays claim to the same qualifications. It is true that

they lived at different epochs and had their dwelling

places in lands sundered by the estranging seas. But
their opinions set forth above provide typical view-
points of a controversy which now bids fair, at least

on this North American Continent, to equal in zest

and ferocity the historic battles of Orange and Green,
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CavaUer and Roundhead, Federal and Confederate.
The great issue which is thus illustrated can be
summed up in the words, "Wet or Dry," and if one
war has been finished, another is still proceeding in
our Dommion. Is prohibition to be a penrinent
measure ? WiU it be accepted by the mass of the
people of Canada as a law to be obeyed with zeal
and dihgence ? What wiU its eflFects be upon our
soaal and economic lite > Is it suited to the genius
of our people? If it is not suitable, what are the
substitutes or alternatives? The issue is now "before
the bar of public opinion.

The term "Prohibition" has gradually lost its
general meaning and come to apply solely to legis-
lative enactments which forbid the sale of alcoholic
^^^^ ,,9" J"^y 1st it came intc force from one end
of txie Umted States to the other ; from Cape Cod to
the Rio Grande, from Puget Sound to the Everglades
the manufacture and sale of alcoholic liquor will be
absolutely prohibited. In Canada, save for the
oasis of Quebec, which to the bon vivant is to-day
the shadow of a great rock in a weary land, our own
Dominion is-pace 2% beer aixd native wine—officially
°0^- It seemed as if Quebec was destined to join

the austere communion, but she lingered shivering
on the brink, balked at the last step and now pro-
poses to permit within her bounds the consumption
of wine and beer to continue freely, and the use of
spirits under stiff restrictions. That province is
now, to use a military phrase, a last "strong point"
around which the defenders of the liquor system are
rallying

; in fact her devotion to freedom in drinking
has gained for her citizens a high repute in alcoholic
cu-des for wisdom and sanity and has in certain
quarters almost cancelled the odium created by their
enthusiasm for freedom in regard to military service.
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It is true that the tortures of the transition are

in the other provinces occasionally made more
merciful by kindly physicians and druggists, but the

fact lemains that tiie overt sale of strong alcoholic

liquor is to-day at an end in all provinces, save one.

Yet it would be absurd to say that the problem has
been finally settled either for Canada or for the

United States. In the latter country many earnest

men, lifelong friends of every good cause, hold that

a terrible mistake has been made, that the country
Has been forced by a band of eager and industrious

zealots into a policy for which tiie majority of the
inhabitants have given no authority, for whose con-

sequences they are not prepared, and to which they
are at heart opposed. They declare that the pro-

hibition law cannot be properly enforced until public

opinion is better educated up to the ideals aimed at,

that it is too great a change to be brought about
with such swiftness, and that the evils likely to

emanate from it will far outweigh the benefits con-
ferred. On the other hand the standard-bearers of

temperance declare that the millennium is now at

hand and that a new era of happiness, prosperity and
goodness is about to dawn for a republic whose
statesmen have been so wise as to ban the poisonous
traffic in liquor from its bounds. There are some in

Canada who contend that the example of the United
States must be followed and that it would be a
national disgrace to yield to our neighbour the palm
of glory won in the furtherance of the cause of tem-
perance. There are others who maintain that the
new policy in the United States is a supreme act of

folly which Canada can turn to her advantage if she
declines to imitate it. Thirsty citizens of America
will flock northward over the border, manufacturers
will transfer their factories to a land where their
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artisans can stay their thirst in good beer, our pleasure
resorts will be crowded every summer and an era of
prosperity beside which the late boom wiU pale its
meflfectual fires, can unfold itself for our Dominion

Here in Canada, though all the Provinces save
Quebec had passed local prohibitory laws, their
successful enforcement was only made possible by a
Federal Order-in-Coundl which prohibits inter-pro-
vindal traffic. The Federal Government had
planned to pass through Parliament legislation
contmmng their prohibitionary measures for another
year with certain modifications, but the Senate
has intervened to bar the extension. Probably the
temperance party will now press for the national
referendum which had been darkly hinted at by
Mr. RoweU and others. The Ontario Government,
however, has definitely announced a poll of the
lieges on the liquor question. It is highly prob-
able, therefore, that a great question of social policy
will faU to be decided in the near future by the
Canadian people and a proper decision is un-
thinkable, if it is to be taken amidst the clouds of
confusion, misstatement and personal vilification
which usually overshadow the discussion and settle-
ment of our most vital problems. It seems, there-
fore, highly proper that some consideration of the
subject should be available to the public m impartial
and judicial form. Now there is ample evidence
available gathered by sound economists, capable
scientists and experienced sociologists

; it has been
carefully examined and collated in various books
and documents, and the truth is more liktly to emerge
from such sources than from the environment of
emotion and prejudice with which the public dis-
cussion of the liquor problem has in the past been
permanently surrounded.
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There is scientific evidence available as to the
chemical qualities of alcohol and its physical effects
upon the human body. There is sociological evi-
dence available as to the moral, social and economic
results of its consumption. Testimony can be led as
to the effects of prohibition in other lands and as to
the divergent results of the innumerable systems

I
under which the liquor traffic has been conducted in
various countries. However, statistics can be ad-
vanced to prove anything, and in no sphere have
statistics suffered more gross misuse than in the
study of alcohoUsm. There are statistics available

_

to prove that wet and dry communities each can
I muster the greater array of centenarians

; that the
: open saloon increases drunkenness, and per contra

*
fjat the more saloons there are, the more sober is

I
the commumty. There are even people willing to

1 P*?^^. *"** the true cure for drunkenness is hard
f dnnking, probably on the theor. of a certain famous

Highland piper of whom it was said, that "the more
he drank, the soberer he got."

Too often in the past the contest has been con-
ducted on confusing lines. On the one hand there
are visible stout reactionaries who like their burgundy
and Johnny Walker, coming forward in the intervals
of their assaults on the Government for legislation
to suppress strikes and socialist weeklies, or make
trades union iUegal, to write furious letters to the
press, protesting against the infringement of the

S^;^ "^t,^'^""''^.' P^ *^^ «*^"» by prohibition.

u •
°*,?*.'' ^.^^ *^^^« ^^^ the acquisitive pietists,wno in their business careers have violated every

ethical standard and every law of the land, lifting up
?
tneu- hands to heaven and declaring that drunken-

^!lii^
the .father and mother of aU crime and that

. mankind will never be good or honest or pure untU it

esi
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is made teetotal by law. Neither the windy maunder-

inn of the ruby-nosed tippler or the anaemic i^
d&ts of poverty-stricken rural denes whose congre-

gations pay tiiem salaries too scant ever to leave

thtm tiie piice of a glassof beer, shoidd be aocM)t^

as evidence in tiie case. There should also be ruled out

of court tiiese keen students of foragn affaurs who

are prepared to declare tiiat Bolshevism is the

direct product of tiie abolition of drinkmg in Russia.

Ireland, alas, provides mournful evidence of be act

that the consumption of alcohol is no guarantee of

conservatism. Glasgow has long been held up to

scorn as tiie shameless possessor of an ^^f^'^^^fi^^

tation for drunkenness, but to-day amid breweries

and distilleries galore, the radical labour movement

in Britain finds its fiercest expression on the banks

of the Clyde. ^ ,

The drinking of alcoholic li j.or is not a moral or

poUtical crime. It may be a serious human error

and lead to > -HI consequences for the race. »"* »«

anv event wu^ case should come before the bar

under fair rules of evidence and not in an atmosphere

of oreiudice and emotion. The object, therefore, of

this book, which owes a heavy debt to the researches

of otiier students of the problem and their books,

wiU be to sift the chaff from the gram and examine

the facts and evidence adduced in support of both

sides of the prohibition question, never forgetting

the environment whence they came or the circum-

stances under which they were produced and to offer

its readers an opportunity of forming an independent

and satisfactory judgment. The author desires to

acknowledge with gratitude the helpful co-operation of

his wife, Ruth P. Stevenson, who is responsible for

more than one chapter and of Mr, Grattan O Uary

who has corrected the proofs,
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CHAPTER I.

THE HISTORY OF
ALCOHOL





CHAPTER I.

The History of Alcohol.

The word Alcohol is of Arabic origin, being
derived from the particle (d and the word
kohl, an impalpable powder us. 1 in the East
for painting (he eyebrows and for many cen-
turies serving to designate any fine powder.
Paracelsus (1490-1541) uses the word for a
volatile liquid and speaks of " alcool vini—
il est vino ardente." In the thkteenth and
fourteenth centuries our alcohol was known
as Eau-de-vie,—the eUxir of life (which is the
modem French term for brandy only).
Arnoldus Villanovanus used it as the name of
distilled wine, though not as a specific, but
from this time onwards it came to mean the
ethyl alcohol, the product of fermented sugar
solutions which ii characterised by its
spirituous odour and sharp and burning taste.
When was alcohol discovered ? It is impos-
sible to assign an exact date for this event as
can be so satisfactorily done in the case of
those other standbys of the human race,
tobacco and potatoes, but it is either an
ancient evil or an ancient good, possibly a
mixture of both, for it is not, like tobacco, a
product of latter day civilization. It may
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fairly be said that the desire for some form of

drink to warm the cockles of the heart and
reheve for a time the stress of anxiety insepar-

able from man's ties with this material plane,

has been sought and -obtained in iilmost

every age of the world's history and in every

race and clime. Man, both savage and
civilized, has this craving in common and a

consideration of the alcoholic liquor question

is incomplete without some view of its his-

torical aspect. It seems likely that the

discovery of this particular n. rcotising drink

was coincident with the arrival of what is

known as the agricultural period of man's
history. So long as man led a purely nomadic
life, he did not grow enough grain to tempt
him to try experiments with it, and what is

even more important, he had not progressed

to the point where he made any pots or pans
suitable for either the manufacture or storage

of alcohol. This conclusion is borne out by
the fact that none of the "pre-agriculturist"

people now living, such as the Australian

aborigines, the Californian Indians, the

Andamanese and the Pigmy tribes of Africa

have any knowledge of it whatever. But
the races who have come to the "fixed agri-

cultural" period of their development cor-

responding to those who peopled the earth

before the Egyptian civiUzation, which is
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the oldest of which we have any record, all,
with possibly one or two exceptions, knew
how to make alcoholic drinkfj before they
came into contact with the Aryan races.
Among these are the American Redskins
and the African Negro. But though the
"pre-agriculturists" are ignorant of alcohol,
aU of them brew narcotic drinks from some
vegetable substance. The CaUfomian Indians
boil the Jamestown weed for this purpose.
The Mohave Indians infuse the leaves and
root of strtithmonium. The methods of the
natives of the Pacific Islands are ingenious, if
somewhat disgusting to our now highly refined
instincts

; they chew the kava root and
spit the contents of their mouth well salivered
mto a vessel where it remams urtil it has
fermented. This last decoction probably con-
tains alcohol in minute quantity.

The period of fixed agriculture began
about thirty thousand years ago, some fifteen
thousand before the Egyptian civUization
rame into being, and alcohol has in all proba-
bihty a like antiquity. EvidenUy the benefits
of alcohol loomed large to primitive and
ancient man, for no diflSculty seems to have
been too great for him to surmount in order
to make and imbibe it. But the first great
advance in the manufacture of alcoholic
onnks came when man began to till the
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ground, to grow cereals in real abundance
and to cultivate the vine. The Egyptians
6000 years ago had in use wines made from
the grape and palm, and a kind of beer made
from barley ; the Assyrians also made wir^
from grapes, figs and pahn sap. The Hittites
used similar drinks, while Noah, who repre-
sents the Jews, "planted a vmeyard" at least
4000 years ago. According to Homer the
Greeks were well acquainted with wine.
The ancient Peruvians manufactured "chica,"
a beer made from Indian com, and the
Japanese have for many centtuies made
"sak6," which is quite intoxicating, from rice.

Mr. A. Gauthier, in a book called "Diet
and Dietetics," writes of the alcoholic drinks
in use in the different countries of the world
as follows : "In China, manduring and
fantsou; in India, arak ; in Thibet, chtmg,
and in Nubia, couja, have been made for cen-
turies by causing infusions of rice or other
boiled cereals, mixed or not with honey and
spices, to ferment. Paim wine, piUqui, of
Mexico, cachaea of Brazil, guarmo of South
America, mobi of Virginia, etc., are prepared
with the sap of the palm, American aloe,
sugar cane and decoctions of rice and potatoes.
In Norway the sap of the birch is fermented

;

in the Alps an infusion of gentian roots ; in the
North of Europe they have made for a long
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time and stm make hydromd from the honey
of bees. Lastly, we know the keptwi of the
Arabs and the koumiss of the Cossacks
obtained from the fermented milk of the
camel or mare. There is nothing even to the
iMrmngtsyjm made by Tartars with lamb's
flesh mixed with cooked rice and other vege-
tables and fermented, which is not used as
an alcohohc drink." The ancient Britons in
Caesar s tmie drank mead, (made from honey)
and cider. There is the pleasant legend of
the secret of "heather" ale which Uie last
survivor of a certain tribe of Picts possessed
and preferred to die rather than reveal. His
summary execution has always been regardedm Scotiand as a fatal error in national policy.
It IS believed tjat about 800 B.C. the>ssi-
bihty of distilhng alcohol to increase its
potency was discovered. Up to this time
alcohol was the immediate result of fermentine
sugar solutions of one kind or another. A
certain Geber first employed this method
and it was freely used by the people of Arabia
and Syna. Their first stiUs were crude and
did not produce alcohol of any very great
strength from the wine which was used as a
disti late, but it did not take the more fertile
intellects long to discover that by yet further
distillation theycould produce a very "heady"
beverage by sacrificing quantity to quality
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for every subsequent distillation naturally
condenses the spirit, as water is evaporated
from it.

When beer was first made, it was flavoured
with various kinds of vegetables and spices,

and it was not until the fotuteenth century
that hops were used to flavour it. Judging
from the nauseous beers brewed by primitive
man to-day, the use of hops must have been
an immense improvement to the drink.
Brandy was first made at about the same time,
but it was not fashionable to drink spirits

until several centuries later ; in England the
Tudor period initiated this questionable prac-
tice. Alcohol has always been in such imiver-
sal demand even when it could only be
obtained in very small quantities and in

dilute form that it is believed by many
people to be a necessity in certain conditions
of the physical body and that the craving
for it shows an instinctive need. Be this as
it may, it is the problem of intemperance in

connection with alcohol which has raised
the question of the necessity of legislating

against its use throughout past ages down to
the present time.

It seems reasonable to suppose that the
earliest makers of alcohol were not famiUar
with drunkenness as we are to-day. The
supply of alcohol was very limited, being
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confined to what each individual could brew
for hunself. Moreover, it was usually weak
to a degree. But the greatest factor militating
agamst drunkenness was the lack of facilities
for storing alcohol and keeping it on tap for
the general conununity. Systematic intem-
perance is not possible when there is no con-
tmuous reservoir such as our modem saloon
affords. Drunkenness would occur only at
rare mtervals at some special ceremonial
celebration. It would seem that this parti-
cular sin of intemperance is solely the product
of civiUzation. Evidence of this may be
found by comparing the social conditions of
co-existing civilizations in different stages of
development. At the time of the Discovery
(1492), the savage tribes of America knew how
to brew alcoholic drinks from such products
£^ maize, sweet potatoes, and pahn sap.
While the consumption of these beverages
seems to have been more or less universal,
constant drunkenness was unknown to them!
But in Mexico and Peru, two far distant com-
munities, there was existent at this time a
much more advanced stage of civiUzation, so
ancient that there is no means of estimating
the date of its origin. These peoplesa like
manufactured alcohol and both the Mexican
and Peruvian authorities were obUged to
pass legislation for the repression of drunken-
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U

ness No communication between these two
civilizations was then possible, and they
were also cut off from the old world, yet both
had discovered how to make alcohol. Only
the communities most advanced in civiliza-
tion were confronted with drunkenness ; the
Red Indian peoples who were of a decideiy
lower order, were entirely free from it. It is

enough to mention these instances of com-
parative inebriety, but there are others which
could be cited as yielding the same conclusions.
The Egyptian artists of 6000 years ago have
left very lurid pictures of drunken revels in
which both men and women participated.
The first recorded knowledge of temperance
reformers is fo?ind in Egyptian records of
6,000 years ago, which tell of a demand in
the land of the Pharaohs Tor the reduction
in the number of places for the sale of beer.
There is also extant a letter written 3,000
years ago by a worried Egyptian father to
his son, then a student in the city of
Pelusium, sorrowfully complaining that tales
had come to the parental ears, as they
have come so many million times since,
of how he was constantly with evil com-
panions, wasting his precious time in
beer houses and had — horrible dictu—
rr,';;itedly ended carousals under the
tUiie.
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It seems likely, however, that among theMaents drunkemiess was often reg^dedmther as a legitimate pleasme than as fvi^

T^ere are two descriptions of Paradise which
are decidedly m favour of tiie suppositionAmong tiie Greeks "an everlasting drunken^ was ^d to be tiie lot of tiie Blessed.The races of tiie Nortii had much tiie same
Idea and Odm's Paradise depicted tiie virtuous
unbibing large quantities of ale until tiiey
reached a condition of bUssful intoxication
Phny, about 200 A.D., complains of tiie
whole world drinking to excess, whUe tiie
^ible provides more tiian one instance of^nketmess among the Jews at aU stages of
their history and also among tiie early

nil^'HT;. ^i^ ^'^P'y °^ Britlin from tiie
tune of Julius Caesar is replete witii references
of mtoMcation m the life of tiie community.The bishops and clergy came in for a fan-
share of opprobrium in tiiis respect : Boniface

fr.^^ -^.f^^V7' ^^S Kdgar in tiie lOtii,

t^"^,"?.^^ }}9' ^^ Archbishop Peckhamm tiie 13th, aU denounced tiiis weakness on
tiie part of tiie pillars of tiie Church. How-
ever, it is quite interesting to note tiiat in
tHe last mentioned century the Churchamong Its other instructions to tiie faitiiful'
enjomed the Clergy "to drink weU at tiiei;
meat, and then afterwards for supper ; and
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afterwards at the collation each must have
a piece of candle as long as the arm below the
elbow, and as long as there shaU remain a
morsel of candle, the brethren must continue
their drinking." Everyone is famiUar with
Henry VIII. 's campaign against the monas-
teries in which drunkenness was rife, and the
Virgin Queen was obliged to forbid her clergy
to "haunt ale-houses or taverns."

The general pubUc could not be expected
to be any better in this respect than their
spiritual advisers and evidence is plentiful to
show that every public congregation was
attended with an orgy of drunkenness. The
return of Edward I, from the Holy Land occa-
sioned a festive carnival, and among other
items it is recorded that "the conduits ran
with wine." The same thing happened at
the marriage of Anne Boleyn and thf. restora-
tion of Charles II. Thomas Young writes in
1617 that " 'Tis now come to pass, tnat he is

no gentleman, a very milk sop, that will not
drink, fit for no company." Apparently
from this time onwards the vice of drunken-
ness increased by leaps and bounds as the
facilities for making and distributing alcohoUc
liquor grew with civilization. In the reign
of WilUam and Mary a writer states that
intemperance raged "from the highest to the
lowest." Lord Lonsdale asserted in the
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House of Lords in 1783 that "in every oart

^tl^tajd tte effect rfSco'oWL^t'
Umd^C^J^^ ^'?Sht. in describing aijondon Chnstmas, writes : "In everv bmarfthoroughfare, and in every cl<»e S^ ,^was drunkenness abroadT nS^Sef^
^^Ti, °^"« J" maudC&S
SSdce^L.^'^*' '^'»*' °"'™«eouf

be ScTui^W "'•i°"'
**' have come touc regarded until quite recent davs as nnit*.

s>r^^if:r^r\ ^^^^^ionT:^nitKHit. It IS extremely unlikely that und^tiie regrnie described above any private S^fbrations such as marria^ and cSristen^^"were held without the aid ofX riS
^'""^

fnof^^ "i-^^?' ^^ ^« IrishLln^erivl

nifl^^'l^'^ P^^^"^^' ^^ten a fairnSmof good cheer from the funerals of hirfS?
^ a fn^cLdT th'^"^ ^^^ the ci^S
locf l ?^ ^^ mourners to join in thelast ntes An enquiry of some mSnSr ofa long funeral cortege in Scotl^?^' To I

¥
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I:

the history of the corpse once elicited the
response, "I dinna ken, I just came wi' a
frien' for the entertainment." The custom
responsible above all others for the initiation
of drunkenness at modem social gatherings
is that of the "toast," but it has ceased for
some years to be fashionable to get drunk ;

stimulants are now meastu%d in glasses,
whereas they were formerly rated by the
bottle and a man who is habitually intoxi-
cated can count on more criticism than
approval from his friends. People are now
not in the least ashamed to be water drinkers
pure and simple, and even at private com-
plimentary banquets in Britain before the
war half the glasses of the company would
contain nothing stronger than water.

But apart from the history of alcohol as
an intoxicant it must not be forgotten that
it has for generations been consumed by
thousands of perfectly temperate people who
regard it as a very valuable food. Old
people took it for its supposed revivifying
effects, while young girls m delicate health
were often given burgundy or claret as a
tonic. Among the people of the British
Isles there is a very wide-spread belief in the
nourishing quality of beer, and in the family
budget of the working classes money is set
aside as a matter of course for this article
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The Physioi^ogicai. Aspect op Ai^cohoi..

revW^.tt'^'y'^i' J^^ ^^^"^i«t would

but to the average layman this is an unsatis

cS ThL ^^
medicines known as nar-

twn !;» r!^^ "^^^ ^^^ characterised bytwo quahties
; they exhilarate for a short

^Z^""^
afterwards exert a sedative influentwhich makes in some degree for sleeSneS

ta^n'^Iicoh ^1
according^to .he qSfty

nnmhl. r^°^ "^^^ ^ manufactured in a

from ti,
°^. '^^^'' *^"* ^^ "«"ally obtained

^aL^ren^'^'^'ru^^ ^"^^^^- Starchygrams are often used because they containthe necessary sugar. This chemical changeknown as fermentation is caused bv minuSforms of vegetable life, micro-o^a^ smsexisting primarily in the air There are

sS:ptib;e"to f '""'T
^^^^^ ^'^ -^-ally

SLt .
•'" ^^^^' ^PP^es and betrieygrains at certain seasons of the year, lue^are readily dealt with hut tui

*^^ese

suoar fr.,,*;^ ;Jr u r ' ^^ ^"e compoundsugar found m beetroot, cane, etc.. must bedecomposed before it can 'be firl^e^ted
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The bloom on the ripe grape is filled with
these micro-organisms, the mycodermata

;

they do not affect the grape so long as the
skm IS mtact, but once it is pierced they have
access to the sweet sugary juice, and there
they set up fermentation, i.e., they gradually
absorb the oxygen from the sugar and this
change m the chemical constituents of sugar
(carbon, oxygen and hydrogen) produces
alcohol m solution with water and colouring
matter which is afterwards bottled as wine.

But the particular organism, by which
alcohol for beer and whiskey is chiefly pro-
duced, is caUed the yeast plant or "t&rtiSa,"
by means of which the sugar found in barley
grams and placed there for the nourishment
of the embryo plant can be turned into
alcohol. But first the grain, after germina-
tion has begun, is malted to arrest its develop-
ment so that the embryo plant shall not use
up all the sugar. As the yeast buds and
grows m the sugar, it splits it up into alcohol
and carbon dioxide. The bubbles seen in
fermentation are due to the action of car-
bonic acid gas. However, as soon as all the
sugar IS devoured by these micro-organisms
their vigor declines and they finally die of
starvation in the very alcohol they have
created. The enemies of alcohol have
denved much pleasure in holding this fart
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up as a moral to mankind, whose case, they

snm^r" fT't^y
analogous, as every con-

UwL Z'^'^^?* ?' ^^ ^^^'' ^y^' destined

Ac!,^, *"? ''°^ ^''^^ ^" alcohohc graveAssuredly it cannot fail to be his end if hehves long enough. It is a pity the clause ofongevity has to be inserted in the arg?im1nt

frH;i'P°'*l'^3«
remarkable analogy.^^ugh

It does make it sound a more lorical conclusion m face of the experience? ofX
lov^f f'^^"^^' i?

'^^ ^^^^ «f his alcohol!lovmg fnends. Not more than 13% ofalcohol can be obtained in a liquid witout

resort?ro-^^'^"^'^°"' ^^^ ^^« P^^ess"
^Zl^ ^u

'" ""'^^^ *° P^^d"^ spirits contain-mg a higher prcentage of alcohol. The per-centage of alcohol in the various beverages
IS very interesting.

"averages

Jper contains usi
Cider

Jally about 5%
Claret .'.'

^Z'
Champagne " >

Port

8% to 10%
• 8% to 11%

Gin 16% to 18%
Rum " •

31% to 40%
Whiskey
Brandy " <

..
40% to 50%
44% to 56%

' 48% to 56%
The problem for

IS to obtain enough
convert into alcohol.

the brewer and distiller
cheap sugary liquids to
He therefore does not
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1^^^

^i^^fif'i'^
^^""^^y ^^^^' ^"^ ^^ recourse tosome fifteen substitutes, such as com rve

oats, potatoes, and beetroots, molasses, andvanous grades of glucose.

My ? Is It undiluted poison or is it bene-S '•";
^^^^^tion ? In what forms, if any,

shall It be permitted and under what con-
ditions is It desirable to imbibe it ? It seems
to be well established that alcohol has a
detrimental effect upon the growth of cell

It:
Fj'P^^/^ents with plants and animalsshow that the protoplasm is affected by the

alcohol proportionately to the amount appliedand the rapidity of the growth and multipli-
cation of the cells is greatly lessened even bysmall amounts of alcohol. It is therefore nofood for babes or indeed for anyone whohas not reached his full stature. It is alsoobvious that large doses of alcohol taken atone sitting, which result in loss of cerebral
control by the paralysis of the nervous systemending in drunkenness, are at all costs to beavoided When a man drinks excessivelyhe IS characterised by mental abnormahtiesand a certain weakness of character which
usually brings him misfortune in some gnSeor another. He usually drinks for the Take
of stupefaction and has travelled far along
the road to bemg a sot. However, practically
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every sane person is agreed, and even thehabitual drunkard in his lucid moments ^Uacquiesce, m the proposition that opportunlties for drunkenness must as far as possiblebe ehmmated from the life of the communityThe real question at issue seems to be Isthere any justification at aU for the con-

tS '%°^
.f

°hol in even moderate quan-

factTon f^'
'^ '"""^^ """" ^"k it for stupe-faction, there are many who drink it for i^c

uon wnich they believe it to afford
The school of scientists and "reformerswho mamtam that alcohol is entirely iSus

(a) It is a poison according to pharma-

adult of full stature suffers from inaW?Uv toreplace wasted tissue.
inaointy to

o„i/^^ ? ^} ?^^^^^ protoplasmic life chemi-cally. alcohol also affects'^the intricate c^n-
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(I-

troUing mechanism which is caUed the nervous
system, and through it the delicate cor-
puscles of the brain. The effect is immediately
perceived by a greater freedom of speechand manner and a gradual loosening of thebonds of self-restraint. A man may thinkhe feels pleasantly stimulated, but in realityhe IS imbibmg a sedative which acts fromabove downwards, first affecting the higherbram centres, the regions of moral and intel-
lectual activity. It next affects the judg-ment ceUs, then the emotions and lastly thespnngs of the wiU, until there is nothing butthe ammal man left. Thus, what appears
as stimidation. a loosening of the ton^, a
greater freedom of speech and mannirs, ism reality due to a relaxation of the control
centres of the brain caused by the narcotic
influence of alcohol. In this way also the
vital organs are affected. The cells swellmto a nodular condition and there is anmcrease of fibrous tissue resulting in what isknown as ''fatty degeneration of the heart,"
granular kidney," and "hobnailed liver

"

SntUir'^''^' '"° °' abnormalities (o

(d) It injuriously affects.theneuro-muscu-
lar power and repeated experiments upon all
classes of men have shown that they cannot
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iVr^f.
""""'^ ^^^' ^ ^^^^ °^ ^ efficiently

atter the consumption of alcohol.
(e) It aflFects the metabolism (chemical

exSn l^^^.b-dy) by making for delayed
exidation (buramg up of waste tissue). This

denS'of S^/^P"' ?" ^^'^^'' ^°d the evi-

nfTc 5.^..^ ^^"^^'^ °^^^" mistaken for proofof
1 s nutntive value, which in reality is nil
U) It also retards digestion after thedigestive mixture has rea«Aed 5 to 10% ofabsolute alcohol.

^"/c oi

unnlf^fd" •^^''?^<J'^
^^^ ^" injurious effect

to^;^ orgLr^'"^ """'^^ ^'^^ ^^^ '^'P^^-

ih) Above all, it induces a craving forS ^-n

"^^''^ ^"^ inaugurate, a habit whfch

rrt^l ^^^° ""^"^ ^^^^^ to degeneration,crime and insanity. '

This view of alcohol has been very ablvpresented by Sir Victor Horsley and DrMaiy D. Sturge in their book, "Alcohol andthe Human Body," published in 1908 But

valu^ of tL'^'
"^"^'^"^^ repudiation of thevalue of this drug, in no uncertain voice bvtwo persons deriving great authority fmmtheir position in the medical profession

ylrdlcf rr, ""^T!;' •
"!;«^tisfied with their

verdict. They find it hard to believe that
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something which has always been used bv
mankind from the BibHcal times to the present
day the wide world over can be such an abso-
lutely unalloyed evil as it appears to the
prohibitionist vision.

On the other side of this hotly debated
question, Sir J. Crichton Browne published
a book on "What we owe to alcohol," which
IS a good standard work from the view of
alcohol as a necessary and beneficent agentm man s life. And since legislation for the
repression and control of the sale of alcoholic
beverages has become increasingly common,
the supply of books and pamphlets by persons
unreservedly in favour of alcohol has de-
cidedly increased. A recent publication
descnbes itself as a protest against the out-
rages of pessimistic prohibitionists. What is
tiie ordinary individual, who is not a share-
holder m a brewery or distillery, and has no
personal prejudices in either direction, to
believe ? He must form some opinion if he is
to tulfal his political obligations intelligently
As IS an invariable rule in any widely discussed
topic neither the bitter enemies nor the
fervid partisans of alcohol are wholly in the
right, and above all other contestants they are
both disinclined to give their opponents' case
a fair heanng. It was only last year that
the results of investigation by a really impar-
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ln\hJ^^ "^T ^Zi ^^ fi^^t time accessible
to the general public. Their conclusions are

r.J^/f""'^.'"
t^^ ^^P°^t made by the

meH^'i ^ ^^"^ °^ ^'^^^ representatives of

t^fr . T^ "".^"^^^ science, appointed by

Se oTnHv^^^'^W"'"'
^°^^th^^ to consider

^finn f^'H'"''?
aflfecting the physiological

action of alcohol and more particularly the

nfSf S\^"^i'^
^°^ ^"^"^trial efficiencyproduced by the consumption of beverages

of vanous alcohoHc strengths, with spedal

fitard'^" t" '!;^ '^'T "^^^^« -' thecS^oard. In his preface to this book. Lord
p Abemon, the chairman of the committee
lays special emphasis upon the impartiaht;
of tlie committee's work, "who did notknowingly or of set purpose take sides withany existing body of opinion." Thdr ma „conclusions may be quoted as followT-

inwinc ^ u'!S
^^^^^ages are definitelv in-junous to children.

tiniS
^^^""^ •^''''" ^^^ ^^^"^ts of its con-tinued excessive use, the main effects of

due t'o i^^f
^"^ ""^ ^'^' significance aredue to Its action on the nervous systemThe result of scientific research concenW

the action of alcohol on the respiration Jhfarcu ation, the digestion and themuscS sys!tem, is to show that, so far as direct action is
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concerned, alcohol, when administered in
mod^ate doses, in diluted form, and at
suffiaent mtervals, has no effect of any serious
and practical account.

(c) Reliable evidence that alcohol improvesm normal arcumstances the efficient perform-
ance of any muscular act, unskilled or skilled
seems at present to be altogether absent. '

(d) The action of alcohol on the nervous
system is essentiaUy sedative, and with the
possible exception of its direct influence upon
the respu-atory centre, it is not truly stimulant.

(c) An exhausting and worrying day may
leave a condition of tension and irritabiUty
which interferes with appetite and digestion •

and m such a condition, and in some persons
It may be that wine or some other diluted
form of alcohol, taken with the evening meal
will assist the assimilation of food. Again'
persons who have overworked to such an
extent that they have become too tired to
rest may be enabled to sleep when they have
taken a small amount of alcohol.

(f) It is nutritive, for it can within limits
replace an equivalent amount of carbohydrate
or fat m a diet, and has a similar effect in
economising protems.

, ,.^^].
^^^ temperate consumption of alco-

hohc hquors may be considered to be physio-
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logically harmless in the case of the greatmajonty of normal adults.
^

The conclusion of the whole matter wo,,mseem to be that although alaJLTf^rousto children, it is not in the least so to^eordma^ adult who does not drii^it to exce^

tl t} 1 .
^""^ ^ ^°^ person can afford

^^J^^^^J^
'"^ ^o excess. A baker's do^ ofjam tarts or a pound of hquorice d^l

sXT^f "'^^ "° inordinSely Zf
S/to^ir'^'^iP'^'^^ ^"^^^ asiembar-

S^ihrS '"Sf^P^P'e ^. a glass too much
Pnw^i •. ^^ ** *^ '^^^ injurious and it is

fSl^ ^ '^"'^ people/ should they be

^ssbl?v nf T ^'.'^^^^y ^^"^ of^th^

S'^dTviSual??'^"^ ^^ ^^— ^y

tain^n„T.u°^"^'
°^ prohibition stoutly main-tain and this report will strengthen thdicontention, that alcohol is not m^y enjoT-

o^^T^ *? .^ ^^8^^ ^""iber of people Itacts, they claim, sedatively upon tS nervoussystem, soothes it and rehevS the sS5^ of^e y, ovemork or discomfort. IShough

ifi!^^o
"^r^^eless undoubtedly acts insuch a way that a man feds the iUusi^ S III

If

^
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stimulation, for by its slightly narcotic action
it imparts a sedative influence to the higher
brain centres, giving them the blessed rehef

that they crave from the stress and strain

which comes more heavily than ever upon
them in this twentieth century of quick
Uving. In this way a man talks with less

effort and sees the humorous side of life more
quickly just because he is freed by the action
of alcohol from the realization of fatigue.

Alcohol again has beyond doubt the
valuable property of causing sleep to come
readily, and while it is not well to depend on
any particular physical prop to promote it,

yet there must be many occasions when a
glass of wine wiU assist the jaded nerves to

take the very rest they need so much to

recuperate for fresh work Alcohol may not
improve muscular eflSciency, in fact it seems
to retard muscular action, when taken in the
daytime before or diuing work, but there can
be httle doubt that the quality of the work of

many individuals might be improved by
using alcohol in moderate quantities after

the work was done, in the evening for in-

stance, to promote relaxation of the nervous
system and ensure refreshing sleep at night.

At any rate the researches of this completely
impartial and highly authoritative committee
have led them to such conclusions.
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CHAPTER III.

The Growth of the Temperance
Movement.

The temperance movement, as social and
political phenomena go, is of comparatively
modem growth. In the days of Shakespeare
there were people who gloried m their tem-
peranc*. There is the boast of Adam; in
"As you Like It,"

"Though I am old, yet I am strong and lusty.
For in my youth I never did apply,
Hot and rebellious liquors in my blood."

It is true, however, that his FalstaflFs and
his watchmen were steady patrons of the
bottle. Half a century later the muse of
John Milton glorified the principles and
practices of temperance. Cropping up at rare
intervals during the 17th and 18th centuries,
there are to be found spasmodic writings and
protests in favour of temperance in liquor.
Among the names of its advocates are those of
Sir John Floyer, Drs. Mamwaring, CuUen,
Gregory, Baynard, and John Smith, the
latter being the author of a singular book
called "The Curiosities of Common Water."
The first historical teetotaller known to fame

r
U

1.-

I
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was a certain John Baines, of Northampton,
who m 1703 claimed to be 128M years old.
He was wont to declare that he had biuied
thie town of Northampton ten times over and
always attributed his longevity to the fact
that his only beverage during his long exis-
tence had been "aqua pura."

In the 17th and 18th centuries such a
phenomena as an organized temperance move-
ment was unknown in the world, but in the
dosing years of the latter century the atten-
tion of enUghtened men was being attracted
to many questions which became the subject
matter of social reform and agitation in the
succeeding centiuy. Of these problems the
liquor traffic was one. Though drunkenness
had been prevalent from the earliest times,
it was the introduction of spirits and parti-
cularly gin, which created demands for reform
and forced legislative control. The first

effective criticism came from the medical
world. In 1785 Dr. Benjamin Rush, of
Philadelphia, who had issued a stirring exhor-
tation in 1777 to Washington's army to
abstain from strong drink, wrote a striking
paper called "An Enquiry into the Effects of
Ardent Spirits on the Human Mind and
Body," which attracted great attention and
was repubUshed in England. Dr. Thomas
Trotter, chief surgeon in the Navy, published
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Lu^ •l^.t?'^^.?'' Drunkenness," which
dealt with the medical effects of the con-sumption of alcohol. These were person^
individualistic eflFoHs but people of Anglo-Saxon stock have a natural bias to association

f^ir^^'^^f ^^^^°'^' ^"d this tendencybecame visible at an early stage in the liquor
controversy. Says the Frendi philosoph^'De TocqueviUe, in his " Democracy in

nS% ;As soon as the inhabitants of theUnited States have taken up an opinion or afeeling which they wish to"^ promote in dieworld, they look for assistant and as soon

^ om that moment they are no longer isolatedmen, but a power seen from afar, whose
actions serve for an example and whoselanguage is listened to. The first time 1heard m the United States that a huXdthousand men had bound themselves publiclyto abstain from spirituous liquors, it appearedto me more like a joke than a seriousTnact
ment, and I did not at once perceive whvthese temperate citizens would not content
themselves with drinking water by theh- own
firesides. I at last understood that tSrsehundred thousand Americans, alarmed bythe progress of drunkenness around themhad made up their minds to patronise tern
perance. They acted just in the ime way
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as a man of high rank who should dress

plainly in order to impress the humbler order

with his contempt for luxury."

The first temperance society known to

history was founded in Saratoga in the State

of New York m the year 1808. In 1813 there

came into existence the Massachussetts

Society for the Suppression of Intemperance,

but a more powerful and important body took

shape in 1826 in the American Society for the

Promotion of Temperance, which after seven

years' existence had 6,000 local societies and
over 1,000,000 members. In the British Isles

strangely enough, the earliest scene of a

temperance movement was in Ireland, which

has to-day but a lukewarm enthusiasm for

the cause. In 1818 there was a temperance

society formed at Skibbereen by a certain

Mr. Sedwards, a nailor, and in 1829 the

Ulster Temperance Society was formed. At
first temperance in the eyes of its promoters

merely meant abstinence from spirits. Later

on the ideal of reformers developed to a

demand for total abstinence, and the name
teetotaller came into common use. It had
its origin in the North of England, and one

Richard Turner, of Halifax, has the credit of

inventing it. He was a reformed drunkard

and, as a temperance speaker, was renowned

for his quaint and humorous style. To
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emphasize the completeness of his severance
from his old love, he was wont to prefix an
extra "t" to the adjective in proclaiming
himself a total abstainer and the new word
took root and stuck.

After the first early enthusiasm the move-
ment languished for a space till it was revived
by Father Mathew's crusade in Ireland which
lasted from 1834 to 1842. Endowed with
great eloquence and persuasive powers, this
noble-hearted priest has had few parallels
as a successful missionary since Peter the
Hermit. Crowds flocked to hear him speak,
and hardened drunkards were converted by
the score to teetotalism. In three years, as
a result of his tireless labours, the consump-
tion of spirits in Ireland fell from 10,815,000
to 5,290,000 gallons. He crossed over to
England, where he met with success on a
smaller scale, and in 1843 came to America,
where he was well received. He died at a
comparatively early age in 1856, but the
movement which he headed is still a land-
mark m the histoty of the temperance move-
ment. As a temperance orator in the last
century, his only rival was the celebrated
John B. Gough.

By the middle of the century, temperance
sentiment in Britain had been growing in
strength, and when Queen Victoria and her
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household paid a visit to a distillery at
Lochnagar, near Bahnoral Castle, in 1848,
and it was reported that the Queen had par-
taken of a glass of the "crathur," there was
profound horror and grief in temperance
circles and a certain shaMng of heads among
folk of less strict views at this royal patronage
of Scotland's national beverage. Accordingly,
an explanatory account was judiciously cir-
culated in papers read by the devout. This
narrative stated that the Queen merely put
the glass to. her lips and when the less careful
Prince Consort was about to take a second
glass, said, "Do you know what you are
doing ?'' The late King Edward had some
reputation as a Bohemian in his salad days,
but, if he hked whiskey, the taste was a later
acquisition, for he spluttered out the little

he took, so the official story ran, and said,
"What is that, Mam^ a ?" Also present
was the Princess Royp^ mother-to-be of the
late Kaiser, whom tl •. chronicler reported
to have used, with uncanny prescience of the
future, the term "liquid fire," in describing
the whiskey. This account put a different
aspect on the incident, and Victoria regained
her prestige as a model of domestic virtue
for her subjects to imitate.

In America there developed, with Balti-
more as its basis, what was known as the
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Washingtonian Movement. Its peculiarity lay
in the fact that it was chiefly promoted by
reformed drunkards, but, though history does
not tell whether their zeal and experience
were specially effective factors in conversion,
the Washingtonian Movement had few accom-
plishments to its credit. All these early
temperance movements had one feature in
common. They relied solely on the weapon
of moral suasion and had no thought of
recourse to legislation. The change came
gradually, and was forced by a variety of
causes. It became apparent that moral
suasion was not enough, and as long as the
scope of the liquor trafiic was unrestricted by
the State, the curse of drunkenness would
freely prevail.

So the temperance forces, while not
abandoning the idea of moral suasion, had
at an early stage to address themselves to the
task of securing poHtical action. The first
real agitation for complete prohibition began
in Maine in the early thirties under the
guidance \ a well known American soldier,
General James Appleton. He passed out of
the fray early in the fight, but among his
co-workers was a certain Neal Dow, who
was bom in Portland in the year 1804, and
was destined to leave a larger mark upon the
social history of his country. By his services
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in the Civil War he attained the rank of
Hcneral in the United States army, but he
ha t a wider fame in the course of a very long
lue which lasted ahnost till the close of the
'' 9t'i century, as generalissimo of the prohibi-
tion foices of North America. Prohibition
c '^i:, >)ais:i:s henceforth became a regular feattu-e
oi AriLn>f.'t. politics.

:- a .« j53 there was founded in Britam, the
Uni'til Kingdom AUiance, whose avowed
obj^c yas "to procure total and immediate
legislative suppression of the traffic in in-
toxicating liquors as beverages." Next, there
came into being the famous order of Good
Templars, which was founded at Utica, in
New York, m the year 1851. In 1869 a
prohibition party was organized in the United
States to fight the presidential election and
ran its first candidate for the presidency in
1872, with James Black, of Pennsylvania, as
its nominee. The movement was now fairly
and squarely in politics, and there it has
remained ever since, often to the confusion
of other issues. But besides its political
aspect the modem prohibition movement is

characterized by seviral features.

(1) It is now international, e.g., the Good
Templar Society has branches in every comer
of the globe. There was held in London in
1909 an Intemational Prohibition Conven-
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tion, which is reported to have been a great

success. In the city of Ottawa on May 21st

there was held a world-wide Prohibition Con-
ference at which, in addition to delegates

from Great Britain and Canada, there were
present representatives from far distant

countries Uke New Zealand and Japan. The
proceedings were partly occupied in rounds
of mutual congratulations over victories

recently achieved and partly with expres-

sions of determination to hold the trenches
which had been won.

(2) Organizations of women to support
the movement have been formed, the foremost
of which is the famous W.C.T.U., which was
founded in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1874, and has
since then carried its white ribbons to \'ictory

on many a well-fought battlefield. The
W.C.T.U. movement first attained tu real

power and influence under the guidance of

Frances Willard, and its membership is ncv
nearly three-quarters of a mi? n.

(3) Children have been brought under
the influence of the movement. In Britain

there is the interesting^ Band of Hope move-
ment, and side I v de with it the Church of

England Tempeance vSociety. In America
there is a Loyal Temperance Legion which
attracts large imml)er- of children to its ranks.
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(4) The teaching of temperance has been
steadily promoted by educational authoritiesm the schools.

. (5) There has been extensive scientific

orSor" ^^ physiology and pathology

But amid aU these innovations the tem-
perance movement has never lost ground
It has been supported by magnificent organi-
zations and has been able to maintain anamazing number of periodicals. Few people
reahze how many papers are published solely
in the interest of temperance. In the UnitedKingdom there are forty, as many more in
the Umted States, and in Canada at least
seven. The organized agitation against the
abuse and often the use of alcoholic liquor isa most mteresting feature of modem civiHza-
TDn. but attempts to ascertain the result of
the efforts of the temperance parties are very
difficult. Doubt ess the numerous measureson hquor legislation, which have been passedm Europe and on this continent, are largely
the fruit of their selfless labours and the
majority of these laws, it must be acknow-
ledged, have helped in the process of social
improvement. At least they are always
pointed to with glee and pride by prohibi-
tionists. The latter regard the adop ^ of
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prohibition by a community as a self evident
proof of progress and more moderate reformers
are wont to see the reduction of licenses in the
same roseate light. But the real point should
be not the state of the laws, the number of
saloons or drunkards, but the habits and
development of the people who drink, and
the supreme question after all is the eflfect
upon the community of temperance legisla-
tion as well as of the moral and other in-
fluences which the temp-rance movement
has brought to bear.
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CHAPTER IV.

Thb Prohibitionist Case.

The movement for temperance reform
has for nearly a century divided the Anglo-
Saxon peoples into three classes, those who
refuse, those who use and those who abuse
hquor. A better characterization would be,
temperates and intemperates. The distmction
between abstinence and temperance needs no
further definition than a study of the two
words

; temperance and intemperance in the
use of liquors are as old at any rate as the
days of the Ark, and the divergence is not
hkely to be obhterated in one generation.
The cleavage between the two classes and
their respective ideas is naturally deep and
wide, and it was inevitable that parties
should have arisen to develop and promote
their ideas. Now the practice of association
is a natural and healthful element in V 2 com-
position of mankind. For men to bin them-
selves together to abstain from spirituous
liquors is a creditable and blameless act, and
the early temperance movement had eve-^'-
thing to commend it, but as time went on a
movement which originally had as its watch-
word "temperance," gradually changed its
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attitude till its demands did not stop short
of prohibition and total abstinence for the
whole community. The distinction between
temperance and abstinence is deeply fixed in
individuals of adult years. The enthusiasm
of the complete abstainer in its private and
legitimate expression is no matter for ridicule
and contempt. Often it is a sincere and
noble passion, improving the character and
not unduly narrowing the outlook, and under
these circumstances it is entitled to honest
respect and attention. Particularly when a
man or woman abandons the liquor habit, he
or she is usually impelled by some very serious
and lofty motive. It is often noticeable
that people who have seen the fruits of alco-
hoHsm in the wasted Uves of their parents,
kindred or friends, possess a deep and abiding
passion for abstinence which is beyond and
above criticism. The moral influence of
abstainers should always be allowed the
freest scope, for a man who deliberately
refuses an indulgence can exert tremendous
influence for good upon the self-indulgent,
and the powers and influences of such an
individual should never be a subject of
ridicule or scorn.

But unfortunately the attitude of many
abstainers in Canada and other countries
has come to this : "Liquor is nothing but
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a poison. It is always dangerous even for
healthy people. To use it is to incur a
terrible risk for yourself, to injure other
people and impair the corporate national
welfare

; let us therefore stop the use of it
for everybody." AU prohibitionists do not
daun hquor to be a poison, but the majority
are convinced it is. Impressed, therefor-!-,
with the duty cast upon it of saving mank d
from this terrible evil, there is to-day a large
party in the State which declares that there
is only one heroic remedy for deahng with the
hquor traffic and its attending evils, viz.
total prohibition.

'

In their eyes all other remedies are con-
fessedly partial in their operation, but pro-
hibition strikes at the very root of corruption.
To the argument of the infringement of the
personal Uberty of the individual that no
nght exists to take away the opportunity for
the use of liquor, they make answer that
there is no right, legal or moral, which allows
a man to do anything injurious, as liquor
drinkmg often does, to others and himself.
When it is urged against prohibition that it is
in conflict with a natural craving for stimu-
lants which is ineradicable, they retort that
there is no such thing as a natural craving for
stimulants. It is a wholly artificial product
which has been deliberately created and can
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be abandoned. Do not children when they
first taste alcohol find it either bitter, nauseous,

btuning or sour ? To the plea that it may be
hard for elderly people to give up the habit

of drinking alcohol which may have become
an ingrained custom of their daily lives, they
retort that whole nations have Hved and
flourished as total abstainers. It is useless

to point out that the hard drinking races of

Northern Europe have been the most success-

ful in the material sense, and that the teetotal

Turk has steadily deteriorated. There is the

ready reply that climatic and other influences

have been the determining factors. If it is

argued that prohibition may be difficult of

enforcement, that there may be violations

of the law on a wholesale scale and that the

law in general may be thereby brought into

contempt to the future disadvantage of

society, the prohibitionists retort that the

law can and must be enforced, and that, if

an existing Government does not enforce it,

they will find another which can. They
have no patience with the argument that

their measure is likely to ruin large industries

and throw thousands of people out of work,
and few people of liberal minds would resent

their opposition to the plea f . vested interest.

If the reform is necessary . d likely to be
successful, the stale cry of tiie sacrifices of
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the savings of widows and orphans, which
every vested interest cheerfully trots out,
does not deserve a moment's contemplation.

In such wise do the prohibitionists dispose
of the arguments against prohibition, and
on the other hand they produce a variety of
counts in its favour, of which thQ more
important and outstanding are :

(1) The capital formerly absorbed by the
Uquor traffic can be profitably devoted to
more useful industry.

(2) The money formerly expended in the
purchase of liquor will be diverted through
constructive channels, creating greater happi-
ness in the home, a higher standard of living,
and better education for children, a higher
development of character in our citizens,
and greater industrial efficiency.

(3) The prohibition of intoxicating liquor
will prove the most progressive advance
taken in the history of the State to render it

easier for its citizens who were formerly
directly affected by its numerous evils, to
escape from then- clutches, and to join with
then- fellowmen in making their highest con-
tribution to national progress and human
welfare.

(4) The many urgent social and political
reforms such as the abolition of slum areas,
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pauperism and other disfigurements of our
civiUzation cannot be successfully attacked
until the liquor traffic has been completely
done away with.

(5) Prohibition will remove a fruitful

soiu-ce of corruption from mtmidpal, pro-
vincial and federal poUtics.

To-day the temperance party in the
United States and in Canada is extremely
active and aggressive. They have been
flushed with a long series of victories and now
are determined to aboHsh the last beer glass
from off the face of the earth as sternly as
General Gorgas drove the last mosquito from
the Panama zone. Time was when their
demands were comparatively modest, but
the war gave them a very fine strategic
position, and they have pushed it to tiie

hmit. It is just possible that they may have
overplayed their hands, but for the time
being a variety of factors tell in their favour.
There is the need for economy and a general
protest against waste ; there is a desire for
efficiency ; there is a passion for social

improvement, to which alcohoUsm among
the poorer classes has been a sorrowful barrier.

To-day the temperance party has more
sympathizers than ever before, and they have
collected these sympathizers chiefly because
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the attitude of the majority has been stu-
diously moderate. Its moderation in Canada
mduced large numbers of our citizens who
were not teetotallers to vote for a variety of
temperance acts which the provinces have
passed into legislation, and to give them
cordial support. But as an able and well
written pamphlet issued on behalf of the
Canadian distillers by Mr. R. T. Ferguson
points out, many of the supporters of tem-
perance on these occasions were fully aware
that they had still retained for themselves
the right of access to Uquor and did no* bargain
for its complete curtaihnent. They are Uable
to range themselves on the anti-prohibition
side in other electoral contests which may be
held on the liquor question, and the tem-
perance people should therefore, if they value
the success of their cause, be exceedingly
careful to avoid all exaggerated statements
and false moral pressure and to let the issue
be argued with clarity and fairness. They
should be warned that a temporary success,
if misused, is often followed by disappointing
setbacks. In the thirties and forties of last
century New England was deeply moved by
the total abstinence movement. First the
imaginative sense of the people was stirred
by the sight of obvious evils around them,
and their moral sense was then brought into
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play. For a period public sentiment waxed 90
strong that abstinence became common and
temperance almost tmiversal in the villages
and country districts. There was not the
same wholesale improvement in the larger
towns and cities, but the trend was always in
the direction of betterment. Tl^ statements
and reminiscences of reformers of these days
show a pathetic belief that the total abandon-
ment of alcoholic liquor by the whole United
States was only a matter of a few years, so
infectious would be the example of Maine's
virtue. Emboldened by then- success they
carried their campaign to extremes before
public opinion was ripe for it. They main-
tained their hold on Maine with some diffi-
culty, but failed to extend their conquests
further for many a long day. Seventy years
elapsed between the passing of the first Maine
prohibition law and the final ratification of
the 18th amendment of the constitution, and
even then the necessities of the war con-
tributed in a large measure to a victory which
President Wilson's message to Congress on
May 20th reveals to be far from complete.

f4il
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C.IAPTER V.

Thb Wrong Objections and thb Right.

A large element of the anti-prohibition
party base their hostility to prohibition on
the ground that it is a monstrous infringe-
ment of the liberty of the individual, and its

enactment a deplorable instance of that
tyranny of the majority which the minority in
aJl democratic countries is always ready to
condemn. In their eyes it is a blow at the
fundamental principles of Uberty and con-
trary to the primary doctrines of Uberalism.
It has happened that in the British Common-
wealth the prohibitionists have usually been
found on the Liberal side of politics because
on the whole the Liberal was the party of
reform and more likely to attack vested
interests and proven abuses. In the United
States, however, the Democrats have con-
sistently claimed to be the party of reform,
but at one time their connection with Uquor
interests was close and profitable. In fact
the Democratic party were once described as
being a compound of " Rum, Romanism, and
RebeUion." The truth is that prohibition is

no necessary part of the Liberal creed, and
though it often happens that its strongest
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opponents are persons who are averse to
liberalism in any shape or form, on the other
hand there are many earnest Liberals not in
Miy way interested in the maintenance of the
liquor trade who regard prohibition as in-
herently hostile to the. spirit of Liberalism.
By various schools of thought, therefore,
I»x>hibition is denounced as coerdon of a
worse type than conscription.

Now the true nature of liberty and coercion
am only be realized with reference to one
another, and their mutual opposition has
been c nstantly manifested in life and history.
Herbert Spencer begins his essay on "Sins of
Legislators" with these striking words : "Be
it or be it not true that man is shapen in
iniquity and conceived in sin, it is unques-
tionably true that Government is begotten of
aggression and by aggression." The fact
must be faced that coercion is the basis of
all government. In the last resort, the legis-
lature where the local sovereignty resides in it,

is the director of force in the Commonwealth
with the executive as its agent. The object
of Government in thus using coercion is not
to deprive its citizens of freedom, but to
secure freedom. It does not originate force,
but collects, directs and applies force aheady
existing. In the process it places serious
rcstramts upon individuals, but it should
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always free its restraints from any arbitrary
tinge and make them regular and rational.
All who try to set up the liberty of the indi-
vidual in contrast to the authority of the
State start with two false premises, first that
liberty is always a good thmg in itself, and
coercion a bad thing, and secondly, that any
increase in the one means a diminution of
the other. To aflSrm that coercion is bad
and liberty is good is to make them ends in
themselves ratiier than means to ends as
they really are.

It is difficult to see how it is expedient
or right to allow a man liberty to hurt himself.
Suicide is sternly prohibited by all civilized
nations. Sir James Fitzjames Stephen, the
great English jurist, declared that liberty was
good or bad according to the use to which it

is put, just as fire is good or bad according as
it warms or bums us. Coercion should there-
fore be praised or condemned according to
the object for which it is utilized. It is

impossible to deny that if a man can be
induced to do the right willingly of his own
free will this course is not better from every
point of view than that he should act grudg-
ingly because he is under compulsion. But all

must submit to coercion of some form or
other and often suffer it without submission.
The coercion of Government is only the one
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side of a wider question and the coercion of
society and public opinion are even worse
evils. Protection against the tyranny of
the magistrate is not enough. There is also
needed protection against the tyranny of a
prevailing opinion and faith and here in Canada
the "yoke of opinion" is often infinitely
heavier than that of law. In many districts
the prohibitionists have made very skilful use
of the yoke of opinion.

The whole prohibition problem raises the
question of the relation of the State and the
individual. Now the organic unity of society
is a first principle of political science against
which the protests of individualists are vain,
A famous passage in the works of John
Stuart Mill, in which he condemned the
Maine Law as an infringement of liberty has
been freely used as a ^eld and buttress by
the literary defenders of the Uquor trade, and
they have made much of his statement that
the act of drinking fermented liquor belongs
to acts and habits which are not social, but
individual. Professor R. M. Mclvor, of
Toronto University, however, in his book,
"Community—a Social Study," thus disposes
of this contention in a most effective manner

:

"There are no individuals who are not
social individuals and society is nothing
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more than individuals associated and organ-
ized. Society has no life but the life of its
mmbers, no ends that are not their ends,
and no fulfihnent beyond theirs. There is
no conflict between society and the individual,
between the welfare of society and the welfare
of the mdividual. There is no social moraUty
that IS not individual moraUty. Social xela-
tions, m a word, are simply those elements
and functions of personality in each which are
dependent on the elements and functions of
personality in others. Society is therefore
not relations, but beings in their relationships.
It follows that there is no social function
which is outside of the function of personali-
ties. Society is in us, in each of us, in some
degree m aU, m the highest degree in the
greatest of us."

Even Mill answers himself in another
passage where he says : "As soon as any
part of a person's conduct affects prejudi-
cially the interests of others, society has
junsdiction over it and the question whether
the general welfare will or will not be pro-
moted by interference with it becomes open to
discussion. To individuality should belong
the part of Hfe in which it is chiefly the indi-
vidual that is interested, to society that
which interests society. Whenever, m short,
there is a definite damage or definite risk of
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damage either to an individual or to the

public, the case is taken out of the province

of libo^ and placed in that of morality or

law." It is ri^y in these days to quote any
German authority, but Immanuel Kant
belongs to humanity. His doctrine was that

everyone should seek, his own happiness in

the way that seems good to himself, provided
that he infringes not such freedom of others

to strive after a similar end, as is consistent

with the freedom of all.

The problem of majority rule and how far

it can be carried has long excited the interest

of philosophers, and has been the subject of

encUess dispute and argiunent. But certain

definite conclusions are clearly inescapable.

Hie force at the command of Government is

the resultant of the forces of the whole com-
munity which neutralise each other in this

coagulation in a central authority. In short

Government controls and guides the accumu-
lated forces of the commonwealth. If there-

fore a country enjoys a democratic consti-

tution, the question of the opposition of

coercion and liberty assumes the guise of the

conflicting rights of majorities and minorities.

There is no measure to which there will not

be a dissenting minority and the nile of the

majority is in some form or other of necessity

accepted in all democratic communities in
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the ultimate, secretly evaded and thwarted
tiiough ,t often may be. The real question
IS whe^ier the wiU of the majority does not^ten degenerate into the tyranny of the
majonty. But where the common weal needssame course of action, any plan adopted must
offend some mdividual and to prevent a
minority from forcing their schemes upon an
^^^^ majonty does not con^tute
tyranny. Tyranny does not consist in the
use of coercion by majorities but in its abuse.
It woidd be sheer tyranny if a prohibitionist
majority m a legislature were to make it acnmmal offence to pubhsh letters advocating
beer and wme hcenses or if they used the
closure drasticaUy to force through a com-
pletely prohibitive law. But no such ^
C^X ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ suggested in

The only practical safeguard agamst the
tyranny of majorities lies in Uie diffusion of
enlightened views as to tiie nature of society
and of a spint of impartial justice and sound
morality. ITie tyranny of the State, of
society or of the majority can be guarded
against only from within, not from witiiout.
If the political standards of Uie communitv
are such Uiat tiie individual is given a faur
opportunity to bring tiie whole weight of his
personahty to bear on tiie discussion before
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the problem is settled, he has subsequently
no right to object to his individual views
being overruled by the decision of the national

majority. A community which desires its

democratic machinery to work with fairness

and efficiency should adhere to the following

rules :

(1) The dissenting individual or party
ought to be allowed freely to plead every
argument against the disputed measure and
"closure" should be used only when freedom
of discussion has been obviously abused or
turned into a mere agent of obstruction.

(2) The majority should make an honest
effort to study and appreciate the minority's

point of view ere bringing m play sheer force

of numbers for its defeat.

(3) Every effort should be exhausted to

convert the minority ere force is applied.

(4) More coercion than is absolutely

necessary should be avoided.

(5) The minority on its side should, if

beaten, loyally accept the result, acquiesce
in its conclusions and cheerfully work for the
success of the resulting policy adopted as the
community's.

Those who object to the mle of majorities

must direct their efforts to regulating its

abuse, since it is impossible to abolish it
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save by substituting for it the rule of minori-
ties which should be abhorrent to our demo-
cratic ideals. The burden of proof that the
anti-prohibitionists have not been allowed a
fair hearing and that the scales have been
consistently weighted agamst them lies upon
that party, and though there may have been
an absence of heroic effort on the part of some
of the champions of prohibition to under-

t

stand the contrary point of view, the freest
possible discussion and consideration of the
problem has always been allowed and even
encouraged in Canada ere any decision was
sought or taken. The argument based on the
mfringement of individual liberty and the
tyranny of the majority simply will not hold
water in face of the theories of society now
accepted in all civilized countries and the
opponents of prohibition must betake them-
selves to others. To-day the theory of
society that aims at the complete autonomy of
the individual is utterly anarchistical and
entu^ly impracticable. With these theoreti-
cal objections disposed of, there remams these
questions worthy of consideration in regard
to prohibition :

(1) Whether the social consequences of
the evil as it exists are sufficiently grave to
justify the stringent character of the sug-
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gested remedy, complete prohibition of the

use of liquor by a uniform Federal law, and

(2) Whether that remedy carries with it

a sufficient promise of practical success.

In short, the whole problem is practical

rather than philosophical and should be deter-

mined by experiment rather than by theory.

There are, however, very real and serious

objections to complete prohibition as dis-

tinguished from abolition of the bar, con-

cerning which there is practically universal

agreement. Firstly, in a country of such

enormous distances and with huge areas

sparsely populated, complete prohibition will

be extremely difficult of enforcement. From
statements made by Mr. J. D. Reid, in the

House of Commons, at the beginning of the

session, it is apparent that the number of

illicit stills is on the increase. The arrests for

violation of the law tell their own tale.

Secondly, large elements of our people to-day

take an open pride in their skill in evading the

liquor laws, and from this it is an easy transi-

tion to a general contempt for sdl laws.

Thirdly, as long as one province, which con-

tains more than one-quarter of the popula-

tion of the country, continues to allow the sale

of liquor, even under comparatively strict

regulations, there will be a continual agitation
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in other provinces for a similar regime and the
prohibition question, which is by no means
our most important problem, will distract
attention from glaring soda! and poUtical
evils. Fourthly, in a country of such diver-
sity of racial elements and human types, there
must be varying social habits, and it is impos-
sible to prescribe a uniform regime for all of
them. Fifthly, there are within our bounds
a large immigrant population who have
become habituated to the use of alcoholic
liquor in their native lands and find it very
hard to rid themselves of the habit. In par-
ticular the immigrants from the British Isles
take very unkindly to complete prohibition
and, if it is maintained permanently, they will
at a time when immigration of British stock
is badly needed here, prefer to go to other
lands. Sixthly, if there is one danger to
which Canada is hable more than another, it

is the development of an austere and melan-
choly Puritanism which will expel all traces
of sweetness and Ught from our civilization.
Canadian life needs more sociabiUty instead
of less, and complete prohibition will promote
pessimism and moroseness rather than opti-
mism and hilarity. Seventhly, as countries
go, Canada has for the last two decades been
an exceedingly temperate land. We were
moving swiftly to obliterate all the worst evils
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of the liquor trade, but the sudden jump into
complete prohibition, which was made pos-
sible by the exigencies of the war, and has
not really received whole-hearted popular
sanction, may produce in time a disastrous
reaction toward real alcohoUsm and wide-
spread drunkenness from which heretofore
we have been wonderfully free.
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CHAPTER VI.

The Temperance and Prohibition
Movement in Canada.

Its Eari,y History.

Long before the scattered provinces of
Canada were forged into a united Dominion
temp^ance movements had been a feature of
Canadian hfe. The first recorded societies
were simultaneously founded in Nova Scotia
on April 25th, 1829, one at Beaver River and
the other at West River in Pictou County.
They were followed by others not only in the
Mantune provinces but in Ontario andQuebec
then known as Upper and Lower Canada A
teo^nerance crusade was in full swing inOntano in the early thirties, but it was
mterrupted by William Lyon MacKenzie's
rebemon. After the suppression of the revolt
tne Government were accused of providingrum for tiie intoxication of tiie Indmns, whohad volunteered to .erve on tiie side of
au^onty. In Montreal tiie movement
started a paper called the "Canada Tem-
pei^ce Advocate." which appeared every
montii. AU evidence available reveals tiic
social habits of tiie early pioneer days to
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have been distinguished neither by elegance
nor temperance, and the rude festivities of
the pioneer settlers often degenerated into
glonous carousals. Local historians like Mr
Robert SeUar, whose history of Huntington
and Chateauguay is a most interesting record
of early days in the Eastern Townships, time
and agam recount instances of settlers meeting
death either by being frozen in winter or being
drowned in swamps in summer. The victims
of tiiese accidents are very frequently recorded
to have been under the influence of liquor.

But the temperance idea gradually gamed
s^ength and in 1842 a report from Prince
Edward Island declared that "a great change
had taken place and large gatherings are now
held at which no case of intoxication is
reported." New Brunswick came under the
beneficent infection and there was founded in
the early forties a total abstinence society
caUed the Portland, probably after the famous
prohibition city in Maine. One of its most
prominent and active members was Sir
Leonard Tilley, who lived to play such an
unportant part in Confederation and subse-
quent pohtical history and who throughout
his long life was an active and zealous leader
of the temperance movement, often earning
nurthful sallies at his expense from his less
austere chief, Sir John Macdonald, who
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tiiroughout his long life was no contemner of
Bacchus. By 1843 there were 120 temper-
ance societies in Lower Canada (Quebec)
with 45,000 members and in Upper Canada

«??i^^^' *?^^^ ^^^^ 3^^ societies with
ou,UUU members. Montreal was evidently
a more puritanical community in those days
than now, for m 1843 the underwriters of
the city were presented with a memorial by
the merchants asking that a preference be
^ven as regards insurance and freightage to^ps which sailed under temperance rules.
Kmgston was at that time the capital, and
though a very smaU place possessed 130
hcensed houses. Under the influence of the
temperance movement these were reduced to
66 in a short time. In those days the chief
sponsors of the temperance crusade were the
Methodists, and in 1844 the Methodist Epis-
copal Conference was able to boast that its
witire membership consisted of teetotallers
The crusade for the conversion of the ungodly
had akeady begun, for we find that m 1843
a Rev. Mr. Marcoux delivered a temperance
address in the Iroquois language to certain red
men who were supposed to be prone to temp-
tation. ^

In 1848 t'*( famous Father Chiniquy,
whose revelati ns have been the favorite
hterary pabulum of the Orange Order and all
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anti-Catholic citizens of Canada for several
generations, began a vigorous temperance
crusade in Quebec. A "Manual of the Tem-
pa^ce Society," 200 pages m length, com-
piled by hun, was pubUshed m French, and
hundreds of meetings were held. It was
ahnost a repetition of Father Mathew's
success m Ireland, and two hundred thousand
p«)ple m Lower Canada took the pledge
There was also a strong movement about the
same time in Nova Scotia which came to
pc^ess 150 temperance societies and the first
pohtician with aggressive temperance views
now appeared in the Legislative haUs in the
slmpe of the Hon. Malcohn Cameron, long a
celebrated figure in a poHtical arena of Canada.
The scene of his activities was Ontario, and
he was always available to address temperance
meetmgs and drag criticisms of the liquor
trade mto his parUamentary speeches. Bu
It was in New Brunswick that the first seriou
tempo-ance legislation was enacted and L
may be news to many people in Canada to
reahze that prohibition was in force in an
important section of the Dommion long
before the Hon. Mr. Rowell and the Rev Ben
Spence were bom or thought of.

New Brunswick lies cheek by jowl with
the State of Maine, and the prohibitionist
agitation south of the border could not fail
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to be without some influence on the northern

j

side. In 1851-2 there arose an agitation in

I

New Brunswick asking that the Americans
in Maine be not allowed to stupass thti Cana-
dians of New Brunswick in zeal for liquor

i reform, and on June 1st, 1853, a modified
prohibition law came into force. Its pro-
visions, however, only appUed to wine and
spirits, whose sale and manufacture were still

allowed under very strict conditions. In
1855, however, the reformers in New Bruns-
wick, having kept up their pressure, wrested
from the legislature a complete prohibition
law, which totally forbade the importation,
manufactiu-e of or traffic in intoxicating liquors,
and the province was then able to proudly
hold up its head beside its neighbour, Maine.

Meanwhile, the agitation was spreading
through the other North American colonies,
as they then were. In 1853 the signatures
of 70,000 people were attached to petitions
sent to the Canadian House of Assembly,
asking for the enactment of the Maine Law.
In 1854 a Bill putting the Maine Law into
eflFect was introduced and read a second time
by 90 votes to 6. But next year when it

reached them, the Upper House, as so often
happens, came to the rescue as a barrier
against rash innovations and rejected it,

making skilful use of a technical flaw. In
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1856, 100,000 signatures were secured to

thmn^S' Ji^ i^^ ''^"^^ '^"^^^^ ^ setback

Ir^?"^^- ^? ^^^""^ ^t° disrepute of the
prohibition law m New Brunswick, which was
proving farcical in its results. One tem-
perance record of the times states with
delightful naivet6 that there was "great un-
certainty attending its execution," which in
less obscure language means that wholesale
evasion was skilfuUy practised with the con-
nivance of the Government.

In 1856 the Lieutenant Governor of NewBrunswick forced a dissolution with the
result that the opposition gained office, andone of Its first acts was to repeal the pro-
hibition law. New Brunswick was then av«y smaU community, with a scattered
population and a vast undeveloped hinterland.
Its chief industry was lumberin^ and a large
element of its population was not of the most
law-abiding and temperate type. Probablvno commumty could have presented a less
favourable subject for an expe iment in pro-
hibition

:
the evidence therefore of its failure

there 60 years ago need scarcely be given amoments consideration, and the liquor in-
terests would be well advised not to stress it.The only lesson of the New Brunswick
expenence is that temperance, like hberty
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can only be preserved by eternal vigilance on
the part of its lovers.

In 1856 there first came into prominence
one of the most sincere and attractive leaders

^ the temperance cause in Canada, Mr. John
Pougall, the proprietor and founder of the
Montreal Witness," who in season or out of

season made his paper a doughty spokesman
of democratic causes, but above all other
thmgs an unwearying champion of temperance
reforms. No man in Canada lent more
digmty and authority to the cause of tem-
perance and the great success of the move-
ment in the Dominion can in no small degree
be attributed to the unselfish idealism with
which John Dougall and his paper contrived
to envelop it.

By 1858 Good Templar lodges were being
freely established throughout the country
and Mr. Malcolm Cameron introduced a
temperance bill in the Canadian Legr lature.
At that time the consumption of spuiti, in the
provmce of Ontario was as high as four gallons
per head per annum, and Toronto with a
population of 50,000 had 460 dram shops.
In 18o9 a law reduced the number of licensesm Toronto to one for every 150 of the popu-
Htion, and as a result diminished the number
of hquor shops by one third. It was the begin-nmg o a long train of events which has paved
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the way for the capital of Ontario to win the
epithet of "The Good" and a repute as one
of the most outwardly austere cities on the
North American continent.

In Nova Scotia some strange liquor regu-
lations were authorized by the legislature.
The unhappy miners, whose caUing, it may be
presumed, engenders thirst beyond the com-
mon run, were forbidden to buy drink in any
shape or form. People who had failed in
business were also for some amazing reason
put under a special ban, and it was decreed
that they should not be supplied with more
man 10 gallons of liquor if their creditors
declared them to be given to intemperance.
The allowance cannot be described as illiberal.
Sunultaneously, far away in that Arcadian
colony known as the Red River settlement, a
temperance society was formed. But in 1862
another temperance society was form*».d in
an even stranger place, namely, in the Parlia-
ment of Canada. To its ranks there flocked
twenty-four members of Parhament, twenty
clerks, and to lend an air of dignity and
prestige, three noble members of the Upper
^ ".use. The first sign of its influence was a
.aw making it illegal for drink sellers to hold
seats on Mtmicipal Councils.

In 1864 the Hon. Mr. Dunkin, a promi-
nent politician of the day, introduced and
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secured the passage of a Permissive Prohibi-
tion Bill which really instituted a form of
local option. The municipality of Binbrooke
was the first to adopt its provisions. In the
Bill there was a curious clause which gave a
right of action for damages to relatives of
people whose death was caused throi i;. ^he
sale of liquor by a particular drink '- Jor.
Its success, as usual, depended on the
strictness of its enforcement. By the time of
Confederation in 1867, it had been voted on
by 90 municipalities and accepted by 65 out
of these.

At this epoch the religious bodies were
active in the movement. The Wesleyan
Methodist Conference annually condemned
the use of intoxicating hquors at the Lord's
Supper. The Primitive Methodist Confer-
»ince issued a decree ref in^ to recognize as
a minister or official, a ^ habitual user of
intoxicating liquors, which proves that there
was not in those dark ages the complete
unanimity on the si bject of alcohol prevailing
to-day am(,.-; the Methodist brethren. The
Red River expedition, under Sir Garnet
Wolseley, was in official eyes conducted under
strictly temperance principles, tea being given
to the troops instead of spirits, but people
who participated in that difficult enterprise
have recorded that the tea was exceedingly
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unpopular in practice. However, Sir Garnet
Wolseley reported that the result was a com-
plete success, and that there was a total
absence of sickness and crime. In 1873 there
was a sort of temperance revival carried on
by the Methodist churches, the Good Tem-
plars and the Sons of Temperance, which won
many converts. By this time Confederation
was in a working order, and the temperance
party in Parliament sectued a commission,
consisting of Col. F. Davis, and the Rev. J. W.
Manning, to examine the state of Uquor laws
in other countries and recommend a policy.
In 1875 resolutions were passed in the House
of Commons by 72 to 9 in the Lower Chamber
and 25 to 17 in the Upper, favouring the
adoption of some sort of prolubition. In
1877 the Hon. Mr. MacKenzie, the premier
of the day, made a confession of faith in these
words : "For thirty years I have never
ceased to believe in the cause of prohibition,"
and committed the Government to ameliora-
tive measures on the subject. The fruit of
this decision was the famous Canada Tem-
perance Act, which the MacKenzie Govern-
ment backed with all its power and influence.
It met with comparatively little opposition,
but the Speaker of the day, a Mr. Anglin, was
deeply incensed at it. In the committee
stage he took a vigorous part in the discussion
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and deprecated the measure as one thatwould lead to "riot and tumult." His pro-
tests were of no avail, and the Act became
law on March 15th, 1878.

"ccdme

fh^^^^^I^^^^ "^^ popularly christened

tnff" \^''\fl^'' **' ^P^'^^^'-' Sir Richard
bcott, and enabled any city or county adopt-mg It by a bare majority of the voters to
prohibit under severe penalties the sale ofhquor for local consumption within its bounds
save by druggists for medical, scientific and
mechanical purposes. If the Act received
endorsation, it remained in force for three
years

;
when that period ended one-fourth

of tiie electors could by petition have it sub-
mitted to a further vote and if a majority
against it was secured, it ceased to operate
Contests over the Scott Act providS for
four decades a fruitful source of interest and
?Tl''T'?f!

^"^ ^^ '^^^^ communities of Canada:
the battles waged around it equalled in zestand ferocity the bitterest Parliamentary elec-

l^A^^ i"""""^ F«^*^^^ ^^^o"r in Ontario

1^1^^^ Brunswick, but as far as enforcing
prohibition even in the municipalities where
It was accepted, it was far from a success. In
fact It was more honoured in the breach than
the observance.

Professor Goldwin Smith declared after
close examination of its workmgs, that its
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chief result had been, "the substitution of an
unhcensed and unregulated for a licensed and
regulated trade. The demand for drink re-

mained the same, but it was supplied in illicit

ways. It was found by those who were
engaged in the campaign against the Scott
Act that the lowest class of liquor dealers
were far from zealous in their opposition to
prohibitive legislation. They foresaw that
the result to them would be simply a sale for

liquor without the license fee. Drunkenness,
instead of having diminished appears to have
increased." He could also quote in support
of his opinion, a memorial signed by 300
citizens of Woodstock to the following effect :

"The Scott Act in this town has not dimin-
ished but has increased drunkenness ; it has
almost wholly prevented the use of lager
beer, which was becoming an article of com-
mon consumption ; it has operated to dis-

courage the use of light beverages, substitut-

ing therefor in a large measure ardent spirits
;

and it has led to the opening of many drinking
places which did not exist mder the license

law, and to the sale of liquor being continued
until hours after midnight."

Principal Grant, of Queen's University,
was in his time one of the foremost figures in

the Dominion. He was not only an educa-
tionalist and scholar of the first rank, but also
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a man of intense public spirit and a champion
of every progressive movement. He was
deeply religious in his outlook, and a life long
advocate of temperance, but he intervened in
the later years of his life to oppose by speech
and letter the demands of the extreme tem-
perance party. He declared that "the more
varied his experience and the more mature
his reflections on the springs of human action,
the more convinced was he that the prohibi-
tionists are on the wrong track and that they
have been and are doing more harm than good
to the cause of temperance. The men who
use malt or fermented liquors soberly as all
God's gifts should be used, or the men, who
like myself do not use them as beverages, but
always for a reason which appeals to their
sense of duty, and wh'ch does not bind anyone
else, save in so far as it appeals also to his
reason and conscience, these are the tem-
perance men."

The contention of the numerous critics of
the Scott Act was that under its operations
the number of places in which liquo-s were
sold increased rather than decreased

; that
f^ing to the suppression of the regular traders
the business was thrown into the hands of the
worst class of people, such as bottle hawkers
and b ind pig artists ; that spirits were
gradually taking the place of beer, wine or
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cider because they contained a larger per-
centage of alcohol and could therefore be
more easily smuggled ; that spuits sold by
the "blind pig" fraternity were of the most
pernicious kind ; that people drank the more
deeply because they drank in secret ; that
treachery and black-maiUng had become rife

and that people who adoptwl sneaking habits,
were losing respect both for themselves and
for the law. The temperance party natiu-ally
were able to produce much counter evidence
to rebut these charges, and show statistics of
unprovement in trade and social conditions in
temperance districts. Whatever the merits
of the case were, in many communities where
the electors had been marshalled by efficient

organization and strong clerical pressure to
vote for the Act, they seemed to set them-
selves with wholehearted zeal to discover
how its rules could be best evaded. In 1887
the Act was in force in 62 places in Canada,
but by 1892 the total was reduced to 30. In
1895 members of a Royal Commission on the
Hquor traffic declared that "The Scott Act as
an aggressive weapon has been abandoned."
At the same time prohibition sentiment in
Canada was still very keen and the tem-
perance party remained active and vigilant.

illi
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CHAPTER VII.

Tun Temperance Movement in Canada.

Its Modern History.

The Liberal party, in Federal politics,
during its years of opposition had made con-
siderable overtures to the temperance vote,
and obtained noteworthy support from it at
the 1896 election, on the promise of an ade
quate Dominion measure of temperance re-
form. To fulfill its pledges, the Laurier
Government in 1898 arran^ d for a nU w-
wide plebiscite on the subject of prohibition,
lliis vote was duly held and resulted in a
sUght majority for a federal measure, Quebec
being the only pro'/ince w^'ch ga\ e a majority
against it. But there was conside-'^ble dispute
as to the capacity of the Dominion Parlia-
ment to enact a prohibition measure, though
the Privy Council eventually sustained it, and
Sir Wilfrid Laurier made the excuse that the
narrowness of the prohibition majority did
not justify the Government m taking any
action.

The contest gave further evidence of the
fact that there was among the Canadian
people of all classes a very sound sentiment
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in favour of abstinence, but a writer in the
Daily News m September, 1902, after examin-
ing the situation, hit the naU on the head by
deciding that "in Canada legislation has got^ead of pubhc opinion on the drink question.
Ihe law m most of t^ - provinces is very
strmpit, and is generaUy disregarded—notop^y, but with a pretence of disguise. A
good deal of drinking goes on, but not in the
open. In fact, it is e. very rare thing to see
any wme, malt Uquor or other intoxicants on
a dmner table in Canada."

lon?^^
^^""^^ ^^^ ^^^ Canada knew up to

1896 probably tended to diminish the volume
of dnnkmg, but, when the boom which began
with the amazmg development of the West
after the South African War, brought in-
creased prosperity to the country, there was
a change in the social habits of the country
for the worse from the temperance point of

T^'i. i ,
^^^^^ ^ thousands of immigrants

who had known practically no restrictions in
the use of liquor in their native land. Money
was plentiful and times were good, and as a
result there arose in many cities a serious
orgy of dnnking, and the liquor trade flour-
ished as never before. The temperance party
had been comparatively apathetic as long as
there were no signs of widespread abuse and
excess in hquor drinking, but the vast increase
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of drinking practices revived the temperance
sentiment and gave its apostles a new incen-
tive in the good cause. From 1900 onwards
then- success in inducing communities to
adopt local option was amazing. By 1910
tibe great majority of the rural districts in
Eastern Canada were under the system. Its
adiunistration was lax and its success was
modified, but it was there and the liquor
interests were being graduaUy driven back to
the towns. In 1911 new life was infused into
the temperance crusade by the advent of
Mr. Newton Wesley Rowell, to the leadership
of the Liberal party in Ontario. Whatever
Mr. Rowell's critics may say, he took a bold
step when he nailed his temperance colours
to the mast and led his party in Ontario to
make "banish the bar" one of the planks in
ite platform. But the first great temperance
victories were to come m other fields. It
was the province of Manitoba, always a storm
centre of Dominion politics, which led the
way in provincial prohibitory legislation, and
provided a model for the other provinces to
imitate.

In that province in 1899 the Conservative
Government of Sir Hugh John Macdonald
had been helped into office by its advocacy
of prohibition and in fulfihnent of its pledges
the measure known to history as the Mac-
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donald Act had been drafted by Sir James
Aikins, the present Lieutenant Governor of
Manitoba, who among numerous other activi-
ties has been a life-long temperance reformer
It was submitted to a popular referendum in
lyuu and defeated by a majority of 16 600
against 10,621. This defeat is dearly intel-
hgible when it is realized that the referendum
was conducted under the supervision of that
famous apostle of righteousness in public Ufe,
the Honourable Robert Rogers. The Liberal
party had a long and weary struggle with the
Kobhn-Rogers administration and in its search
for votes andaUiespromisedtoenact the temper-
ance measure which theu- opponents had failed
to carry through to fruition. Accordinriv
when the Roblin Government, in 1915
came to a summary end amid scenes of popular
rejoicing, at the first session of the new lerisla-
ture tiie Attorney General, Mr. A. B. Hudson
introduced the Manitoba Temperance Act
*^ ^^""L^^'"^

practically identical with those
of the Macdonald Act and provided that
no person should sell or expose for sale inMamtoba any liquor without first procuring
a druggist s wholesale or retail license. Whole-
sale druggists were to be permitted to seU ten
gallons of hquor to persons engaged in mechani-
cal or scientific pursuits for the purpose of their
activities and were also allowed to sell five
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gallons to medical practitioners, and a certain
quantity for sacramental purposes. Importa-
tion was not prohibited. Section 49 forbade
the keepmg of liquor by any person except a
druggist m any place except a dwelling house.A man might keep in his house any quantity
of hquor which he had obtained in a legal way
and brewers and distillers could carry on
business with people outside the province.
The Act was obviously far from a measure of
complete prohibition

; its main effect was the
abohtion of the bar. The Government fol-
lowed the example of their predecessors and
submitted it to a referendum. Women were
not allowed to vote and the Government took
the attitude of referee between the contend-
ing parties. The contest which ensued was
brief and sharp and the prohibitionists pursued
a vigorous campaign of pubUc education.
T^e Conservative party did not oppose it
officially, but there suddenly appeared from
the mist a new organization called the Mani-
toba Prohibition Electors' League, which took
the ground that the Temperance Act would
not promote temperance and that such as
opposed it were the real friends of prohibition.
The discovery, however, that its chief organi-
zers were well-known liquor men somewhat
shattered its capacity for influencing the
electors. The vote was taken on March 13th
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1916, and revealed a majority of 50,484 to
26,502 for the adoption of the Act, which
came into force on June 1st, 1916, with the
benedictions of the Government and various
leading Conservatives.

Saskatchewan under the Scott Govern-
ment had closed its bars and instituted a sor'
of Gothenburg or dispensary system modelled
on the North Carolina scheme. The experi-
ment had proved notoriously profitable for
the province, and m the six months from July
1st, 1915, to January 1st, 1916, an investment
of $1,484,494 had eamei a net profit of
$378,847. The temperance peop',, however,
continued their crusade and die poUcy was so
strongly attacked • i the Legislature that the
Government announced that the dispensary
system was only a half-way house to prohibi-
tion. Accordingly at the municipal elections
on December 11th, 1916, the male and female
voters of Saskatchewan answered the ques-
tion, "Shall the liquor store system be
abolished ?" by a majority which averaged
SIX or seven to one even in the cities and in
this wise alcohol officially vanished from the
"granary of the West."

Meanwhile Alberta had not been idle. In
1914 a prohibitory liquor act had been passed
which was to be subjected to popular vote on
July 21st, 1915. The Act was based on the
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Macdonald Act of 1900 and was therefore
practicaUy in the same terms as the Manitoba
Temperan^ Act. The electorate approved
of It by 58.295 to 37,509. Accordirirfy the
Legislature was in the 1916 session, caUed
upon to put It into effect "without substantial
alteration under the provisions of the Direct
Legislation Act, and on July 1st, 1916. it dulv
came into operation.

^

ioi?.^"^*®^
Columbia at the beginning of

1916 the sore straits of the Bowser Govern-
ment induced them to consent to pass a
Prohibi^on Act, whose application was to be
ratified by popular referendum. The referen-dum took place simultaneously with the
general election, which drove the Bowser
Government from office, and resulted in a
narrow majority for prohibition. The new
l^iberal Government, however, accepted the
verdict as authority to : at the Act into
operation, and it came mto effect in the

^^1 ;?T'^'l^
'''' J'^^y 1^*' 1917. The

lintish Columbia measure was likewise after
the pattern of the Manitoba Act.

In 1898 New Brunswick had given a
majority of three to one in favour of prohibi-
tion, and by 1916 almost 81% of the popula-
tiwi were under local option. Pressure was
brought to bear by cle^cal and other bodiesand on April 20th, 1916; the AttorneygS
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Mr. Baxter, introduced a prohibition Bill. It
finally passed the House on April 27th, and
became operative on May 1st, 1917. The
71st Convention of Maritime Baptists de-
clared on October 17th of that year in St.

John that " in New Brunswick we have upon
the statute book one of the most comprehen-
sive and drastic laws of any province in the
Dominion. Temperance workers and Chris-
tian men and women have worked and prayed
for this to come, and now we stand at the
threshold of a new day."

At the beginning of 1916 the Scott Act was
in force in five counties in Nova Scotia and a
special Nova Scotia Act, which could be sub-
stituted for it by popular vote, in twelve.
There was a special license law for Halifax,
which was the last fortress of the liquor
traffic in the province. On February 24th a
Conservative member moved for the repeal
of the Halifax License Law and the establish-
ment of complete prohibition in the province.
The Murray Government made the measure
their own, and the special liquor privileges of
Halifax disappeared on July 1st, 1916, despite
the protests of the three Halifax members,
who demanded a plebiscite. Before the Bill

came into operation its opponents appealed
to the Federal Minister of Justice to enforce a
deral veto, but he allowed the law to take.
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its course. At the Provincial election in the
faU the prohibition measure formed part of
the stock-m-trade of the campaign The
Government took credit for it and the Con-
servatives criticized it. Theu- criticism cost
them the temperance vote, and the Govern-
ment was returned by a large majority

t..^.™^ Edward Island had enjoyed pro-
hibition, stnct in theory but lax in practice
for many years

, and the Island Utopia wa^
accordingly spared the carnival of a prohibi-
tion campaign at this juncture.

Wlule these brave events were going for-w^d, Ontario could not aflFord to stand still
and forget the Uquor problem. The province
had secured from a Liberal Government in
isy? a spcial Liquor License Act, whichamong other regulations laid down the prin-
ciple of local option by a bare majority. In
1908 however, the Whitney Government had
mtroduced amendments making a three-fifths
majonty of the electors voting necessary to^rry local option. Despite this handicap

!. ^^^, ^^^^ ^^^ been steadily increasing •

and by the end of 1913, 502 out of 835 muni-
cipalities in the province were free from the

f^lS^^fj^"® °^ "^"°^- ^^- Rowell and the
i^iberal Opposition in their campaign had made
banish the bar" a foremost plank in the

party programme, but the electors were
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apparently content to move slowly along the
linesjof localjoption and declined to give any
extensive support to him and his colleagues at
the Provincial elections of 1911 and 1914.
The extensive campaign of anti-liquor educa-
tion which was carried on by the RowelHtes
was soon, however, to bear fruit. When the
war came it made available to the prohibition
pf'Sty an excuse for increased pressure upca
Governments and pubhc opinion, and Mr.
W. H. Hearst, who had succeeded Sir James
Whitney, was known to be personally in favour
of stringent temperance reform. An aggres-
sive temperance campaign was planned and
late in 1915 there came into being in Toronto
the famous "Committee of One Hundred,"
which has been the butt of innumerable
scribes and scoffers. It indulged in a most
effective campaign of advertisement and argu-
ment, partaking both of appeal to conscience
and of expositions that prohibition wassjojony-
mous with patriotism. The movement was
kept on a non-partisan basis, securing the
support of many Conservatives and a monster
petition with over a quarter of a million
signatures was hur'cd at the Government.
Inevitably opposition was aroused and the
Personal Liberty League, Bishop Fallon of
London and the Toronto Trades and Labour
Council followed one another in protesting
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against prohibition on the varying ground
that it would throw thousands of workmen
out of employment, be a violation of personal
liberty, breed "dives and joints" and create
contempt for the law. The Government,
however, was on the side of the angels andt
fortified by a pledge of support >om Mr.
Rowell introduced a new Ontario Temperance
Act on March 22nd, 1916. On examination
of its terms it was found that as in the other
provinces the Manitoba Temperance Act had
been strictly adhered to. It did not stop the
manufacture or prevent the importation of
liquor nor did it supersede the Scott Act, for
these were matters of Dominion jurisdiction.
The late Mr. W. J. Hanna, who had charge of
the Bill, claimed that the Government was
keeping pace with public opinion and meeting
war time conditions. Kc also admitted that
it would have been advioable to have held a
referendum, but that it was felt better to
delay this ordeal till the soldiers had returned.
Certain Conservative members j.ttempted to
get compensation for the hotel keepers, but
those doughty twin brethren. Sir William
Hearst and Mr. Rowell, presented a united
front to their demands, and the Bill was
passed almost unanimously. It was agreed

io?l
^^ ^^^ *"^° ^°**^ °^ September 16th,

1917, and that a referendum on the subject
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of its permanence take place on or about the
first Monday in June, 1919. In the last (1919)
session of the House, the Government have
announced that the referendum will be taken
this fall, when the people of Ontario will be
asked to answer the following questions :

1- Are you in favor of the repeal of the Ontario
Temperance Act ?

2. Are you in favor of the sale of light beer, con-
taining not more than 2.51 per cent alcohol,
weight measure, through Government agencies,
and amendments to the Onf no Temperance
Act to permit such sale ?

3. Are you in favor of the sale of light beer con-
taming not more than 2.51 per cent alcohol,
weight measure, in standard hotels in local
municipalities that by majority vote favor such
sale, and amendments to the Ontario Temper-
ance Act to permit such sale ?

4. Are you in favor of the sale of spirituous and
malt liquors through Government agencies, and
amendments to the Ontario Temperance Act
to permit such sale ?

It should also be noted that special per-
mission for the manufacture and sale of native
wine in Ontario has been carefully reserved.

Quebec is not always prone to follow in
the footsteps of Ontario. In the matter of
prohibition she followed her very slowly and
gingerly along the path of righteousness, but
grew tired of the dullness of the road, and has
now blithely retraced her steps to a regime
which is very far removed from prohibition.
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Under the terms of the Licensing Act of 1916
hquor hcenses in Quebec were snormously
reduced and strict regulations were enacted.No hquor could be sold to any one under 21
years of age or to soldiers or sailors in uniform
and hours of sale were fixed at from 9 a.m. to
9 p.m. with 7 p.m. as the Saturday closing
hour. Meanwhile all the other provinces
had passed complete prohibitionary laws.
There was a general election in the provincem 1916 at which the Goum Government
practically wiped out its opponents in the
province. In the session of 1917 the matter
was left m abeyance, but by the opening of
the legislative session of 1918 the example of
the other provinces and the pressure of pubUc
opimon became so strong that the Govern-
ment, especially in view of the criticism ofgue^c on the conscription issue, was com-
peUed to take some action. A prohibition

xiT "?*? ^^o^^^f^ P^^^ decreeing that onMay 1st, 1919, the province of Quebec should
go dry, at least for the duration of the war
Ihe war, however, ended before the day ofdoom arrived, and Sir h. Gouin felt that theremust be some reconsideration of the situationHe consulted with his henchmen and satellitesand made an announcement to the effect that
a complete prohibition measure seemed in-
advisable without ratification by popular
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vote, and therefore there would be submitted
to the people a referendum on the question
whether the retail sale of wine and beer and
the use of spirits under stiff restrictions were
to be permitted to continue. This referen-

dum took place in April and resulted in an
overwhelming victory for the "wets." As a
result the sale of wine and beer will be freely

allowed in a specified number of hotels and
restaurants in the province, and licenses for

their wholesale distribution have been issued
to a number of firms. Government stores for

the sale of spirits have been established at
various points in the province, and it is not
expected that the inhabitants of Quebec will

henceforth be unduly circumscribed in their

opportunities for the consumption of liquor.

Such is the brief summary of provincial

legislation to date on the subject of the liquor

traffic, but the provinces had no control over
the manufacttu'e and importation of liquor

and it was at once realized that without
assistance from the Federal Government the
prohibition Acts of the province would be
largely nullified. In the session of 1917
what was known as the Doherty Act was
passed by the Ottawa ParUament. It was a
somewhat non-committal measiu*e, but it

gave the provincial legislatures full authority
to carry into effect such Uquor legislation as
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each deemed advisable, and removed the
possibility of any Federal veto. There had
already grown up an enormous mter-pro-
ymcial traffic in Hquor which was profitable
to the vendors, express companies and the
railways, and contained in itself many deplor-
able evils. ViUages on the frontier Imes of
provmces attained an amazing commercial
importMice, and the express traffic from them
drove the station agents crazy. Liquor dealers,
who had secured locations at strategic points,
hke Kenora and Virden. made, with the
du-ect help of the temperance laws, profits
beyond then- wildest dreams. Meanwhile
pressure was being brought to bear by the
Rev. Ben Spence and his cohorts upon the
Federal Government to save the situation.
In November, 1917, the Dominion Govern-
ment passed an order in council forbidding
the use of food stuffs in the distiUation of
hquors. In the same month the quantity of
malt manufactured and the quantity of barley
used in its manufacture were both limited in^e interests of food conservation. Then in
December, 1917 and 1918, orders-in-council
prohibiting the importation of any form of
intoxicating liquor into the Dominion were
passed. But the temperance people were
not content with these restrictions, and kept
pushing the agitation for complete Federal
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prohibition. It has been asserted that MrRoweU the Paladin of the anti-liquor host^jmade the promise of a Federal prohibition
measure a condition of his entrand to UnioS
Government, but it is merely a suspidoTand in any event the temper of the c?uSS^

^ffl.- .
"^"'^

°f
^^ ^^ situation were

sufficient warrant for such a measure. Accord-

^t^'^.t ^^^^' ^^^' ^^« ^d «"d^en,

l^m^^ .^^ ^prosperous inter-provincial
traffic m the shape of an order-in-council
whidi not only ended the traffic but 5^
absolutely forbade the manufacture oHntS^tmg hquor m any province of the DominionThe order-m-council was only a temporary
measure and a Bill was brought down S2se^ion to validate it for thi duration o?the war and for one year thereafter, subjectto certam exceptions. The effect of theamendments were that if any province shalldecide by a vote of its peopl4 to permit thesale withm that province of anf class ofalcohohc hquors, then automaticaUy themanufacture and transportation of such liquorwas permitted within that province. SshorT
there was to be no Federal interferencewiS thehquor laws which Quebec has now adopt^!

th. /L^"*^"^ ^'.^"y ""^^"^ province, whenthe time came, should vote in favour of ahmited sale of alcohol, its manufacture m?gh?
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be resumed at once. The BiU thus ratified
the reservation made by Ontario which per-
mits the manufacture of native wine in
Ontano. Mr. Hume Cronyn, M.P. of Lon-
don, Ontano, pointed out the absurdity of
permitting in Ontario the manufacture of

T'^'u'}^'
the extent of 50% proof spirits and

forbidding the manufacture of beer contain-
ing on an average a 6% alcoholic content,
but his amendment to aUow the manufacture

tive?^
^^^^^ ^° ^" provinces was nega-

The measure received a mixed welcome
trom the temperance party throughout the
country. The Dominion Prohibition Com-
mittee gave It their full approval, but other
bodies like the Dominion AUiance criticized
It severely on the ground that it was not a
permanent measure and failed to enact any
control over the wayward provinces. The
Pioneer, the official organ of the prohibitionist
party, wrote editorially of the bill in these
terms :

r.J7}^
proposal to relax the Dominion

regulations m regard to the manufacture of
liquor IS damaging to the influence of temper-
ance and pleasing to those who are in s>^.
pathy with the traffic. It is the best n^s
tHat the enemies of temperance reform havehad for at least five years. It is significant
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that concurrent with the announcement that
such a Government concession was in con-
templation, brewery stock m Montreal soared
to an unprecedented height."

But their blessings and criticisms were
destmed to be of no account. The Senate
pounced upon the bill with a savage ferocity
unbecoming to their years ; they took from
It all strength and savour in temperance eyes
by an amendment, which limited the opera-
tion of the federal prohibition measures to
ttie duration of the war—not a day longer.
They did not sentence the bill to destruction,
but planned for a very brief life of usefuhiess.
Not that the measure lacked defenders in
the Senate

; the Quebec members for the
most part heartily favoured it, possibly be-
cause It strengthened the excellent strategical
position of their province to profit by its
recent backsliding. The debate was a regular
field day and many good speeches were made
on both sides, but victory perched upon the
banners of the "wets."

What motive moved the senatorial ma-
jonty is obscure. Their leader, Sir James
Lougheed, who, however, on this occasion
headed the minority, has declared that if the
Senate stands for anything, it stands for the
ngr. of vested interests against the caprice
ana clamor of the mob. But it would be
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unfair to class the Dominion Alliance and its

sober-minded hosts as a capricious and
clamorous mob. 'Tis also said that the
liquor interests have maintained for months
a posse of agents in the lobbies of Parliament,
equipped with seductive arguments and deep
purses andmuch given to hospitality! Another
theory is that many of the veterans in the
Upper House—perhaps the ringboned and
spavined dereUcts of politics, as one rural
orator addicted to veterinary metaphors was
wont to describe them—suffer from ailments
and diseases for which they believe good
liquor is the only reliable cure ; since pro-
hibition came, they aver, the mortality in
their ranks has been high. However, the
Senate, with as brave a gestiu-e as the House
of Lords when faced with Mr. Lloyd George's
Budget in 1909, set at naught the will of the
elected representatives of the Canadian
people. Back went the mutilated bill to the
Commons, and Sir Robert Borden moved
that the enervating amendments be dis-
agreed. The majority for his view was 105
to 34, the minority consisting of thirty French-
Canadian and four EngUsh-speaking members.
But it is rumoured that on the previous night
more than one gathering of honourable mem-
bers, destined on the morrow to record their
vote for the policies of Mr. Rowell, fore-
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gathered to drink libations to the wisdom of
the Senate and its steadfastness for its amend-
ments. The next move was with the Senate,
and once more the battle was joined, but the
sole result was to reduce the "wet" majority
from 12 to 8. Thereupon, following the
practiM m disagreements, each house ap-
pomted what are called "managers" to attend
a conference and attempt to reach some com-
promise. The representatives of the Senate
were willing to extend the time limit to
November 11th, one year from the signing of
the armistice, but the delegates of the Com-
mons stood out for March 31st, 1920, as a
minimum. But the Senate majority was
firm as the Rock of Ages against further con-
cessions, and the bill therefore fell to the
ground. Simultaneously' brewery stock rose
additional points on the market, and there was
no great depression visible in Governmental
arcles.

The result is that Federal prohibition may
soon cease to operate. There is some dispute
as to whether the prohibition order-in-council
does not hold good for a year after peace, but
bir Allan Aylesworth thinks not. If the
Government accept his view, the manufacture
and import of intoxicants as well as the exten-
sive and profitable interprovincial traffic is free
to be resumed in all its glory. It is true that
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the local sale will be forbidden inmost provinces,
but each individual can import from outside
sources as mucli as he has the money or
mclmation to buy. Such a state of affairs
cannot by any stretch of the imagination be
described as prohibition, and it is not to be
expected that our powerful and aggressive
temperance party will accept this decision as
fin^. Meanwhile, the Government gets
credit for wondrous zeal in the cause of tem-
perance and escapes the odium of unpopu-
lanty with the element which believes with
Bums that "freedom and whiskey gang
thegither." As for the misguided Senate,
all the unkind things which have been sa'd
about it in the past by rude Gram Growers'
Associations and Labour bodies, are as the
cooing of turtle doves compared with what
the temperance orators and W.C.T.U. chief-
tainesses now say concerning it. In their
eyes tlie wages of such political sin is political
death and the forthcoming Liberal conven-
tion will doubtless not be backward in respond-
ing to this sentiment in its programme.

There is, as always after a heavy engage-
ment, a lull on the liquor front. But another
great battle is impending over the forth-
coming referendum in Ontario. The actual
date has not been fixed hut the lists are in
process of preparation and both sides are
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marshalling their storm troops and reserves.
There is every prospect of a pretty contest
whose result cannot fail to affect m a decisive
way the future attitude of the other province
and the permanent policy of the Federal
Government. The latter aspires at heart to
have no liquor policy at all, and will probably
move, if the constitution permits, in the
direction of endowing the provinces with
complete sovereign rights over their Uquor
traffic. In short, a policy of provincial option
seems the solution which has most promise of
general acceptance.
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THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC
IN BRITAIN





CHAPTER Vlir.

The Liquor Traffic in Britain.

The earliest legislation in British countries
dealing with the manufacture and sale of
alcoholic drinks was put into effect when ale
was regarded as an article of diet, and when
the efforts alike of Governments and local
authorities were chiefly concerned in ensuring,
first, an adequate supply, secondly, good
quality, and thirdly, reasonable prices. The
earliest British licensing statute which
can be traced is that of II., Henry the Second,
Chapter 2 (A.D. 1495), which empowered

^wo Justices of the Peace "to reject and
1 vay common ale seUing in towns and
pUces where they should think convenient,
and to take sureties of keepers of ale houses in
their good behavioiu-." In 1552 a statute of
Edward I., confirmed the power of suppres-
sing ale houses and decreed that the authority
of two Justices must be obtained to keep an
ale house. Rules were laid down for the
coiiduct of the house, and Justices were
empowered to inflect penalties for breaches
of liese rules and for the keeping of un-
licensed ale houses. The general principle
was that the sale of intoxicants was neither
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unlawful nor harmful, but that an effective
check upon the methods of the trade was
desirable in the interests of the community.
In 1643 the Parliament of the Revolution, to
obtain revenue, imposed duties on ale and beer,
which were substantially increased from time
to time, the tax being 2s. 6d. in 1650, and
nsmg to 5s. in 1692. The effect of these
taxes was to transfer the allegiance of liquor
lovers from ale and beer to spirits ; there was
a protectionist design in them to encourage
native industry. The same Revolutionary
Parliament jtally prohibited the importation
of brandy and legalized the distiUation and
sale of spirits made from English grain on the
payment of small duties. Heretofore there
had been but few distilleries in Britain, and
French or Dutch brandy was too dear for the
average citizen. But the distUIeries now
rapidly increased in number as the people
acquired a passion for English gin. The pro-
duction of spirits in England rose from 527
gallons in 1684 to 7,160 gaUons in 1742. It
soon became apparent that great evils were
arising from the sale of gin. Excessive gin
drinking became an almost universal practice.
In 1736 the magistrates of Middlesex sent to
Parliament a petition in which they said
"that the drinking of Geneva and other
distilled waters had for some years past
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greatly increased, that the constant and
excessive use thereof had destroyed thousands
of His Majesty's subjects, and that great
numbers of others were by its use rendered
unfit for useful labour, debauched in morals
and drawn into all manner of vice and wicked-
ness.

'

' The result of this was that the famous
Prohibition Act known as the Gin Act was
passed. The measure was devised to suppress
entirely the sale of spirits in small quantities.
In addition to the duties payable by distillers,
20s. a gallon was levied on retailers and all
vendors of spirits in small quantities had to
take out an annual Hcense of £50. The Act
was a clear example of legislation . Greeted
to forcing people not only into paths of
sobriety, but to iroral and virtuous conduct
by Act of Parhament and the results have
been thus described m Dr. Shadwell's book,
' 'Drink, Temperance and Legislation.

'

' " The
first result was an apparent decrease of con-
sumption, but that lasted a very short time,
and it soon became clear that the Act was
much worse than a failure. Illicit trade
sprang up, and greatly augmented the evil.
Although 12,000 persons were punished for
infringing the law in two years, it flourished,
notwithstanding, beyond all power of control.
Distillers took out wine licenses and sold a
concoction of gin, sugar and spice as wine,
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just as they do to-day in Norway and Sweden
Druggists put up gin in physic-bottles, and
^^/*..^^°^^ ^^*^'' or 'Gripe water,'
with the du-ection, 'Take two or three spoons-
ful of this four or five times a day, or as often
as the fit takes you.' Gin was sold in the
taverns under another name. In short, the
repressive Act gave a great stimulus to the
traffic. The consumption in England and
Wales rose from 11,000,000 gaUons in 1733 to
nearly 20,000,000 in 1742, and there is not the
slightest doubt that a most shocking state
of things prevailed."

The Gin Act having proved a futile
measure, a new Act was passed in 1743 which
reduced the retail Ucenses from £50 to 20s
and wiped out the duty of 20s. a gallon. The
trade as a result was brought within the
means of any one who could scrape together
20s. to pay for a license, and conditions soon
became worse than ever. The novelist.
Fielding, declared in 1751 that gin was "the
pnncipal sustenance, if so it may be called, of
more than one thousand people in the Metro-
polis, and that the scenes and incidents
occurring there were unworthy of a civiHzed
country." In that year a fresh legislative
measure enacted first, that debts for drinking
were not recoverable by law, and secondly,
that distilleries must not seU either retail or
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to unUcensed publicans. The ameUorative
effect was noticeable at once. GraduaUy a
system of reasonable control of public houses
was acquired, and with a change of public
taste and the recovery by ale and beer of their
old position in the popular affections, con-
ditions began to improve. In 1828 there was
passed an ale-house law which codified all
previous statutes and became the basis for
gie future licensing laws in Great Britain.
Ihere had always been a considerable party in
favour of "free trade" in ale and ale houses
under the idea that free trade in beer would
check the consumption of spirits. The Beer
BUI of 1830 authorized any householder
paying rates to sell beer, but no other intoxi-
cating drinks, by retaU, without obtaining a
license from the Justices, and free from any
control, on payment of two guineas to the
Excise. The immediate result was that beer
houses were opened in an alarming number.
At the end of the first year more than twenty
thousand people had paid the two guineas fee
and obtained a beer Hcense. Many of these
estabhshments were in cellars or other places
absolutely unsuited for the purpose, and the
conditions of the trade soon became disgrace-
ful and alarming in their results. In 1840
another Beer Act was passed which provided
that no licenses should be given to anybody
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save a real resident and occupier of the house
to be licensed and that such house must have
a rateable value of £15, £11, or £8, according
to the number of the population. Total
Sunday closing was provided for Scotland, but
this gave rise to so much illicit drinking that
an amending Act was passed in 1862. Grocers*
licenses for the sale of Hquor came into exis-
tence under the Wine and Refreshment House
Act of 1860, but the great change in the
system was inaugurated in 1869 by the first
Wine and Beer House Act. It decreed that
no license or renewal of a Hcense for the retail
sale of beer, wine or cider should be allowed
by the Excise, except upon a certificate
granted by the Justices at the general annual
licensing sessions established in 1828, but tHe
Justices could only refuse a certificate for a
license on the following grounds :

(1) Failure of applicant to produce satis-
factory evidence of good character.

(2) House in question disorderly or fre-
quented by bad characters.

(3) Previous forfeiture.

(4) Applicant of house not duly qualified
by law.

As far as the granting of new licenses was
concerned, absolute discretion was given. The
policy of reasonable control was further
developed by the Licensing Act of 1872,
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which laid down extended regulations. The
forms and conditions of licenses were improved.
A six day license was introduced. To pro-
mote the better management of pubUc houses
ard punish drunkenness, landlords were em-
powered to exclude drunkards and disorderly
persons

; repeated breaches of the law en-
tailed forfeiture of licenses and the hoiu-s of
closing were altered. Further Acts followed,
one in 1882 giving the Justices full discretion
over all licenses, another in 1885 defining
beer for Inland Revenue purposes as any
hquor which is made or sold as a description
of beer containing more than 2% alcohol.

In their Newcastle programme formulated
in 1892 the Liberal party, led by Mr. Glad-
stone, adopted a plan of Local Veto, or as it

would be called on this side of the Atlantic,
Local Option, as part of their policy. Sir
William Harcourt introduced a Local Veto
Bill in 1894, but it was abandoned after
securing a small majority in the Commons.
As a result, at the election of 1896 the Hquor
interests took alarm and cast all their influence
on the Conservative side and the disastrous
defeat which they materially helped to inflict
upon the Liberals, cooled the ardour of that
party for temperance measiures for many
years.

In 1904 the Unionist Government of Mr.
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Ba four brought m a Licensing Act which,
while attempting some reduction of licensesand other reforms, allowed extravagant com-
pensation for canceUations and had obviously
been drafted in the interests of the liquor
trade. It aroused great opposition from the
temperance party, and Liberals in general,
but was eventually passed. In 1908, after
the Liberals had attained to office, they in
tneir turn introduced another Licensing Bill
Which was a genuine attempt at reform of the
hquor trade. But it was fiercely resisted by
the liquor interests, and at then- bidding the

S?"'!t,°^
^o^ds, where the "beerage,'' as

i^- .Mt^^^
^°^^ ^° ^^ ennobled brewers

and disti lers, is always strongly represented

'^^o?^i '\ .Mindful of their experiences in'
1895, the Liberals did not dare to appeal to
the country on the Licensing Bill, but pro-
ceeded first to deal with the wider issue of
the Veto of the House of Lords, in the expecta-
tion that once it was aboHshed they would
again attempt to deal with hquor reform
But other events were to intervene and
destroy this project. However, they managed
before the war came to pass a special Act for
bcotland which established a system of Local
• PVno^^°^ ^^^ country to come into effectm 1920.

The drink question, which had been
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allowed to lapse for a year or two before the
war, emerged in Great Britain in a new form
in 1914. National unity was the supreme
need, and because no problem has excited in
the past such ferocious controversy in Great
Britain as the settlement of the liquor ques-
tion. Parliament would probably have pre-
ferred to ignore it for the duration of the war.
Attempts to reform the liquor traffic have
destroyed at least one British Government,
and the prohibition idea has never made
much headway against the long standing
social habits and customs of the British
people. But it was speedily realized that the

j
drink question was closely bound up with the

1 national war effort. On April 29th, 1915,
Mr. Lloyd George introduced the Govern-
ment's double plan to check by heavy taxes
the consumption of liquor, and to control the
Hquor trade in naval, military and munition
areas. The naval and military authorities
had assumed almost from the start special
emergency powers for the drink trade, and the
Ucensing justices were entrusted with new
responsibilities for the same purpose. In
1915 the Government decided on a plan of
liquor control and put it in force for the
greater part of the country, under the super-
vision of the Central Control Board (Liquor
Traffic), to which were appointed first-rate
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men of diveree views and parties. But thisdid not satisfy a large element of reformers

nmhir^H- ^l' ^^"P P^^^d fo° tots
prohibition for the period of the war and

mw^!i'?i!'°''' ^^ ^"°^^^ strenuously de-

w^i^f ^^P»^chase by the State of thewhole hquor trade to give the nation complete

.fJ^ }^^^- ^^1 <^ovemment took the furtherstep of seriously restricting the manufacture

t^u r
"^ ^^ 5^^"^^^ ^^ ^i"^ and spirit!and die liquor trade diminished. The reasons

two^l'if
of precaution can be found undertwo heads, efficiency and economy. As the

vSwelL"^'^^? °^ '^^ «t^s/e became

K^n.b u ^^i"^
^?'" ^^^^^^ national efficiencybecame abundantly clear. Loss of efficiency

th,nr.t ?T^ ^°'i
°^ "^^ ^b^^ad and any-

^wfr nf tl^''^''^'^i
^ffi^i^ncy impaired thepower of the workmen and the fighters

Soctd^trf^
the output of munS;

blocked the transit of troops and stores, andwas mimical to discipline in the camps. It

wS nl f
1^^ ^^ investigation that"^ drinkwas one of the mam causes of inefficiency inthe workshops. Second only to the need of

efficiency was the problem of economv

rrpjrpT-'^.''"^^ ^^ ^°^ by conservation of
^^reat iintain s money power and it becamean urgent necessity to cut down all super
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fluous expenditures. "Now one of the things
we cannot afford," said Mr. Lloyd George in

1915, "is a drink bill of one hundred and sixty
million pounds." The higher wages which
were freely granted in every trade increased
the spending power among the wage-earners
and there was greater expenditure on intoxi-
cating liquors in the third year of the war.
The food problem became very serious owing
to the operations of the German submarines,
Great Britain being at one time in acute peril

of famine. The food controller, having care-
fully investigated the national food resources
decided that the materials used in the pro-
duction must be sternly restricted, therefore
in Jan. 1917, the annual output of beer was
cut to 18,200,000 barrels, half the pre-war
amount. In 1918-1919 only 12.600,000 barrels
were allowed to be brewed. The quantity
of spirits released from bond was also enor-
mously reduced. It had become a question, in

the words of Lord Devonport, "of bread
versus beer." Later came a plan of general
control which was devised to increase effi-

ciency. Hours of sale were cut down to a
minimum, the strength of liquor was materi-
ally decreased and treating was strictly pro-
hibited. Limitation of the liquor output was
a temporary device for the war, but the regula-
tions of the liquor traffic by the Control Board

f"

! .

I
11' I
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may weU be continued as a pennanent insti-
tution, and Its results are worthy of careful
examination. The temperance party need
not claun any particular credit for the anti-
liquor restrictions. They were put in forcem response to an overwhelming puWic demand
and strong Conservatives Uke the editor of
the Spectator" were the foremost in their
pleadings for complete prohibition. But the
Government could not see its way either to
complete prohibition or universal State our-
chase. ^

Eventually it did undertake an experimentm purchase on a fairly extensive scale.
Gretaa was a £-iaU viUage lying just over the
Scottish border which had become famed in
romance as the scene of many runaway^
mamages. In 1915 it was chosen as the site
ot a huge national munitions factory, andwhat had previously been a peaceful rural
viUage became a throbbing hive of industry.
Thousands of people flocked to the neigh-
bourhood, at first for the task of constructing
the plant and building houses around it, and
tiien to work in the munitions plant. The
housing problem presented considerable diifi-
culties, but was eventually solved by the
erection of large numbers of houses under goodtown planning schemes; the inrush of
workers, however, soon developed a liquor
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problem. Carlisle, the nearest large town, is
a place of thirty-five thousand inhabitants
Now Carlisle, in addition to a huge increase
of residents, found itself faced with crowds of
workers coming in every direction from the
surrounding towns and villages for food
recreation and drink. A drink restridtion
order was at once appUed to the western
border area on November 22nd, 1915, and
complete Sunday closing was enforced , but
disgraceful scenes characterized CarUsle and
the surrounding towns every night as the
influx of labour grew in volume. For a time
the neighbourhood was given over to drunken-
ness. In the six months from January to
June, 1915, there was 72 convictions for
drunkenness, and in the same period durine
1916 there were 564.

Something had to be done to check the
plague of insobriety for national reasons
Accordingly the Liquor Control Board de-
cided that the best available road to assume
control was through State purchase. Begin-
ning in a small way the State Purchase area
was gradually extended till it included terri-
tory on both sides of the Solway Firth, about
five hundred square miles in extent, with a
war time population numbering almost one
hundred and fifty thousand. In Cariisle
alone four breweries and one hundred and

i
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twenty Ucensed houses were taken over The
process of transfer went on steadUy, and with
the end of October, 1916, aU the pubHc houses
werem possession of the Board. For admmis-
tration purposes the area was divided intotwo districts, one for each side of the border
owing to the differences in the Scotch and
Enghsh licensing laws. Each district was
under the control of a general manager, who
acted under the direction of the Central
Liquor Control Board, and to assist him an
advisory committee was formed consisting
of representatives nominated by the loc^
Council, municipal and licensing authorities,
people of local knowledge and influence, and
members of the Central Control Board Itwas soon recognized that merely to acquire
public houses and breweries was no panacea
Purchase was not regarded as an end in itself'
but as an opening of avenues for the forming
of plans necessary to repress intemperance, to
promote sobriety, restore public order and
advance social weU-being. In no way were
financial considerations regarded. The whole
scheme was planned to secure efficiency as its
supreme object Over and above the normal
restnctions of the Board which were applicable
to the whole country, the following special
restraints were placed on the liquor traffic
throughout the State Purchase area •
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1. Redundant and undesirable licenses
were suppressed

; this included the suppres-
sion of aU "grocers' " licenses.

2. Further restrictions were placed on the
sale of spmts, viz :

(1) Total prohibition of the sale of spiritsm houses near the National Factory

^^
(2) Institution of the "spiritless Satur-

(3) Reduction of the number of houses
seUing spmts for "o£f" consumption.

(4) Mixed drinking—i.o.. the custom of

Q ^^1,^^ and spirits mixed—was checked.
6. The 'on" sale of liquor to young per-

sons under eighteen was forbidden, excepting
the sale of beer served with a meal.

4. The ^splay of liquor advertisements on
tne fronts of licensed premises ceased.

6. Complete Sunday closing was extended
with each extension of the State Purchase
area m Cumberland.

Before the Board came on the scene there

j;?f 'u ^^?, ?.^^^ Purchase Area four breweries,
195 on licenses and 20 "off" licenses. By

the .nd of August 84 licenses had been
f'\ pressed as unnecessary or undesirable All
grocers' licenses were abolished and mixed

•M?°'"S!r!f«Sf2r* *''%'*'" °^ "''"°" '°' consumption on the•pot. Off Jiccrjw cater for customers who carry it away.
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trades in groceries and intoxicants came to an
end. Two of the four Carlisle breweries also
discontinued their activities. In CarUsle itself
the sale of spirits was only permitted in
eighteen houses. Among a certain class of
customers in this neighbourhood it had been
the habit to order a glass of spirits and a pint
of beer served at the same time. This mixing
was accredited with much drunkenness and
the Board gave instructions that no person
who called for spirits and beer at the same
time should be served. Such were the restric-
tive policies of the Central Control Board,
but they were accompanied by constructive
measures. It was decided to make provision
for the sale of food f6r which there was ample
justification by reason of the extension of
facilities for the supply of meals. It is
notorious that alcohoHc hquor taken with
food is less noxious than when taken alone

;

the old cafes and restaurants were inadequate
to the situation and the average pubUc house
was merely a dram shop. Another kind of
reform was needed to meet the new conditions.

The Board's first step was to reconstruct
the old city Post Office, which became the
Gretna tavern. It was in the centre of the
city, near the railway station. In it there
was now put a bar where beer and wine were
sold, but no spirits, and there was also a,

il
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restaurant capable of seating one hundred
and eighty people. Meals were served from
J.dO a.m. to 9 p.m., and Uquor was obtainable
from 12 to 2 30 p.m. and from 6 to 9 p.m.
i;or the penod endmg June 31st, 1917, 66% of
the total takings were for food and non-
alcohohc refreshments. Several other innsm the neighbourhood were reconstructed and
equipped with facilities for amusement, such
as bowling greens, billiard rooms and cinema
halls. In each there was a large rotunda
where the workers could sit and play games
or TOnsume refreshments of various sorts

Such were the plans adopted to make
successful the experiment of State Purchase
and du-ect control, and it is possible now tosum up some of its results. The main
advantages of the system were :

1. Freedom to suppress promptly and
permanenUy aU redundant and undesirable
hcenses.

2. The limitation of private interest in
the sale of liquor. In the Carlisle area, each
manager of licensed premises earned a fixed
salary and was not dependent for his liveli-
hood on the amount of liquor sold. He had
therefore, no inducement to force sales or
encourage drunkenness.

3. A closer regard for the law. It became
the interest of each manager to be careful in
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ob^ance of the law, for his present salary
and chance of promotion were boimd up with
obedience to the orders of apubHc authority
given in the pubHc interest.

4. Economies in the business manage-
ment. Great economies were effected an-
nually as superfluous Mcenses were abolished,
but there was a further benefit in concentra-
tion of sources of supply by the reduction of
the number of houses.

5. A free hand was secured to eflFect reform
smtable to local requirements. After the
purchase the Board had only the public
mterest in the maintenance of the sale of
drink which could oppose desirable action. A
wider measure of pubUc support could be
secured to enforce observance of the law.

6. The association of local progressive
opmion with the control of the drink trade.
The mere fact that the State assumes direct
responsibiUty for the control of the traffic
inevitably produces keener criticism and de-
mands for a higher standard. The whole
locahty becomes actively interested in the
problem of eradicating drunkenness, and this
interest itself constitutes a long step towards
the removal of reproach.

7. There was an enormous decline in the
convictions for drunkenness.

It is not possible to give more than this
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rough sketcli of what has been accomplished
by way of experiment in control of the liquor
trade in Great Britain, but many definite
examples of the advantages of home Ufe, child
welfare, public health and social order result-
ing from the new policies could easily be
given. They lead, moreover, to one con-
clusion, that the plan of control devised to
aid efficiency, enhanced social welfare in
undesigned but definite and profitable ways.
Its connection with the tremendous task of
social reconstruction which Great Britain
has now to face was happily indicated in a
speech by Mr. Walter Runciman in the
House )f Commons on February 14th, 1917,
in which he said :

"What is very remarkable is that in those
districts where the Liquor Control Board
have exercised the largest amount of control,
there are great masses of the people most
directly affected, the artisan class, who declare
that they do not wish to go back to the old
state of things. Again and again that has
come to our knowledge, and it has come from
many quarters which were entirely unex-
pected—from men who were not teetotallers,
and who rather disUke the demeanour of
teetotallers, but who do not wish to have in
their own streets and in their own quarters
the same sort of squalor which used to be
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v^\ do not wish to have the hubbub and rowsgoing on m then- aUeys and courts after mid-mght m London, or after eleven o'clock intne provmces, as went on before Those
pw>ple wm not willingly go back to the old
state of thuigs. In considering our recon-
struction problems we shaU be well advised toget to Imow from those quarters what are theviews of the people who live there, beforewe deade to dispense with some of the
benefits that have accrued from the opera-
tions of the Liquor Control Board "

RHf^^J^
""^ ^^ 7^ ^^"°^ restrictions inBntam have ^eady been relaxed in face of

r! P^?.*^*s of prominent men and women,
but others are maintamed, and the whole
question must in the near future be settledon a decent basis which will eliminate thenotonous evils of the past
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CHAPTER DC.

Over the Border.

It has been shown m an earlier chapter
how the temperance movement of modem
times had its origin in the United States in
the earlier years of last century. Although
the first active temperance society was founded
in New York State, the classic home of pro-
hibition in the United States is the State of
Maine. The career of Neal Dow has already
been referred to—under the influence of the
temperance forces which he led, the first pro-
hibition law of the North American con-
tinent was passed in Maine in 1846. It was
a complete failure in its objects owing to the
absence of adequate penalties and was repealed
in 1856, but it was reinstated in a stronger
form in 1858; since that date a prohibi-
tionary law has remained uninterruptedly on
the statute boc^s of Maine, and has resisted
numerous attempts for its repeal, though
what is politely known as nulUfication was
practised freely and successfully. In 1884
prohibition was made part of the State con-
stitution. In the last two decades of the 19th
century the secret manufacture of liquor
totally ceased and open sales disappeared.
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^t h^^^
survived, proscribed and hunted

n;iail ^n:?"??".^^""^ ^ Elizabethan
-ngla. d and the degree of the enforcement

"( a.f law varied with the honestv flmJ
^v^why.of tlie^state offiSll. ^^
T^l^;'^^^

the 20thcentuty, the politS

ZJZCA '^.^ ?^^^ ^^'" the better

IX.^" r^^°
to be administered with

n^^r i"^

^"'''*^^- ^« effect of thepiohibiior law was to put Maine "ont>ie map as never before The State l^came the stibject of constant i^vesttlti^nand enquiry, of hope among tempf^^
reformers and anxietramong brewS^ l?f
vellers came from the ends of thTearthTo"view the results of prohibition on S^ sootand carried back reports to their own countriesThe reports varied in an incredible mannerand there is a suspicion that, if the facts ofthe conditions in Maine did not a^2 withthe preconceived ideas of the investWorT itwas a black outlook for the factT A^Mine
SSohTbTtZf^ "l"^

^^^ ^"°^^«^ ^^^enceot prohibition laws, it seems only ri^ht to oavspecial attention to the e-adeni avaUabTasto their efficacy within its borders
Messrs. Rowntree and Sherweil, the creatEnglish authorities on the liquor tmfficSparticukr attention to Maine in their b^kThe Dnnk Problem and Social Rei^''
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Mr. Sherwell visited the State personally
but Mr. Rowntree contented himself with
yicanous knowledge acquired through the
investigations of his comrade-in-arms. Both
these investigators were known as zealous
fnends of the temperance cause, and the
conclusions reached in then- book upon the
situation in Maine were :

(a) That wines were freely served in the
pubhc dmmg-rooms of Portland hotels to
guests who ordered them.

(b) That they were unable to discover one
drug-store m which hquor was not openly sold.

(c) That the rural community freely sup-
phed Its alcoholic tastes with cider and had
no need for other beverages.

They propoi aded the tlieorv that more
liquor was being consumed under prohibitionm Portland than would be under a licensing
system. Hov-ver, critics of the book assert
Uiat Mr. Sherwell had as guide and < -rone
dunng his tour a certain Tim Hartmes ., who
Had close affiliations with bre.\er>' interests
and was unlikely to present the best side of
tHe prohibition case to his visitor On the
other hand, Hugh Price riaghes, the well-
known English evangehst wrote after a visit
to Portland as follows " As we went through
the city, we felt it was one hundred years in
advance of any we have ever seen in England •
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indeed, we scarcely dared to hope that a
century hence our English towns will be as
free from misery and poverty as Portland is
to-dav Evidence is not available as tohow long the Rev. Mr. Hughes stayed in
Portiand and it is often unwise to put too
mudi credence in the judgments of tJie car-wmdow philosopher. A traveUer, who stayed
one day at the Kmg Edward Hotel in Toronto,
might come to the conclusion that there were
no slums or poverty in that dty.

The local champions of prohibition firmly
maintain the truth of the foUowing claims :

(1) That the alcoholism of pre-prohibition
Maine was of a desperate nature.

(2) That in the generation succeeding the
passage of the prohibitionary law, there was
a general freedom from alcoholism throughout
''I State.

*

...f'V
'^^^ ^t*^i' ^e adoption of the pro-

hibition law amendment to the 1884 constitu-
tion down to 1900, what had been relatively
good enforcement had been succeeded by
nullification.

^

(4) That the attitude of the Maine judi-
aajy and political intiigue had facilitated
nullification of the law.

(6) That since the openmg of the century
with the advent of a better political j u ne
there has been a steady though inten; .'

-i
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recovery and that in recent years the law has
been well enforced with benefii to the com-
munity.

Every Governor of Maine for the last half
century haa borne testimony to the dimuni-
tion of crime and other evils flowing from
drink as well as to the material improvement
under prohibition. Neal Dow hunself was
apparently satisfied with fht results of the
law which he had fathered, for Li an article

on the "Maine Law," in "The Cyclopedia
of Temperance and Prohibition," he wrote :

"Before the Prohibition era Maine was
not only c^e of the most drunken but one of
the poorest States of the Union. The evi-

dences of poverty were seen everywhere—in
neglected farms, dilapidated houses, decaying
fences, and general unthrift. All is changed
for the better. Maine ranks with the most
prosperous commonwealths, saving yearly, as
she does, probably $20,000,000 (directly and in-

directly) that would be squandered for drink
if any system of license were tolerated."

As long as Maine was the solitary State in
the Union which had adopted prohibition
there were obvious difficulties in enforcing
the law. The liquor interests in adjacent
States like Massachussetts, who were anxious
to prevent the infection of prohibition from
spreading, exhausted every possible device
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to def^t the Maine laws and discredit themas meffectiye. Maine, by reasonTha«W
Its congressional elections before the ^trf
^u.^^.;^ **" «•' scene rfp^4^'
pohtical battles and the temperance qS™was a perpetual football betwWaeSs
svs^T^k'',*''°P*«' » prohibition

2S^ «? far back as 1852, made several

Tm^f^r^','"}^1^'^y abolished k fa1867 and defeated a prohibition constitu-tional Miendment by a majority of ^y-sU
by a pubhc commission it reported that pi^hibition was conducive to intoperana! ^-
ruptioi and demoralization. Ne^amp^
enjoyed prohibiUon of sale, but notTZ^.
facture from 1855 to 1883, and then abrZSrf
Inrf

*J'«='"8an adopted it from 1856 to 1876and then cast it aside by a laree maic^tv

^^™S^^ ^? *^ *^ system ^dabandoned it, while attempts to introduMitw«e repudiated by WaslUngton, S^ki^gon^. P<mnsyl^ia, Tewesie ?£„;

^A^ ^'^. **s "• attonpt made toconduct the liquor trade under a state dis-PHisaor sytem, more or less on the ^^^rfthe Gothenburg scheme, Kansas by a^
stitutional amendment in 1880 declareu flSt
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the manufacture and sale of intoxicatingliquors
shall be forever prohibited in this State ex-

cept for medical, scientific and mechanical pur-
poses,"and this law survived all attempts to
repeal it. But sceptics averred that judging
from the amount ofliquor consumed in Kansas,
the whole State must have devoted its energies
for a generation witli undivided zeal to
medical, scientific and mechanical pursuits.
For years the prohibition and anti-prohibition
parties used to publish tables of comparison
between "wet" Nebraska and "d—" Kansas,
which showed different results accoruuig to the
side presenting them. Kansas had the glory of
bemg dry from the eighties but Nebraska
atoned for it last January by giving the decid-
mg vote for the 18th amendment to the con-
stitution. North Dakota also kept on the
statutes a prohibition amendment passed in
1890, when first admitted to the Union as a
State, but in 1907 only these two States and
Oklahoma survived to keep Maine companym the prohibition column.

From that time onwards, however, there
came a steady drift to the temperance party,
and from the defensive they passed on to
active offensives. From 1910 onwards State
after State passed local prohibition measures
and even in tiie States where prohibition was
not adopted by the legislature local option
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areas increased in number. America's en-
trance to the war and the demand for national
economy and conservation of food for the
sake of the hard-pressed Allies increased the
pressure against the liquor trade. First of all
in 1917 the United States Congress, as a war
measure, ended the distilling of whiskey, and
on December 1st, 1918, the brewing of beer
^me to a summary end by presidential edict.
Ten days previous to this the Food Stimula-
tion Bill to which was tacked on the Sheppard
amendment compelling the American nation
to go dry for the demobilization period, from
July 1st, 1919, was passed.

These however, were merely war measures,
but the 18th amendment to the constitution
of the United States which secured in January
the adhesion of the 36th State, necessary to
ensure ratification, is a more serious story.
The important section of the 18th amendment
re£ds as follows : "After one year from the
ratification of this article, the manufacture,
sale or transportation of intoxicating liquors
or the importation thereof into or exportation
thereof from the United States, and all terri-
tories subject to the jurisdiction thereof for
beverage purposes is hereby prohibited."
One year from the date of ratification is
January 16th, 1920, and thereafter the United
States will be bone dry.
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It IS the culminating point of a campaign
earned on steadily and scientifically for a
quarter of a century. The concluding stages
came like a deluge. The Congress, which
began m 1917, adopted the Federal amend-
ment for national prohibition, but it was not
till 1918 that the movement really gathered
force. By the end of 1918 30 States were
ah-eady completely dry and 15 of these had
approved of the amendment. The necessary
three-fourths majority demands the approval
of 36 States and, when the remainder began
voting on it after the new year in 1919, there
was an interesting contest for the honour of
bemg 36th, which was secured by Nebraska.
Of the remaining twelve. New Jersey alone
fMthfully clung to its Hquor. Even California,
which has a huge wine industry and a pleasure
loving population addicted to liquid refresh-
ment, elected a legislature which ratified the
amendment. There is obviously for the
moment an overwhelming majority in it
favour and the prohibitionists declare that a
national referendum on the question has no
terrors for them. Yet it is not emotional
temperance reformers who have induced
America to go dry, but shrewd women and
hard-headed business men, who believe that
prohibition wiU lead to keener efficiency,
improved health, greater safety on streets and
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railways, empty prisons and increased pros-
penty. The attitude of America on the
annk question can be gauged by the fact thatm one of the most important and exclusive
clubs m New York there has been a rule that
no dnnks can be served within ten feet of thewmdow in the main room on the ground floor.

There are some interesting subjects of
gjwailation in connection with this result
What mfluence brought it about ? The prime
motive force has undoubtedly been the Anti-
Salwn League which began operations in
1885 with what was regarded as the visionary
Ideal of a dry America by 1920. From the
little town of WesterviUe, Ohio, its captains
have directed an amazing organization for
pubhc agitation and education and have
utiUzed social pressure in the most elaborate
manner. The card index and the adding
machine have both been called upon to give
their assistance. Rarely has there been so
perfect an organization. The idealists of
WesterviUe, Ohio, have earmarked and
docketed for years all parties and sections of
pohtical parties, all commercial and pro-
fessional interests, every institution, society
and club. They have scanned and marked
out the record of every senator and congress-
man, every state or municipal official, and
every candidate for any pubUc appomtment.
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The churches and their ministers have been
carefully watched, and of late years no derev-man could dare to oppose the law. They havemamtamed cohorts of lobbyists in aU legisla-
tive centres of the country whose skill and
activities vie in efficacy with the most subtle
sateUites of "big business" And now that the
batUe has been won, this strange organization
is to devote its energies to holding the ground
that has been secured.

But the activities of the Anti-Saloon
League could not have carried out this far-
reaching and portentous revolution without
external auxiUiaries. There has come alliance
and co-operation from many sources, such as
the PubUc Health crusade and the modem
doctor's attitude to alcohol, the agencies of
child welfare, the presentation of the statistics
of pauperism and crime and their sources by
sociologists, the hostility to drinking by
individual employers and great corporations
like the Pennsylvania Railroad and the growth
of the business efficiency movement which has
been immensely stimulated the last few years
by the army camp community services and
the "fit to fight" appeals. The most impor-
tant of these has been the efficiency plea.
For the last ten years business in America has
steadily frowned upon alcohol, and it is an
accepted fact that the young man who wants
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to get on in business cannot afford to drink.
In these matters the Western communities
have steadily set the pace. The South, too,
aided and abetted the movement because it

desired liquor to be kept away from the
negroes. But there the cold fact remains
that the prohibition movement whidi Neal
Dow began in Maine in the forties and which
has been a source of derision and jest ever
since, has now gathered unto itself the whole
of theAmercianRepublic. Already many Am-
erican distilleries have been converted to other
uses and the price of cork screws has gone
down to three cents a piece.

The question of the practical enforcement
of the law is still a matter of doubt and scepti-
cism. The labour organizations want some
relaxation and the immigrant communities
dislike its strictness. Its opponents declare
that great cities cannot be kept dry, that the
systems of evasion which have been devised
in the old prohibition areas, will become
wide-spread and that fifty thousand inspec-
tors will be required to enforce the law. But
there are certaiu facts on the side of the pro-
hibitionists. In the first place the American
climate does not require for t^e individual
the stimulation by alcohol whic. nore humid
regions in Western Europe seen, to demand
for certain temperaments. Europeans, who
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come to hve in the northern half of this con-
tinait, can soon accept the "water waRran"
without any feeling of discontent. For some
years ^e American public has by choice and
habit been graduaUy moving towards total
abstmence from alcohol and the country has
really been steadily prepared for the late
sweepmg measure. Ahnost half of the
younger generation of the United States have
grown up m places where the saloon is un-
known. There is throughout America com-
parative^r httle respect for State laws, butwhen a Federal law is passed upon a certain
subject, It at once commands respect and
obedience. There are some thirsty souls who
predict tiiat the 18th Constitutional Amend-
ment will have a short life, but these optimists
giould remember firstly that as long as thirteen
States stand out for its maintenance no
return to the dear old days of wetness is
possible, and secondly, that Women's Suffrage
is soon due to become universal in the United
States, and Frances WiUard and Carrie Nation
aid not toil in vain.

President Wilson in his last message toCongr^ from Paris did suggest a mo^ca-
tion of the war time prohibition measurew^ch comes m force on July 1st, to permit
tne sale of wine and beer. NaturaUy the
very suggestion aroused a terrific outcry from
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the temperance legions. So far from yielding
to the President's suggestion the American
Congress in July passed a Prohibition enforce-
ment Bill, whidi sets up comparative severe
pemilties for violation of the "dry " law. The
anti-prohibitionists in a non-party contest
were completely defeated in their efforts to
nullify the force of the Acts but the fanatics
who wanted to make the use of alcohol a crime
on a par with child murder were foiled. There
now has arisen a controversy as to what
strength of alcohol will be passed as non-intoxi-
cating under the law and there will probably
be prolonged litigation to test the matter out.
Meanwhile beer, containing 2.75% alcohol is
allowed to be sold and some hospitable medical
men of mvestigatmg turn of mind, after special
experiments on their friends at scientifically
conducted banquets, declare that at least one
gallon of 2.75% beer is required to produce in-
toxication in the normal adult male, an
amount which is beyond the capacity of the
average human stomach. The dry regime
was ushered in with much revehy on July 1st
but it is too early yet to form any opinion of its
success. But it is there to stay, for the 18th
Amendment, which stands above and beyond
the power of Presidents and Congresses to set
aside will roll relentlessly into effect in the
early days of 1920.
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CHAPTER X.

The Gothenburg System.

TheGothenburg System has its origin in the
tormi of that name m Sweden. In that
countiy before 1855 the manufacture and
sale of spmts was practically free, every
farmer was his own distiller, the main beverage

-? ^.^TS^Y^""~a coarse description of
spmt distilled from potatoes or com or a
mixture of both. In 1830 the number of
stills in the country had reached the ahnost
incredible number of 173,124. In 1855 a
law was enacted forbiddmg distillation of^mts by any unlicensed distiller and barring
licenses to any one who had not the capacity-
to distil a certain minimum. Licensed di-
tiUers and the wholesale trade cam^ under
excise supervision and taxation. The result
was that in 1855 the number of distiUers fell
to 3,481 and in 1876 to 410. Ihe price of
branvm rose from 25 cents a gaUon to $1 20m the latter year. Withm five years the per-
centage of arrests for drunkenness fell .509^,
In 1864 a committee was appomted in Gothen-
burg to enqmre into the causes of pauperism
They recommended tJiat the diink traffic be
taken over by a company and managed for the

i
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benefit of the community, a project which
had be^ foreshadowed by the Act of 1855.
in the foUowmg year the first "Bolae" orcompany was formed for this purpose. Bolag
merely means company, but has now come
to mean a hcensed house of this public descrip-
tion. The Company started business with

^IS" f M-^''*''^.?, ^^ graduaUy increased
then- holdmgs till in 1876 they obtained
control of the whole trade in spirits The
surplus profits, with the exception ot 6% on
the capital invested, are allocated thus :

7-lOths to the community, 2-lOths to the
State, and l-lOth to the Provincial Agricul-
tural Societies, as compensation for the loss
of domestic distUlation. But the Bolags
have used every effort to employ their licenses
to the public advantage, and there is no doubt
but that the community has benefited in
certain ways. They have effected a great
r^uction in the number of Ucenses. In 1865

9 90Q "^f K°?^
^''^'''^ ^° ^ "^ to every

2,293 inhabitants and in 1902 there was one
to every 7.684 inhabitants. There are certain
severe restrictions in their management. Thevmust dose at six o'clock m winter and seven
o clock in summer. Children and drunkards
cannot be served with liquor. On the otherhand thev do not seU beer and have been
found unable to conduct high-class businesses
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As a result, the restaurants and high-class
bare have been sublet by them to private
individuals who operate them under practi-

^y no restrictions. The Bolag system in
Sweden controls the trade of over one hundred
towns and villages.

A similar system was introduced into
Norway in 1871, with the name of Samlag
instead of Bolag as the title. In 1880 the
Norwegian Samlags were empowered to
acquire aOl licenses by equitable compensa-
tions. The principles of operation were prac-
tically the same, but in Norway the closing
hour was 10o'clock on week days and 5 o'clock
on Saturdays. In Sweden the profits were
pven to the relief of the rates, but in Norway
they were dedicated to philanthropic pur-
poses. In Sweden the Companies aim at pro-
viding the workmen with comfortable places
for meals and all the attractions of a good
cafd. In Norway, intoxicating liquors alone
were sold in the Samlags and the aim was to
make the dram shop as unalluring as possible,
"licenses in both countries are granted by the
magistrates, acting with the advice of the
town council and govemore. The salient
feature of the system is the elimination of all
pnvate profit. The actual sellers of intoxicat-
ing hquor receive no profit from the sale, but
they get an extra profit from the amount of tem-
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perate refreshments and food sold. The capi-
tal of each Company is small and is usually
distributed locally among: shareholders who
hold one share each. This system has now
been in operation for fifty years, and there is

great diversity of opinion "as to its results.
Fot the last two years, however, Norway has
been under complete prohibition, and a pleb-
iscite is to be taken on its continuance.

The advocates of the Gothenburg syston
maintain in its support :

(1) Thf
' it lessens the temptation to

drink, decreases the consumption of strong
spirituous Uquors, and consequently drunken-
ness, pauperism and crime.

(2) That it benefits the community by
diverting to pubhc and diaritable piuposes
the profits of the liquor-traffic, whici would
otherwise go to swell the private fortunes of
liquor dealers.

(3) That it divorces the liquor traffic from
poUtics.

(4) That the control of the traffic is better
regulated and consequently becomes more
respectable, and that no community which has
once adopted the system, has abandoned it.

Against this bright picture of success the
critics and opponents of the Gothenburg
system advance the following drawbacks:

(1) That the distribution of the profits of
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the liquor traffic to public institutions and for

the diminution of taxation serve as a per-
petual bribe to prevent prohibition.

(2) That far from taking the traffic out of

politics, the system creates new methods
whereby poUti^ deals can be made between
friends of the traffic and institutions benefiting
from its profits.

(3) lliat the increased respectabiUty of

the traffic arising from public officials, clergy-

men and substantial citizens acting as directors

renders it all the more dangerous a barrier to
total abstinence and prohibition, and

(4) That it has greatly stimulated the
domestic consumption of alcohoHc drinks.

In general the critics of the Gothenburg
S3rstem claim that it is a most effective bar to
prohibition and all temperance efforts, because
it dulls both the pubUc and private conscience
to the evils of the liquor traffic and fastens its

grip all the more firmly upon the community.
Tliey also daim that the diminished con-
sumption of spirits in Sweden is due to the
fact that practically all the nu-al districts

which contain three-fomlhs of the population,
are under prohibition by local option. Again,
the policy of the Gothenburg system has been
to encourage and give free scope to the traffic

in beer and malt liquors, whose consumption
has undeniably had an enormous increase in
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recent years, taking the place of stronger
spirits in the publidy owned saloons. The
Gothenburg system was the object of careful
study and enquiry by temperance reformers
in other countries. Evidence as to its work-
ing was taken before a committee of the House
of Lords in 1893, and British representatives
in Scandinavia were asked to report upon its

merits at intervals. Their reports were
generally critical or hostile. In 1897 Mr.
Franklin, British Vice-Consul at Bergen,
wrote :

" I beg the Hberty of reiterating what
I have previously written, that British legis-
lators would be ill-advised if they attempted
to introduce the Bolag system into Great
Britain."

Yet, despite this warning, the Bolag
system or adaptation thereof has been mtro-
duced into Britain within recent years. The
first experiment was made by an English
pastor, the Rev. Osbert Mordaunt, rector of
Hampton Lucy in Warwickshire, who in 1877
found hunself in possession of a village mn in
his parish. He determined upon an experi-
ment upon the general lines of the Gothen-
burg system, the main principles to be, first,

the purity of the liquor sold and secondly,
absence of profit to the person who sold the
beer. He utterly abandoned the sale of
spirits. His experience was that on account
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of the liquor being pure and wholesome and
therefore satisfactory, much less was con-
sumed than formerly ; drunkenness became
comparatively rare, and was usually confined
to cases where people came in from other
places the worse of liquor and were served
with more. The eUmination of spirits in his
opinion had not so much to do with the
decrease in dnmkenness as the fact that
drinking was not encoiu^ged, but Mr. Mor-
daunt testified before a Liquor Commission
strongly in favour of the experiment and
advocated its extension as widdy as possible.
In 1896 there came into existence the People's
Refreshment House Association, Limited,
under the chairmanship of the Bishop of
Chester. Its object was to give wide facilities

for the adoption of a system of public house
management with limited profits on the
Gothenburg system. The salient features
were that the manager was paid a fixed salary
and, while allowed no profit on the sale of
alcoholic drinks, was given a special profit
on the trade of food and non-alcoholics.

Temperance drinks and Hght refreshments
were made easily accessible at the bar. Great
care was taken to supply absolutely pure
liquor. The dividend on the one pound
shares was fixed at 5%, after payment of

which^aod provision for a reserve fund, the
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surplus profit was to be devoted to public
utiUties. The Association secured control of
avariety of public houses all over the country.
In 1900 the net profit on the capital of the
Association which amounted to roughly
£24,000, was 22%, which is evidence of the
lucrative natiu-e of the traffic, and of the
large sums which could be available for pubhc
services when the system of private monopoly
was abolished.

In 1900 the late Earl Grey, the most popu-
lar Governor-General that Canada ever knew,
obtained a license in the colUery village of
Broomhill in Northumberland, in which he
was interested as part proprietor. He dis-
covered that under the British license laws he
had acquired without rendering any equiva-
lent service therefor, a property which was
valued prospectively at fifty thousand dollars.
He had been attracted by the schemes of the
Bishop of Chester and his associates, and
decided to introduce them in the new hostelry.
Accordingly the Grey Arms was run from its

opening day on the lines of a refreshment
house instead of a mere drinking bar. All the
liquids supplied, whether alcoholic or other-
wise, were of the best and most wholesome
quality procurable and the manager was
given special encouragement to promote non-
alcoholic trade. All the profits arising from
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the business were placed in the hands of
trustees for public purposes connected with
the locality. As the people of Canada well
know, Earl Grey was a fervent missionary of
any ca,use he made his own. His influence
with his own class was enormous and he was
soon engaged in an active propaganda for the
extension of the idea. Under his auspices
there was organized the Northumberland
Public House Trust Company, Limited, which
extended its operations to other parts of the
county. Similar companies sprung up in
Durham, North Yorkshire, Essex, Hamp-
shire, Kent, Sussex, Northampton, Renfrew-
shire, and other counties, and in cities like
Glasgow, Liverpool and Cardiff. All these
public house trust companies are now co-
ordinated under the Central PubUc House
Trust Association of which Earl Grey was the
first President. It maintains an oflfice and
secretary in London, and is actively engaged
in extending the scope of its operations. The
same method of organization is followed in
practically all pubhc house trust companies.
Most of the capital is in ordinary shares of
one pound each, which are not entitled to a
dividend of more than 5%. In addition there
are a few deferred shares which are allotted
exclusively to the trustees and carry all the
surplus profits. The governing body consists
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of a Council and a Board of Directors. The
Council is generally made up partly of mem-
bers chosen by the directors in the first

instance with power of co-optation as vacan-
cies occur, and partly of others holding high
public offices. All surplus profits are handed
over to the council to be administered by
them for pubUc purposes. There is no doubt
but that Earl Grey inaugurated one of the
most useful pubhc movements of his time
and its rapid spread is an indication of its

acceptance by the community. Experiments
on similar lines have been conducted by the
colliers of Hill of Beath and Kelty, two mining
villages near Dunfermline in Scotland, with
the co-operation of the Fife Coal Company,
which owns the mines in that vicinity. In
anticipation of the private liquor seller a
pubhc house was opened and placed under a
manager, who had no interest in pushing
sales of liquor. The experiment has been a
great success, and large profits have been
realized every year which have been devoted
to public purposes, such as the provision of
bowling greens and other agencies of recrea-

tion for tide community. The majority of the
directors of these Fife public houses are
working miners.

The movement is completely non-political

and has received the support of influential
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men of all parties. The promoters of the
Public House Trust Movement in Great
Bntain take their stand upon one undeniable
fact that whether schemes of prohibition are
justifiable or not, practicable or impracticable,
It must be realized that there is no im-
mediate prospect of canying them into effectm Great Britain. Public opinion is simply
not prepared for a programme of prohibition
or anything approachmg it. It is easy to
declaim against the influence of the brewers
in aflFecting the decisions of the Parliament at
Westminster, but the necessities of war would
easily have overborne the power of the
liquor interests if Mr. Lloyd George had felt
that the working classes would accept com-
plete prohibition. The promoters of the
Public House Trust schemes have recognized
for good or evil the drinking habits of the
people of Great Britain, and they are en-
deavouring on a basis of actual facts to abolish
or at least to modify the deplorable evils which
national intemperance generates. The bigotry
of extremists and the power of the vested
interests have sufficed between them to put
successful obstacles in the way of any real
successful reform by Parliament. The sponsors
of the Public House Trust Association are
therefore endeavouring to put forward some
efforts at mitigation within the scope of the
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existing laws. The movement is rapidly
extending and this spring they made an
application to the public for further capital,
which was heartily endorsed and commended
by the leading RngUsh papers.

Inevitably the scheme has been strongly
attacked by the temperance people. They
hold that the utility of the movement is more
doubtful than its popularity. They assert
that a respectable and alluring establishment,
where people learn drinking habits, will do
quite as much harm to the public as the dis-
reputable and comparatively unattractive
dram shop into whidh only hardened topers
would like to be seen entering. They claim
that all who bring the young and uncon-
taminated under the influence of the Uquor
trade, whatever may be the excellence of their
motives, may do as great harm as those who
deal with confirmed and hopeless drunkards.
In fact they regard as abominable the efforts
of the Public House Association to establish
the liquor trade, which in their eyes is "a
covenant with sin and death," on a sure and
popular footing. Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Bart.,
was through his long parliamentary career the
foremost champion of teetotalisra in the
British Parliament, and year after year intro-
duced measures for the destruction of the
liquor trade. When Lord Grey was intro-
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dudng his schemes for experiments on the
Gothenbw*g model, there took place in the
"Westminster Gazette" a most animated
controversy between these two firm friends,

which was closed by the following amusing
poem :

When Grey and Lawson take to fighting,

And in the "Westminster" keep writing,
Some sparks of truth must surely fly

To guide the public by-and-by.
Now only think of that good nurse,
Paid from the bulging liquor purse.
And then that holy, happy scene,
The billiards and the bowling green,
Where miners, having had a pull,

Come on the grounds serenely full.

And as they come towards evening dim
You hear them softly hum the hymn,
"I have been there, and still would go ;

'Tis like a little heaven below.
Not all my pleasure and my play
Shall tempt me from those courts to stray,
'Twere better with the drink away."
"It must be there, though," says Lord Grey,
"Let men request and wives entreat
The Liquor License to defeat.
It must be granted," says Lord Grey,
"We're so intent to make it pay.
All kinds of benefits you'll get
If you will stick to 'heavy wet.'
For let it be well understood
Each glass is for the public good.
We have, you see, a Public Trust
The proper portion to adjust.
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One man three glasses may consume,
And walk sedatdy from the room.
Two for the most will be enough

—

For is it not the 'best' of stuff ?

While here and there from out our store
A hero might be given four.
Five would, I think, be quite too much,
And put a ifellow out of touch.
But when they thus are put to test
The 'Trust' is sure to know the best.
So down with Lawson's comments fusty,
Beyond a doubt the 'Trust' is trusty.
And Paradise regained," says Grey,
"Is only to be won this way."

The Gothenburg idea has received further
impetus since the war began, from the liquor
policies of the British Government which have
been described in a previous chapter. On this
continent North Carolina for years enjoyed a
system of State dispensaries, which were on
the Gothenburg model, it has only been
followed in Canada by the province of Sas-
katchewan, whose Cabinet was impressed by
the favotu^ble report of a Provincial Liquor
Commission on the North Carolina system.
But the Saskatchewan dispensaries were swept
into the limbo of discarded things by the
temperance wave which washed out the whole
liquor traffic in the West in the years 1915-16.
Their banishment, however, may not be per-
petual.



CHAPTER XI.

THE FEMINIST
ATTITUDE.
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CHAPTER XI.

The Feminist Attitude.

From its initiation women have been the
chief pillars and supporters of the movement
to secure prohibition, and it is safe to antici-

pate that they will prove themselves staunch
bulwarks against its removal. The first

Woman's Temperance Society dates nearly a
centmy back, being founded in 1828 in the
State of Ohio, which at a later date gave birth

to the W.C.T.U. Its sponsors and founders
took a heroic line and pubUshed the following
manifesto : "We, the subscribers, having
witnessed and heard of many cases of misery
and ruin in coni,c ^uence of the free use of

ardent spirits and being desirous if possible

to prevent so great evils, therefore resolve :

(1) We will wholly abstain from the use of

ardent spirits on all occasions except when
prescribed by a temperate physician

; (2) We
will discountenance all addresses by any of

the male sex with a view to matrimony if they
shall be found to drink ardent spirits either

periodically or on any public occasion
; (3)

We, as mothers, daughters and sisters will use
our influence to prevent the connection of

any of our friends with a man who shall
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habitually drink any kind of ardent spirits."
Unfortunately, there seems to be no reliable
recor* of how far these stem resolves were
carried into practice and what influence they
had upon the life of the pioneers of Ohio.

The great majority of women, if the
general feminist attitude expresses honest
conviction, are without doubt in favour of
prohibition. Women know that the exces-
sive consumption of alcoholic beverages is

responsible for much crime, insanity and
murder, and as these foes of domestic happi-
ness must have an important bearing upon
the personal as well as the national life,

women have always been the most ardent
supporters of every kind of temperance re-
form. The Women's Christian Temperance
Union is a body of steadily increasmg numeri-
cal force. Its fundamental principle is " Total
cbstinence for the individual and total prohi-
bition for the nation." There are of course
not a few women who feel that no social affair,
such as a dinner party, is quite complete
without the seiving of whatever alcoholic
beverages happen to be fashionable, but it is
doubtful if many of these would come out
and vote against prohibition. There are also
some who question the efficacy of its working
in practice, but as a body they can be counted
in the balance for it.
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Women have other motives in favouring
any measure which holds out the promise of
removal of the temptation to drink. Even if

their men folk are only moderate consumers
of beer and spirits, nearly every woman has a
lurking feeling that it is an extravagant
indulgence. She argues that she does not
spend anything like so much on candy, either
for herself or for her children, and feels that
the money for her husband's daily "nip"
could be better expended, for it is only in
Britain that the belief in beer as liquid bread
is at all widespread. The question of alcohol
possesses an even deeper and more important
aspect for women than for men. Like most
things which hit men hard, alcoholism hits
women harder. The mental and physical
sufiFering which habits of alcoholic intem-
perance on the part of her menfolk is liable
to bring to a woman are only too apparent, but
the effects upon the woman herself and upon
society at large due to her indulgence in this
vice are worse, because they are more far-
reaching. It seems probable, to draw a
general conclusion from the mass of evidence
given in Chapter II., that ahohol taken in
small quantities is no more i ^urious to the
grown woman than it is to ine adult man,
but there are certain points to be considered
which tend to modify this statement.
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The reasons for the consumption of alcohol
by men and women are somewhat different in
their origin. Men take it in a social way for
reasons of general comradeship or for its
soothing and stimulating qualities when work
is hard and worries are plentiful. Well-to-do
women who indulge in liquor frequently have
often taken it in the first place because they
feel that it is a Id mode, not because they like
the flavour of the beverages or are in the
beginning conscious of any real benefit from
them. Many a "flapper" thinks it is the
height of smartness to slip away from a dance
to sip a creme-de-menthe with some gay
Pohemian. This is what is aptly described
as "luxury drinking." Women are more
emotional and highly strung than men and
under the stress of sorrow or anxiety, once
they have come under the iniluence of the
narcotic qualities of alcohol, they take to
"misery drinking" more readily than men do.

There are certain periods in the life of
every woman which find her predisposed to
nervousness and depression of sphits. Child-
bearing, for instance, is an arduous perfor-
mance, ind over-doses of it in the lives of the
poor are apt to beget a kind of chronically
neurotic state which discovers itself in a
nagging wife and scolding mother. The woman
finds a certain comfort in a glass of Uquor,
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which soon results in a continual dosing of

the nervous system with alcohol ; this tends
to weaken it and makes her hopelessly
dependent upon daily beer or spirits. During
child-bearing also, the various organs of the
body are placed under a great strain and
become in some measm-e debihtated. The
liver and kidneys are particularly susceptible

to degeneration. This is one of the few facts

about which the medical world does not claim
to be able to give specific reasons for the
causation, but doctors are all agreed upon
the melancholy truth, and in this condition
of the physical body alcohol is not a suitable

beverage any more than is strong tea. Yet
some women are as given over to tea tippUng
as any are to alcohol.

AU authorities are agreed that alcohol is

Jnitely injurious to growing children, as it

2cts the development of new cell life. This
oeing the case, it stands to reason that alcohol

should not be consumed by women during the
child-bearing period, for it will affect the
embryo and the nursing infant. If the alcohol

taken is greatly in excess, the child is likely to

be prematurely or still-born, and if it escapes
this, statistics show that it can scarcely fail to

be stunted both in physical stature and brain
development. If alcohol in even moderate
quantities is so often tmdesirable for women,
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th« results of their decided intemperance in
this resi^ct are indeed terrible. In a report
pubhshed on Infant MortaUty in Britain byDr George Newman in 1906, there is evidence
adduced to showthatout of 120 alcoholic female

SSf^^f^,*" Liverpool who between them had
600 children more than 55% were either
stiU-bom or died during the first year of hfe
Of the children who survived the period of
mfancy, 12 o 15% were epileptic. Dr. Claye
bhaw states in an article on "The Psychology
of the Inebriate Mother," that at the Bicesti
Hospital, England, 41% of the idiot and
imbecile children had drunken parents, and
that the mother was more frequently the
offender. Often a woman's first introduction
to alcohol is for medicinal reasons. She takes
ft perhaps as a tonic in the form of one of tl
many attractive invalid stimulants advertised
to rdieve pain or fatigue, probably on her own
imtiative and occasionally on her doctor's
recommendation. During 1918 in Quebec
the Dominion W.C.T.U. sent out a ques-
tionau-e to about 400 doctors. Among the
questions asked were : "Do you use alcohoUc
stunulants in your practice ? Do you use
beer or malt for the mcrease of lactation ?

Do you consider a bottle of whiskey or brandy
a necessity to a mother's medicine cabinet ?"
The report of the society upon the rephes
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received to thes queries states that the great
majority of doctors answered them in the
negative.

The world regards a drunken woman
with more intolerance than a man in the same
position. It is not more disgusting, but it is

more pathetic, because in her position as
mother to the race so many innocent beings
suffer through her. The home of any woman
addicted to drink is a sorry place, not only
because of the inevitably poor health which
must be the lot of the woman and her off-

spring, but because in such a home there can
be no respect for the mother. The loss of

self-respect caused by alcoholism is worse in

the case of a woman, because the stigma
clings to her for ever. She can never outlive

it. A j n who has lapses in this respect isT

very c. a merely "a good fellow, but a bit

too fond of the bottle."

If total prohibition is not put into force

the world over, something much more drastic

in the way of legislation must be enacl*^d to

protect children from contact with ignorant
alcoholic women. In the Royal Free Hospital,

London, there is preserved the liver of a little

girl of five 3 iars of age. It is shrunken and
granulated like the Hver of a habitual drunkard.
She had been given about a teaspoon of

brandy every day throughout her very brief
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life. Besides being dosed with alcoholicdrinks
poisonous for their years, the children of
inebnate parents invariably come in for a
fan- share of ill-treatment and neglect, and
accidents are a daHy occurrence. Evidence
fron the Coroner's Courts show that the
accident of overlaying the baby in bed is vervmuch more frequent on Saturday or Sunday
mghts than any other day in the week, the
>miple course being that money and drink arec^en m t plentiful. Instances of the evil
effects of intoxicating liquors from the

riToS^LEy^' "^" "^^'^ ^ ""^^^P^^^^

.
But more than prohibition is needed ; there

ff,r^tl£?T^
necessity as a corollaiy for some

further alteration m the existmg laws about
Oie employment of women. When work is
unbearably hard and dangerous as it still
IS m many factories, many women are driven to
despair from fatigue and exhaustion, and takedrmk m the hope of being able to dull theedge of feeling. Intemperate drinking now-a-
days IS nearly always associated with poverty

ceLT^7.' ^' -^y '^^^ '^^ the industrid
centres. It =.eems very doubtful if there aremany women who take alcohol primarily forthe enjoyment of it or for any pleasurable
sense of well-being it may afford'ihem K aL
investigation is made it will be found that the
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drink habit has been inaugurated by worries
and troubles or by pain and fatigue. One
does not wish to encourage misogyny, but a
good authority states that young women
rarely drink, and that it is most exceptional
to see a woman drinking before marriage,
which evidence points to the truth that it is

useless to preacli temperance if social con-
ditions are more to blame than a love of
drink. If these are not remedied, prohibition
will be but a partial success, and the drug
habit will grow in secret and flourish Uke the
green bay tree.

The prohibitionists, however, have every
reason to look for steady support from the
women of the farming communities. The
women on the farms lead, at thft best dr^b,
dull lives, and too often in the past, wi i the
rural hotel was in full blast, the;r husoands,
who had comparatively little to rl ) in winter,
acquired the expensive habit *f spending
week ends in town cs -ising around the
saloons while their wives, ten miles out,
struggled in loneliness with the problems of
the homestead. The hatred of many farmers'
wives for the local hotel was bittei and
desperate, and their vote was cast solidly

against liquor in the prohibition contests.
The truth is that in the matter of prohibition
women have less to lose by it and the chances
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^^1??^ ^^^' ^^S^^^ S:^>^ a great deal, if it
could be effectively administered, which is the
crux of the question.

There are two women who have each left a
g-eat mark on the prohibition movement,
Frances E. Willard and Carrie Nation. Frances

S; yi^R^^ infused idealism and energy into the
W.C.T.U. and made it a vital force. She thus
descnbed its aims and ideals. "If I were

S^^r J?
J?escribe the aims and purposes of

the W.C.T.U. I would reply, " It is to make the
world more homelike. Women of to-day
favour strict temperance legislation. They
feel that if the sale of alcoholic drinks could be
suppressed, their husbands and sons would be
free from the temptation. It more than any-
thing else served to break up home life."
Once m a dty in Texas a leader of the saloon
interests made a public speech in which he
boasted, "We are bound to win, we have the
dnnkmgman on our side, we have the foreigner
on our side, we have money on our side, and
mon-y is a power and don't you forget it

"

The next day, in the same place, Frances E.
Willard closed a stirring appeal for her cause
with these words, "We are bound to win. We
have the straight man on our side, we have the
woman on our side, and we have God on our
side, and God is a power and don't you forget
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Carrie Nation, otherwise known as the
Lady of the Hatchet, was bom in Kentucky,
a state noted for its distilleries. When quite
young she married a man who became ad-
dicted to drink, and his habits destroyed her
happiness. She determined to devote her
life and energies to arousing the public to the
evils of the saloons. Soon afterwards she
married a second husband, David Nation,
who was also in favour of prohibition. She
started a campaign by entering bar-rooms and
delivering long harangues to amazed pro-
prietors, bartenders and customers. While
this enterprise gave her some disagreeable
notoriety in the press, the impression on the
the general public was meagre. These tactics
had to be dropped and so, possessing herself
of a hatchet, she entered saloons and smashed
the fitting^ and furniture with Berserk fury.
Her activities in this direction now called
attention to the fact that numbers of these
saloons were running illegally as Kansas had
passed a prohibition law, and their effect was
to force recognition of this law. She was
regarded as a fanatic and nuisance, but much
as she was disliked, her example gave women
a chance to say that when prohibition was
law they intended to have it enforced in the
spirit as well as in the letter, and the tradition
still survives on both sides of the border.
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DEFENCE.
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CHAPTER XII

Evidence for the Defence.

Prohibition of the sale and manufacture of
liquor has now been on trial in all the pro-
vinces of Canada with the exception of Quebec
for a full year, and it is only fair to examine
the evidence in favour of its successful work-
ing. The Rev. Ben Spence of the Dominion
Alliance may be regarded as a strongly pre-
judiced witness, and he is not likely to pro-
claim from the house tops either facts or
opinions which would militate against the
acceptance of the belief that prohibition was
a complete success. During the influenza
epidemic certain malicious newspaper men
in Ottawa circulated fictitious despatches
via the papers they represented to the effect

that the Government contemplated a relaxa-
tion of the prohibition laws at the instance
of the medical profession, who believed that
many a life could be saved by a timely dram.
Poor Mr. Rowell was inundated with tele-

grams of protest from temperance reformers
in every quarter of the country, and die Rev.
Ben arrived by the first train at Ottawa to
suppress what he termed "the last wail of
the dying beast." As proof of the death of
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the beast he has tabulated and given to the
world a long list of the benefits which in his
opinion have accrued to the Canadian people
since the introduction of the prohibition
regime. They range from decrease in drun-
kenness and crime to greater promptitudem the payment of rents. He is also firmly
convinced that many strong opponents of
prohibition have been converted to support
of that measure by experience of its operation.

The Premiers of our provinces are one
and all substantial people, and it gives room
^?^^.?"8^^t when we find the Conservative
J>ir William Hearst of Ontario backed up by a
Liberal quartette in the shape of tiie Premiers
of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Manitoba,
and Saskatchewan, in affirming tiiat pro-
hibition has been beneficial to tiie communities
whose destinies are in their august hands.The following are tiieir opinions given at
the beginning of this year :

Sir William Hearst : "Wi have now had
twelve montiis' experience of tiie Ontario
Temperance Ant, and I am tiiankful to be
able to say tiiat the operation of the law hascome up to my greatest expectation. Em-
ployers of labour are unanimously of opinion
that our people are doing more work and
better work than ever before. A patriotic
purpose of tiie highest order has been served'
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Official figures indicate a large decrease in the
number of convictions for dninkenness. The
Act has been instrumental in adding greatly
to the comfort and happiness of thousands
of oiu- people."

Mr. G. H. Murray : "I regard prohibitive
legislation in Nova Scotia as very beneficial."

Mr. W. E. Foster : "Prohibition in New
Brunswick since it became effective in May,
1917, has undoubtedly given satisfaction."

Mr. T. C. Norris : "Results are cer-
tainly beneficial and the act is working better
in Manitoba than I ever expected."

Mr. W. M. Martin :
" Crime has decreasea

and one of our gaols has been closed. Money
formerly spent on liquor now finds its way
into more legitimate channels and the pros-
perity of the Province of Saskatchewan as a
whole has been increased."

Unkind and suspicious people, however,
might suggest that these statesmen, being
Will aware that the temperance vote is now
a well-organized and formidable quantity,
and that the power of the liquor interests has
disappeared with the closing of the bars,
were keeping a weather eye on the next
polling day, which for at least two of them
cannot be far distant. Therefore, it would
be well to investigate the opinions of people
who have no motive to express any but their
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genuine opinions. Too many of our political
magnates are addicted to the practice of

ni'f K^^ ^•.. ^' ?°^^^ ^^ MarUtoba^n^
fofS"^? ol

^speakmg politically." On May
In n.f

"^ 1^1^^' ^' ^^ prohibition conferenS
in Ottawa, tiiree public officials of our capital,

l!fi K u ?^ beneficial results of prohibitionand backed thew statements with figuresMayor Harold Fisher, who is no f^Hc
tfuf .'^' f^"

^^^^"* «^ prohibition had
enabled the police force to be considerably
reduced He gave ihe foUowing figures of
arrests for drunkenness in Ottawa :

1914 1121
1915 \'\il
1916 ;::;;• ^'IH
1917

g23
1918 njA
1919 tA^ ^100 up to

May 20th.

Yet even these figures are more in favour of
prohibition than they appear at first sight,
because, before the prohibition law came into
ettect,. a man was allowed to go home so long
as he was not offensive, while now-a-daysany sigii of drunkenness is an offence and
prosecution follows. Judge Archibald, of theOttawa Juvenile Court, asserted that the
figures for the penitentiaries were a favourable
evidence of the success of prohibition. In
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1915, when the Uquor traffic was at its height,

"^he population of the seven penitentiaries in

die Dominion was 2,118, but in 1918 the

number of prisoners had been reduced to

1,463. Mr. Keen, the City Charity Relief

Officer of Ottawa, declared that there had
been a great dLninution in the number of

cases dealt with by his office since prohibition

came into effect, and that he had been able

to reduce his staff. In 1918 there had been
500 less applications for relief than in the

previous year. In 1916 the office had on its

rolls 106 dependent children, 75% of whom
were victims of one or both their parents'

fondness for drink. In 1917 the number was
81 and in 1918 it had been reduced to 52.

Another speaker declared that retail mer-
chants are now getting cash instead of credit

accounts, and that the people wiio deal with
them are providing better nourishment and
increased quantities for their families. Cer-
tainly it is an undoubted fact that despite

the high cost of living and the drain of the

Victory loans, deposits in the Savings Banks
have not materially diminished.

The Manitoba Government kept careful

statistics relating to its latest liquor traffic regu-

lations and reported a reduction in drunkenness
of 80% and of 58% in all manner of crime.

In the city of Winnipeg during the last three
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S^Srl^- «?"™L«8i»e, 813 drunks were

^e bad old days before prohibit ttS^ livT"^ ^°'' <^">kenness, but iS?ye" only 6 sinners were in durance vHe

So^TS^ of. Prphibition sent ^fto tfemayors of the principal cities and towns ofOntario a telegraphic enquiry for an ™r.f
71 °1??'?'°" °" the res%t7of tte^iS^^

Irade were .also recently a<!k«1 t^it
candid opinion as to the reSu of proWbi^^
^f Tt ^r^^ "PO" busing conC^^
1^l^t'f^ ^P"^ ""-'^ werer^i^iess tnan a dozen were nr«»nnr*»/i +,. ^ '=*vcu

unfavourable verdict
P'^^P^^^ *° S^^^ an

|no^en"tStiSetlte^^»oS
It has continuaUy received fri^ l^f^^ I

wS'lS ""'V i^^ S^enrof°S^working class population. In England the

ueen tne stolid prejudices aga nst restrictionson hquor which the working lassesJavTS^
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clung to. In Canada to-day it was labour
leaders like James Simpson and W. D.
Bayley who were sent on a mission to New
Zealand to further the temperance cause in

that country. Mr. Simpson, who is a leading
spirit in the labour movement of Toronto
and edits the "Industrial Banner," recently
gave a long list of benefits which prohibition
had brought about from the labour point of
view. With many others they include :

1. The increased efficiency of the workers
as employees, and in dealing with their own
problems.

2. Improvement in the payment of Union
dues.

3. A substantial increase in the reserves of

fuel and food in thousands of working men's
homes.

4. The restoration of despondent and dis-

couraged men to positions of usefulness and
responsibility with the labour movement.

5. The insistence of men for higher stan-
dards of living as they enjoy the benefits of

total abstinence.

6. More co-operation between members
of labour organizations when industrial unrest
develope as the result of an unjust economic
order.

7. The effecting of economies in the
administration of the people's affairs.
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Arfioi^oft ^. ^^'^o^g temperance clauses

lUis section shall not be constni^rl f^ i

seUmtoxicatagliquo,^... (b)AmL!b^th°
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uses intoxicating liquors to excess or shall be
found guilty of drunkenness, shall upon con-
viction be penalized by expulsion from all the
benefits and privileges of the Brotherhood,
including participation in the beneficial De-
partment provided." Here is a clear cut
declaration of poUcy by the aristocracy of
the working class movement which con-
stitutes in itself very weighty support of the

I temperance cause.

j
Such evidence shows a firm beUef on the

part of the higher ranks of manual labour in
the benefits of sobriety and temperance, and
a disinclination to make an)"^ resistance to the
continuance of the prohibition laws. Among
the farming community the temperance senti-
ment has always been strong, especially in
Ontario, and now the feminine vote has ( .>me
to reinforce it. Unfortunately thee is no
question except perhaps the tariff which is so

I
often prejudged by the beliefs and inclina-
tions of die individuals discussing it. There
was an interesting instance of this fact in the
prohibition debate in the House of Commons
on May 21st, 1919. Dr. M. R. Blake, the
member for North Winnipeg, is an Irishman
who does not believe in prohibition. He
declared that complete prohibition as prac-
tised in Manitoba contained as many evils
as benefits, that the elimination of the sooth-
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rng effect of alcohol was responsible for much
of the industrial unrest, that the difficulty of
securing spirits during the mfluenza epidemic
was responsible for real loss of life, that the
retail and wholesale druggists are making
extravagant profits, and that the opinions of
the Women's Christian Temperance Union
ought to be disregarded because "a great
many of the members of this organization
never had a drink in their lives and know
nothing about it," and that the proper course
was to move by slow stages instead of drastic
measures, for which the people were unpre-
pared. A contrary view with regard to the
same province was stated by Mr. R. C.
Renders, M.P. for the Macdonald division,
a soi-disant Methodist clergyman. Mr. Ren-
ders declared that opinion in his constituency
was unanimous in favour of prohibitory
legislation and that very great profit had
accrufi to the people of Manitoba through
the measures adopted. The last word on the
prohibition side will be with the Rev. Ben
Spence, who thus sums up the situation in
Canada : "No amount of sophistry, academic
arguing, specious reasoning, appeals to pre-
judice, or calumniation of opponents can oflF-
set the cold hard facts herein set out. Through
all the dust of discussion as to principles, con-
troversy as to methods, the distorted imagin-
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ings of possible cataclysmic social results,
this great fact stands out boldly—Prohibition
Works. Call it a fool method if you will. It
gets results. Pipe about its impracticabiUty.
It pays financially, socially, politically,
morally. When tried, it pleases,' it makes
friends by its operation. In a word, prohibi-
tion makes good."
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CHAPTER XIII.

The Other Side of the Picture.

The other side of the picture can be
gleaned from a careful perusal of the daily
papers. Scarcely a day passes but they
chronicle arrests for the illegal transportation
or consumption of hquor. A few taken at
random in one month from that great strong-
hold of temperance, Ontario, give evidence
of the volume of illicit trade in that province.
At Brockville on April 8th, a consignment of
68 bottles of whiskey belonging to a certain
Mr. Goldberg, of Port Hope, was seized,
and Mr. Goldberg was fined $200 and costs.
At North Bay on April 10th, the police seized
a shipment consisting of 252 bottles and a ten
gallon keg which were addressed to a fictitious
firm m the town. On April 30th, at Brock-
ville, two mspectors arrested Tony Nazzarina
of Hamilton and John DoHnsky of Ottawa.
The former had in his possession a suitcase
containing about five gallons of high wines,
one of whiskey, and the latter had 19 gallons
of high wines. On the same day another seizure
of a suitcase containing four gallons ofwine was
made on the G.T.R. express, but the owner
took the discreet course of not clauning it.
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Quebec has fewer restrictions but as many
sinners against them. At Lachute on April
7th one F. Lapierre driving from St. Jerome
with a rich argosy was held up on the last lap
of his journey. He declared that his load was
grocenes, but on examination it was found to
consist of 224 bottles of whiskey, 52 of brandy
20 of ale, 150 of gin, one jar, one large barrel
and one smaU barrel of high wuies, the total
value of which was estimated at nearly two
thousand doUars. In the city of HuU, which
lies across the river from Ottawa, the fines for
violation of the Liquor Acts coUected in
January and February of 1919 totalled many
thousand dollars, and numerous individuals
went to gaol because they had not the cash to
pay theu- fines. HuU always has been noto-
nous for its Hquid opportunities. At the
begmnmg of May there was a tremendous
effort made to clean up the "bhnd pigs" and
ilhat trade. Chief Groulx and a squad of
constables visited numerous 2% emporiums
*^- , ^'P^Sht away many samples of beer
which they had good reason to suspect of con-
taining more than the prescribed quantity of
alcohol. Other measures were taken and in a
short time there was no room for prisoners inme police station because all the cells were
fiUed with liquor which had been confiscated
•rom runners" and illicit dealers. The suit-
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cases alone filled one of the largest cells. But
once the storm blew over the trafiic went
merrily onward. The '

' regulars
'

' were always
wonc cv^ cross with confident steps from Ottawa
to Hull to procure their Sabbath restoratives
from one ormore of the 2% housesand—though
tell it not in Gath—even members of theHouse
of Commons and of the Senate have been
ntunbered among the eager wayfarers. Now,
however, Hull glories in the same comparative
freedom from Uquor restrictions as the rest of
province of Quebec.

Nor is the business of the liquor inspector
unattended with excitement and danger.
Inspector James McLaughHn, of Ottawa, in
visiting a house in search of liquor, found him-
self confronted with a gang of lusty aliens
who viewed his invasion with considerable
annoyance. As he was searching a shed at
the rear of the house an axe whizzed past his
head and nearly put an end to his career.
Another Inspector in Hull had his eye badly
blacke^-d and his face cut in an endeavour to
effect the arrest of some liquor smugglers.
There are also complaints that some of the
guardians of the law are not unduly enthu-
siastic for its enforcement and are not above
taking a share in the plunder or pleasure
which can be derived from seizures. In
Toronto, on April 10th, Police Inspector Pogue
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was fined $200 by the police commissioner!
following an investigation into the disappear
ance of whiskey which had been placed in hij
charge, and m the Ontario Legislatm-e Mr
Hartley Dewart boldly hinted that Hquoi
mspectors had sold their prizes to the official
vendors and pocketed the money.

Prohibition certainly seems to promote
ingenuity and cunning and the variety oi
devices used to defeat temperance legislation
IS amazing. One device was to place a cask
of liquor inside a vinegar barrel, but the
delicious fumes emanating therefrom revealed
this venture to the police. At a town within
easy distance of Toronto there arrived some
months ago a coffin, which was presumed to
contain a corpse, but as the mourners all
elected to drive on and the body seemed
strangely deserted, the police made an investi-
gation and discovered no corpse, but several
gallons of Hquor in its place. The idea had
obviously been borrowed from Detroit, where
a similar incident was previously reported.
On that occasion the casket arrived with its
full complement of mourners decorously ar-
rayed in fimereal raiment. The poHce having
been warned, they insisted upon opening the
coffin to find not one spirit, but spirits galore.
Disguised as maple syrup, illicit liquor makes
journeys far and wide, and it has also assumed
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the form of canned tomatoes. There are

records of individuals, even of the fair sex,

who bought cans of tomatoes or fruit on the
solemn assurance of the vendors that they
contained the "real stuff," but found to their

disgust on opening them that the statement
had been Uterally true, and the contents

corresponded with the designation of the
label.

If th'i newspaper reports are any criterion,

the offences against the various temperance
laws are extremely munerous, and a huge
army of inspectors and detectives is con-

stantly necessary to prevent wholesale viola-

tions of the law. The charge made by Mr.
Hartley Dewart against the proceedings of the

Ontario Licensing Commission and certain of

their minions resulted in an ofi&cial investiga-

tion by Sir WilliamMeredith. Mr. Dewart
charged that one Ayearst, an inspector of

liquor stores, Uved a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
existence. He asserted that in one guise

he was a provincial civil servant busy with
arduous duties which necessitated the employ-
ment of detectives as reinforcements to his

own skill, and in another he was a share-

holder in the detective agency which he was
compelled to employ in his official capacity.

Sir William has exonerated Mr. Ayearst from
all blame and white-washed the Ontario
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buT'^^rf' ^^. ^"^ I^icensing Commission,but there remams behind an unoleasant

irSJ^Tn'^^- f^^.^^"
disagreeable bfeSs

T.i^A
^d?^J,n*strat,on of the prohibition lawexisted within the province It has bin

dec&hfIS"' Ir^^i^^ St. Catha^es

of st A;u^n?
^"^ ^""^ nghteous Government

Ji. c ^"rt*" "^^'''* ^" ^ts anxiety to savethe seat deliberately connived at the introduc-

of HoJJor f
' ^.r^^t^^'^'y of large quantities

li^ J""""
^^Pu^Pose of influencing the

voters. Heaven forfend that it is true Itis impossible to discuss in succession the stateof affairs m aU the Eastern provinces
; simiW

tales come m abundance from the MarS
regions but these examples will sufficTU Ontario and Quebec may be taken astypical of the Bast, Alberta may be SgSle^as equally typical of the West. ItT^eWest incarnate, its banner province and there-fore the last word in Anglo-Saxon civilh^atfonTwo years ago the Province went bone drv by

refer?nJ±' tI^
^^ ^^ "^^^« ^^^^ at areterendum. There were left as oases of

solace within the bounds of the pro^^ thlGovernment dispensaries which catered onlyor the drug stores. The scholarly editor o^the Calgary Eye-
; ener," who claims to

HrfnT'" \r'^ ^^ ^^P^^ infallibility on thedrink problem, while favoring the complete

t(»t«i
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abolition of whiskey, was utterly contemp-
tuous of the success of total prohibition and
every week the columns of his admirable paper
were filled with clarion calls for the restoration
of beer to its proper place in the social firma-
ment. But Ins was almost a solitary voice
crying in the wilderness and the daily press
and public bodies of Alberta joined in a chorus
to hymn praises of the new order.

But on Saturday, February 15th, in the
legislature at Edmonton, there was a full

dress debate upon the state of liquor morale
in the province which provides some interest-
ing evidence. Mr. Boyle, the Attorney-
General of the Province, a veteran administra-
tor, said that there had been 1,700 convictions
for violation of the Temperance Act during
1918, but complained that if breaches of the
law often went unpunished, the laxity
arose from the consistent failure of an un-
sympathetic public to give any aid. Said Mr.
Boyle with great frankness, " There is a great
deal of camouflage about the whole thing.
I venture to say that 60% of the male adults of
this province were guilty last year of some in-
fraction of the Liquor Act. I do not mean that
this number were buying from boot-leggers, but
they were lying to a doctor and telling him they
were sick when they wanted a drink. " In the
Alberta house there sits Mrs. Louise McKin-
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PaLi? ^* ^^?^^ legislator elected in

^f^',. ^"^-^ McKinney is a woman ofgreat gifts and charm. She is a friend ofevery good cause and an ardent progressive
b^t prohibition is her dearest love.^ Sh^m
steely believe her ears and arose to ask the
^"^"^^y Gen^ if they had not deceived

u^^L u u
>°ourable lady from Clares-hohn has heard correctly," replied the brazenMr. Boy e, "and I beUeve a g?eat majority o"

tite gentlemen of this House wiU agfee withme. Probably many of "the gentiemen ofthe House were aware of the truth of the factsby pleasant experience. At any rate they
signified theu- approval of Mr. Boyle's candorby vigorous pounding of their desks and other
signs of pohtical enthusiasm. Mr-. McKin-ney fdt Uiat this terrible stigma must not bLallowed to remam upon tiie fair name of

^^: Z T, ^^. °^ ^^'^ ^^ Miss

^?£f
McAdams, her soUtary feminine

coUeague she gave voice to a formal repudia-
tion of the slander and the leader of tiie
Opposition, Mr. Hoadley. gentiy concurred.
After tins mterlude tiie Attorney General

tw"?^ ^^ !?^^u "^ ^^ ^^ady to admit
that tiie practice of boot-legging, which means
the secret seUmg of bad liquor! was far from
unknown. On the instance of Rev. A W
Coone, of tiie Social Service League, ' two
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representatives of a well-known detective

agency had been imported to detect the law-

breakers. They had proceeded to their task

and Mr. Boyle left town, confident tliat the

law would be enforced. When he returned a
few days later he found that they had drawn
advance pay of $150.00 and without producing
any quarry had sought fresh fields and pas-

tures new. The agency that prociu-ed them
reported that " one of them was sick and they
did not think it would do any good to stay."

We are left to infer whether the one who was
sick, had become sick through disgust at the

innumerable violations of the law which were
revealed to his observation, or whether they
declined to stay because the law was so well

administered that their presence was super-

fluous.

To-day the Provincial Government em-
ploys local citizens as its sleuths. Apparently
regular detectives do not care to undertake
the work for the reason that once they appear
in court to obtain a conviction they become
as well known as the famous W. J. Bump, and
their usefulness is at an end. The only satis-

factory method is to employ a constant

stream of fresh detectives, and evidently, if the

law of Alberta is to be enforced, every detec-

tive on the North American Continent will,

in the next three years, draw pay from the
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local Government. Mr. Boyle, however wasveiy sceptical of the value of the mcid^tnbe of detectives. When a certain SiW
corporation had employed detectives to wateh
ts own cars, the boot-leggers beguiled themto their service with higher pav HardemS

cS^v rii^
""'' 4 f"^^'^'

^^"- -Cheerfully as they would hire a taxi and the

^ri:r"%P'°^*' ^^^^h they secured, enabkd

Sarth°.r5''^"'^''^^^2^y- Hethenadmited
that there was a great deal of illicit drinkine^from drug store salp«! hnf ;«

"^'"Jpng

«,;*t, *u ^ ^^^^*^ sales, but m comparisonwith the sales over the bar under the oMsystem, the amount of liquor now consumedwas so infinitesimal that^e provi^Sbe classed as dry. In the old Elys"Si davsrnany a bar had $1,000 worth of^S in^asingle day. The records to day show that a?the times of greatest festivity none of theGovermnent vendors in the province who

ffifrSS."^" ^.^ ^'"^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^55 morethan $1,000 worth m a single day. In shortthe total consumption in die pr^vini tr a

tL^?H^^^°^ ^'l^
^^y »" two bars underthe old system. Mr. W. M. Davidson ofCalgary, was disinclined to believe Se stones

A ,^\ T^ ^°^""^« o^ boot-legging Hedeclared that the liquor interests suffiy disseminated such stories in order to diiredit
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the prohibition ,ystem, but pointed out that
when the Attciiey Gemer^ declared that
there had been o^ty i,7vX) convictions for
breaches of the Temperance Act and that
there were 60,000 sinners in the province, there
was something seriously wrong with the
Department of the said Attorney General.

British Columbia is a near and dear neigh-
bour of Alberta. It has manifold attractions
and tremendous possibilities. It boasts a
variety of population which no other province
can show and its denizens weary the earth
with songs of its praises. Inasmuch as a con-
siderable proportion of its population consist

of well-bom emigres with the lofty traditions

of the English Public School behind them, it

proclaims for itself the possession of a higher
standard of political morale and general
ethics than second-rate communities Uke
Saskatchewan which contain within their

bounds many Huns, Tzecho-Slovaks and
other inferior tribes can ever attain to. Now
British Columbia is a moist and humid region
whose climate is not appreciably different

from that of the south-west counties of

England. It has not the torrid summers of

the prairies nor their fierce winters. There
cannot, therefore, be the same fierce craving
for a cooling beverage in summer and a
warmth-giving tonic in winter, as the sub-
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Arctic praines know. Here surely prohibition
might have a chance to succeed, if anywhereon earth. There were long grave doubts as
to the course which British Columbia would
pursue m regard to temperance. She clung
pvmgly to her saloons and open sale of

^em
^""^"^^ provinces had aboHshed

When the new Liberal Government in 1916
^"* Kr I ^^°^*^*^°^ ^^^ "^to operation, they
estabhshed an agency for the importation ofhquor for the benefit of the drug stores, in
charge of a certain Mr. WiUiam Findlay. aweU-known temperance reformer, and need-
less to say, a faithful sateUite of the Liberal
cmets. He was given sovereign powers for
the hquor admmistration of the province, and

nl^i^^ ^ ^"^^ *° S^° ^^- But latterlyDame Rumour grew busy with a tale that
toe commissioner's vocal enthusiasm for pro-
hibition was not borne out by his practice
ajQd general conduct. It soon became known
to the mitiated that Mr. William Findlay. thecommission^ of hquor. was the king of boot-
leggers m the province. NaturaUy he hadenormous opportunities for the exercise of
his surreptitious caUing and availed himself

°V ^*"^*° ^*^ fi^at profit. If a thirstv

ceUar. did he lay plans with some secret agent
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to open connections with Seattle and import
the longed-for potations as maple syrup or
canned tomatoes ? He took no such circui-
tous route to quench his thirst. He simply
sent a cornier to Mr. WilUam Findlay, Uquor
commissioner of the Province, and his wants
were satisfied for a price. Quis custodiet
ipsos custodies ? There has been nothing
hke it since the celebrated Deacon Brodie,
about whom R.L.S. wrote a play. The
Deacon by day was a respectable merchant,
loved and revered by his family and his
friends, but when the shades fell he became a
common enemy of society, a burglar and
desperado. Mr. Findlay managed to sustain
this double r'"' is game-keeper and poacher
for many mc but in the end his strange
doings could t ^o longer concealed; he was
arrested and a cruel court sent him to gaol
for two years. Of necessity he had to resign
his post and many a thirsty soul in British
Columbia is willing to declare that they will
never look upon his like again. Almost
parallel incidents have occurred elsewhere.

It is all vc ^ tragic and sad and reveals a
deplorable state of affairs. Here is evidence
presented fro: various provinces, all of
different types and lying m different quarters
of Canada, from which it is plain that the
administration of prohibition is stained with
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i
I Cjjovemment officials seem to think that aT^perance Act is not a law to be enforcedbut a source of profit for themselves and the

public seem to regard such an attitude aseminently natural and almost worthy of
encouragement. Probably Mr. Findlay andhis like set out with sincere reforming heartsand the best will in the world to cleanseXSprovmces of the abomination of liquor. We
will give them credit for this high Duroose
but mevitabiy their dutie revealld ?oTem
LnLr? r^.?^ possessing diligent pubHc
support for the enforcement of the lawahnost a majority of the community were

^^ ^""^u^V? ^" ^^°^t t^ defeat its pur-
poses. They felt that Sisyphus in roUing
his stone up the hiU had an easy task comparedwith theu^ and decided that they might as
well make the most of the situation for theirown profit and advantage. The anxiety of

hquor trade is almost notorious. In PortArthur in Apnl one of the leading spirits ofthe local temperance forces was found to have
{S.i^«P'''f'T^^^'S^^ quantities of alcoholic
liquors and to be conducting a profitable
illicit trade. Possibly this tyje of reformed

of w^^'oifr^KK^"^^°^ ^^ ^^ ^^^y Christians
of whom Gibbon writes in a famous passage.

I *'^u_
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that they were not content with resisting
temptation when they met it, but had to seek
the enemy out at close quarters. There is
an old saying in Great Britain that the best
gamekeeper is an ex-poacher, and probably
our governors would do better to select as
administrators of their temperance laws and
dispensaries, not zealous apostles of tem-
perance reform, but veteran hotel keepers
who know the tricks of the business, and are
immune to its temptations.
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CHAPTER XIV.

WHAT WE MAY MISS.
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CHAPTER XIV.

What We May Miss

Whatever influence alcoholic liquors may
have exercised on the physique and stamina
of the nation, the importance of the part they
have played in the social and hterary life of
the race cannot be denied. Alcoholic bever-
ages of some sort were the basis of the jollifi-

cations, feasts and functions in mansion,
cottage or hall which have been characteristic
of the British race since its earliest days. It is

impossible to imagine what the course of our
social history would have been if in days gone
by a puritanical prohibition party had for-

bidden the people to participate in feasts and
festivals or to quaff any stronger potion than
ginger ale or coca-cola. Taverns, too, played
no mean part in tiie literary life of the nation.
It was in taverns that the poets and wits of
Shakespeare's, Addison's, and Dr. Johnson's
days foregathered, and if their sole beverage
had been water or grape juice, it is impossible
to believe but that English literature would
have been ;he poorer. Dr. Robert Far-
quharson, the late well-known Scotch M.P.,
in presenting "The Case for Moderate Drink-
ing," in Blackwood's Magazine some years

k..
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ago, declared it would be difficult to discern
some of our most distinguished literary charac-
ters apart from their convivialities and wrote

:

"We may be certain that Coleridge and
Lamb did not toil up Hampstead Hill to
drink water at the Salutation and Cat, and
the merry coflFee-housing of the club was
mellowed by potations which stimulated the
talk of Burke and Goldsmith and the appre-
ciation of Re)aiolds.

We see Dickens and Forster and Stanfield
and Maclise at their early dinners before the
play, or at their suppers after the curtain fell,

and we ki'ow that there was just enough liquor
among them to warm, but not heat, and to set
their tongues going with free but decorous
elasticity. Sir Walter Scott's cheery Uttle
banquets, where the strictest moderation was
recorded in his "Journal," were full of mirth
and good-fellowship ; and is it likely that
soda-water would have been equally success-
ful in bringing out the best points of the guests
and infusing them with a harmonious whole ?"

Again, the tavern was the recognized
community centre of the olden days. There
the politicians and the early clubs and societies
met. They constituted the whole foci of
local life from which news and information
spread at a time when newspapers were
infinitely scarcer than they are to-day. In

•J -
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the days before the raUways they were the

meeting centre of business men, commercial

agents and representatives of all types of

society. Even the coffee houses which figured

so prominently in the literature and memoirs
of Britain in the days of the later Stuarts

were simply taverns under another name.
The Cocoa Tree and others form a part of

our history. Numerous causes produced a

steady decline in reputation for the average

tavern, but the most efficacious was the per-

sistent zeal of the temperance party in dis-

crediting the character of places where alcohol

was openly sold.

It is obvious from the results of the recent

plebiscite in Quebec that the French Canadian
citizens of our country are not of a mind to

embark on any fanatical programme of total

prohibition, and they may be joined in their

determination by another element which, if

not so numerically strong, is probably as

influential. Canadians have not much con-

tact with or knowledge of Horace and Catul-

lus and the Provencal bards who have sung
the pleasures of the wine cup, but most of

them have some acquaintance with Bums'
poems and the literature and history of

Scotland. No less a per[:on than Lord North-
diflfe, a man without a drop of Scots blood in

his veins, gave it as his reasoned opinion that
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the English-speaking portion of Canada was
indeUbly stamped with the Scotch charac-
teristics and traditions. It is this same
stubborn Scotch strain that will bitterly
resist the attempt of any clique of zealots,

however earnest and sincere they may be, to
cramp within certain grim restrictions the
habits and pleasures of the human race.

They will do so not merely because of a
passionate individualism which dislikes any
interference with personal liberty, but be-
cause there is in their makeup a happy asso-

ciation of good fellowship, intellectual society
and fine table talk with the bottle and the
glass. Mr. Rowell is possibly a very noble
character, but it is doubtful if he will ever
be as good a lawyer or as true a Liberal as
Henry, Lord Cockbum, the friend of Macaulay
and Sydney Smith, nor can he excel in religious

devotion Lord Dunfermline, who on his
deathbed had only one regret that he would
be "away" ere the great struggle for religious
freedom in his country came to a head, as it

did in the Disruption of 1843. Yet we find
Lord Cockbum writing thus to his brother :

"My dear John,—Have you any perfect
whiskey ? Absolutely perfect for instant use ?

Lord Dunfermline and another person dine
here on Monday who rejoice in no other liquor
and who are supereminently fastidious. If

. i -
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you have none which ought to make them
ashamed of all they ever tasted, send me
none. If you have such as they have no
notion of, send me a gallon, or even a single

bottle. Ever, H. Cockburn."
And what of Cockbum's other friend,

Lord Hermand, whom Cockburn thus de-

scribes in his Memorial of his Time : "With
very simple tastes and rather a contempt of

epicurism, but very gregarious, he was forid

of the pleasures, and not the least of the liquid

ones, of the table ; and he had acted in more
of the severest scenes of old Scotch drinking

than any man at last living. Commonplace
topers think drinking a pleasure ; but with

Hermand it was a virtue. It inspired the

excitement by which he was elevated, and the

discursive jollity which he loved to promote.

But beyond these ordinary attractions, he

had a sincere respect for drinking, indeed a

high moral approbation, and a serious com-
passion for the poor wretches who could not

indulge in it, with due contempt of those

who could, but did not. He groaned over

the gradual disappearance of the great days
of periodical festivity, and prolonged the

observance, like a hero fighting amidst his

fallen friends, as long as he could. The
worship of Bacchus, which softened his own
heart, and seemed to him to soften the hearts
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of his companions, was a secondary duty.
But in its performance there was no violence,
no coarseness, no impropriety, and no more
noise than what belongs to well-bred jollity
unrestrained. It was merely a sublimation
of his peculiarities and excellences ; the
reaKsation of what poetry ascribes to the
grape. No carouse ever injured his health,
for he was never ill, or impaired his taste for
home and quiet, or muddled his head ; he
slept the sounder for it, and rose the earher
and the cooler. The cordiaHty mspired by
claret and punch was felt by him as so con-
genial to all right thinking, that he was con-
fident that he could convert the Pope if he
could only get him to sup with him. And
certainly his Holiness would have been hard
to persuade, if he could have withstood
Hermand about the middle of his second
tumbler."

Hermand had a firm belief in the dangers
and perils of sobriety for mankind. On one
occasion he and his colleagues tried a young
man for culpable homicide. Two youths
who were great iriends had gone to the theatre,
and returning to the lodging of one of them,
they passed the whole summer's night over a
punch bowl. In the morning a friendly
wrangle arose about their separating or con-
tinuing the spree, when by some rashness or

M
H
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by accident one of them was stabbed, not

violently, but in so vital a spot that he died

immediately. They were boon companions,

and as there was no question that tiie legal

guilt was greater than the moral, the majority

of the bench quite properly gave the culprit

only a short term of imprisonment. But
Hermand, who felt that discredit had been

brought on the cause of drinking, resented the

tenderness of his brother judges and pressed

strongly for transportation to Australia.

"We are told that there was no malice and that

the prisoner must have been in liquor. In

liquor ! Why he was drunk and yet he mur-
dered the very man who had been drinking

with him ! They had been carousing the

whole night, and yet he stabbed him after

drinking a whole bottle of rum with him
;

good God, my laards, if he will do this when
he is drunk what will he not do when he is

sober."

The tradition of drinking among legal

luminaries of Scotland was of long date.

Duncan Forbes of CuUoden was the greatest

of all the Lord Advocates of the 18th century

and certainly saved Scotland from complete

capitulation to the Jacobites in the Forty-five.

He was a man of a deeply religious turn of

mind, and at the close of his life produced

several theological and philosophical works,

) 11
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in addition to being the leading lawyer and
most powerful politician in his country during
his generation. Yet Ramsay of Ochtertyre,
author of "Scotland and Scotsmen," tells of
convivial evenings spent in his company, and
declared that "if ever excessive drinking was
to be excused, it was in the company of this
wise and generous man." Apparently it was
his conviction that it was a liberal education
to spend a night over the bottle in Forbes of
Culloden's company. There was scarcely a
judge of that day in Scotland who was not a
confirmed devotee of the bottle in greater or
less degree. Lord Rockville was distinguished
for his ability and legal knowledge. Upon
appearing late one night at a convivial club
with a most rueful expression of countenance,
and on being asked what was the matter, he
replied with tremendous solemnity, "Gentle-
men, I have just met with the most extra-
ordinary adventure that ever befell a human
being. As I was walking along the Grass-
market, all of a sudden the street rose up and
struck me in the face."

Cockburn gives this account of the social
habits of his time. "The dinners themselves
were much the same as at present. Any
difference is in a more liberal adoption of the
cookery of France. Ice, either for cooling or
eating, was utterly unknown, except in a few
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houses of the highest class. There was far less

drinking during dinner than now, and far

more ^ter it. The staple wines, even at

ceremonious parties, were in general only

port and sherry. Champagne was never

seen. It only began to appear after France

opened by the peace of 1815. The exemption
of Scotch claret from duty, which continued

(I believe) till about 1780, made it till then

the ordinary beverage. Healths and toasts

were special torments ; oppressions which
cannot now be conceived. Every glass dt ing

dinner required to be dedicated to the health

of some one. It was thought sottish and
rude to take wine without this—as if forsooth

there was nobody present worth drinking

with. I was present, about 1803, when the

late Duke of Buccleuch took a glass of sherry

by himself at the table of Charles Hope, then

Lord Advocate ; and this was noticed after-

wards as a piece of ducal contempt. And
the person asked to take wine was not invited

by anything so slovenly as a look combined
with a putting of the hand upon the bottle, as

is practised by ni» . neighbours now. It was
a much more ^rious affair. For one thing

the wine was very rarely on the table. It had
to be called for ; and in order to let the

servant know to whom he was to carry it,

the caller was obliged to specify his partner
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aloud. All this required some premeditation
and courage. Hence timid men never ven-
tured on so bold a step at all ; but were glad
to escape by only drinking when they were
mvited.

As this ceremony was a mark of respect,
the landlord or any other person who thought
himself the great man, was generally gra-
ciously pleased to perform it to every one
present. But he and others were always at
hberty to abridge the severity of the duty, by
performing it by platoons. They took a
brace, or two brace, of ladies or of gentlemen,
or of both, and got them all engaged at once,
and proclaiming to the sideboard—"A glass
of sherry for Miss Dundas, Mrs. Murray
and Miss Hope, and a glass of port for Mr.
Hume, and one for me," he slew them by
coveys. And all the parties to the contract
were bound to acknowledge each other dis-
tinctly. No nods, or grins or indifference

;

but a direct look at the object, the audible
uttering of the very wc/ds, "Your good
health," accompanied by a respectful inclina-
tion of the head, a gentle attraction of the
right hand towards the heart, and a gratified
smile. And after all these detached pieces of
attention during the feast were over, no
sooner was the table cleared and the after-
dinner glasses set down, than it became

'
{
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necessary for each personr following the land-
lord, to drink the health of every other
person present, individually. Thus, where
there were ten people, there were ninety
healths drunk. This ceremony was often
slurred over by the bashful, who were
allowed merely to look the benediction ; but
usage compelled them to look it distinctly,

and to each individual. To do this well,

required some grace, and consequently it

was best done by the polite, ruffled and
frilled gentlemen of the olden times.

Nor was a love of good social drinking con-
fined to the legal fraternity. The Reverend
Alexander Carlyle of Inveresk was one of the
recognized leaders of the Presbyterian Church,
long head of the "Moderate" faction in that
body. He was renowned for his piety and
learning, but he would have found the Rev.
Dr. Shearer ill company. He liked his glass

and felt it a necessary perquisite of the
spiritual caUing. Thus does he describe a
visit to a relative on the borders : "We did
not see the laird, who was from home, but
we saw the lady, who was a much greater
curiosity. She was a very large and power-
ful virago, about forty years of age, and
received us with much kindness and hospi-
tality. On our peremptory refusal to alight,

she darted into the house like a hogshead
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down a slope and returned instantly with a
pint bottle of brandy—a Scotch pint I mean

—

and a stray beer glass, into which she filled

almost a bumper. After a long grace said by
Mr. Jardine—for it was his turn now, being
the third brandy-bottle we had seen since

we left Lochmaben—she emptied it to our
healths and made the gentlemen follow her
example. This lady was famous even in the
Annandale border both at bowl and in battle

;

she could drink a Scotch pint of brandy with
ease, and, when the men grew obstreperous in

their cups, she would either put them out of

doors or to bed, as she found most con-
venient.

Another time he and Principal Robertson
the historian, took a tour in the Islands in

the Firth of Clyde and partook of many
hospitalities. After four days in Bute, the
biographer of Charles V. took Mr. Carlyle to a
window before dinner and with some solemnity
proposed to make a motion to shorten the
drinking if he would second him, "because,"
he added, "although you and I may go
through it, I am averse to it on James Stuart's
account." Mr. Carlyle thus narrates his own
reply : "I answered that I would willingly

second whatever measure of that kind he
should propose, but added that I was afraid

it would not do as our toastmaster was very

,1-
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despotic, and besides might throw ridicule
upon us, as we were to leave the island the day
after the next, and that we had not proposed
any abridgment to the repast till the old
claret was all done, the last of which we had
drunk yesterday." "Well, well," replied the
doctor, "be it so then, and let us end as we
began." Then he naively adds, "I was
Moderator of the Synod that year." How
far removed is such conversation from the life
of our twentieth century church leaders !

But let it not be thought that Scotland
had any monopoly of zest for the bottle.
There was a time when drunkenness was no
uncommon sight in Jie British House of
Commons

; yet when in the session of 1918, a
member at Ottawa, slightly mellow with wine,
fell on the floor, it constituted a scandalum
magnatum for weeks. But the famous ora-
tion, in which he assailed the alliance of
Britain with the American Indians—as fine a
piece of eloquence as ever delighted or terri-
fied the House of Lords—was delivered by
the great Lord Chatham, who was always at
his best after a severe attack of gout, against
the policies of Lord North, who at thirty-two
had been almost too gout-ridden to accept
office. Charles Fox was the greatest orator
of his and almost of any age, but he was also
one of the hardest drinkers. Yet he was in
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high company for in his time the head of the
law in England and the head of the Church
in Ireland were notorious as the two fastest

livers in their respective countries. In these

days a man was of small accotmt in good
society who counted his drinking exploits by
mere glasses. "They tell me, Sir John,"
said George III. to one of his favourites,

"that you love a glass of wine." "Those
who have so informed your Majesty," was the
reply, "have done me great injustice. They
should have said bottle." Philip Francis, the
reputed author of the Letters of Junius, though
he sipped drops while his companions were
"punishing" bumpers, was quite accustomed
to finish a dinner in a maudlin condition, and
records how two of his friends without having
performed any feat worthy of special note,

consmned in one evening a gallon and a half

of biu-gundy and champagne.
On the other hand, it may be admitted that

many of the bibulous rollickers of that age
succtunbed at a comparatively early age to

the penalties of self-indulgence and have left

unpleasant legacies to their descendants of

to-day. Their lives were not long nor were
their closing years happy. "Lord Chol-
mondeley," wrote Horace Walpole, "died
last Saturday. He was seventy, and had a
constitution to have carried him to a hun-
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dred, if he had not destroyed it by an intem-
perance that would have killed anybody else
in half the time. As it was he had outlived
by fifteen years all his set who had reeled into
the ferryboat before him." Says Sir George
Trevelyan, in his Life of Charles Fox : "A
statesman of the Georgian era was sailing on
a sea of claret from one comfortable oflScial
haven tc another at a period of life when a
political apprentice in the reign of Victoria is

not yet out of his indentures." Any ac-
quaintance with the personal memoirs of the
18th century must be struck by the immense
place which drinking occupied in the lives of
the young and the consequences of drinking
in that of the old. George III. was probably
the first person of note who took an active
stand on the side of temperance. He was
anxious to increase the power of the Crown,
and therefore felt it necessary to husband his
bodily powers for the sake of his duties. One
time some of his ministers were congratulating
one of their number, who had been condemned
to a bath chair for attacks of the gout, on
having reached such distinction. Said his
Majesty, "People tell me that the gout is a
very wholesome thing ; but I for one can
never believe it." During his reign he set
an excellent example by way of improvement
of the social habits and moral standards of
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the nations. After his death there was a
relapse under his two successors, but Victoria
again began the good work. Her influence in
foreign policy and domestic politics was not
always to the good, but great credit must be
given to our long-reigned Queen for the vast
improvements in the morals and habits of
the upper classes in Great Britam during her
era. To-day drunkenness in a decent club is

alr'ost unlmown, and meets with merited
reprobation. But henceforth under prohibi-
tion drinking will have to be undertaken with
a furtive solemnity, inevitably destructive of
all the good talk and intellectual bandiage
which characterized the old drinldng days.
When the Manitoba Club provides as good
company as Brooks' one hundred and thirty
years ago, and when the city of Toronto con-
tains as fine a galaxy of brilliant intellec' as
the Edinbiu-gh of Henry Cockbum's ne,
then and then only will we be able to sa - that
prohibition is an unqualified success.

^n
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CHAPTER XV.

The Evils We Know Not Op.

' 'What dangers is the pilgrim in,

How many are his foes,

How many ways there are to sin,

No living mortal knows.

"Some of the ditch shy are, yet can
Lie trembling in the mire,

Some, though they shun the fr3ring pan
Do leap into the fire."

In the first chapter of this book evidence

was adduced of a diversified list of beverages

which the various human races at different

epochs iu history had resorted to as stimulants.

Among them alcoholic beverages had pride of

place, but there have always been many
variants. It is clearly patent that there are

wide-spread demands and uses among the

men and women of all races and types for such
stimulants in spite of what teetotal critics may
say to the contrary. Apart from the ^ jod

value of alcoholic beverages, which is a subject

of eternal controversy, stimulants have been
taken for other reasons than becaase oi the

actual nourishment which they might or

might not possess. They were sought as m
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an agreeable drink, as a source of warmth and
preventative of chiUs. as a modification of the
pangs of hunger. They gave a sense of
pleasure, gratification and comfortable self-
satisfaction, they UTit^jirted a finer zest to
social enterprises. They aUeviated pain
relaxed nerves exhausted by suflFering, anxietv
or physical labour, dulled or removed for 'a
tune the womes of life, took away the pres-
sure of dady cares and by imparting new
vigour gabled men to face difficult problemsand tackle enterpnses which they might other-
wise under the spell of pessimism, have de-
clared impossible. In some or other of theseways stunulants appealed to the wants andmstmcts of humanity, and were desired for
these special effects without any reference to
tneir food value.

ia«f?T'
*^^^^^o«, ^ we grant that stimu-

lants have no lood value, these age-long
motives for their consumption would still
exist. We are therefore confronted with aprimal factor in the whole question of tem-
perance. There is no escaping the fact of the
existence among mankind as an inherent part
of his being of a deep desire from time to i^me
for some artificial stimulant calculated to
produce mental or physical effects which
could not exist or be acquired naturaUy.
This desu-e probably varies in type and inten-
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sity in different individuals according to their
circumstances, temperaments and modes of
living, but every grown up human being is
liable to its influence and sometime or other
may succumb to it. A man's refusal to con-
sume alcoholic drinks constitutes no evidence
of his abstinence from other stimulants.
Opiiun, cocaine, quinine and various other
drugs are the more extreme substitutes, but
they are indulged in very freely and supplied
in a mammer much the same as alcohol.
Tea, coffee and tobacco are also stimulants of
a sort

; likewise are pickles, catsup, Wor-
cester sauce and other table relishes, still
more so are many well-known brands of
patent medicines.

Notoriously, too, there has been an enor-
mous increase in the consumption of patent
medicines containing alcohol. The Massa-
chussetts Board of Health analyzed sixty
well-known and widely patronized tonics and
other proprietary medicines. The result
showed that the alcoholic percentage ranged
from 6% to 47.5%, the average being 20.4%.
Dr. A. J. Reed, of the Battle Creek Sani-
torium, made some years ago an interesting
experiment to test the percentage of alcohol
in patent medicines. He placed a table-
,-- )nfull each of Hostetter's stomach bitters,

' a Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,

« »
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Peruna and beer in a vessel. Each was at-
tached by a rubber tube to a gas burner which
was hghted and the whole fabric was ignited
and burned as follows :

Tx . . « Minutes. Seconds.
Hostetter's Stomach Bitters . 4
Peruna 2 40
I<ydia Knkham's Vegetable

Compound 2 35
^^^ 20
On April 10th, 1919, Major Daniel L.

Porter, Supervisor in New York for the Inter-
nal Revenue Department, declared at a con-
ference with State and Municipal authorities
that the narcotic evil was "the greatest
problem of the nation." He asserted that
three New York physicians recently investi-

Pk^aS?*^ ^^" ^°""^ *° ^^^^ dispensed
1,500,000 narcotic prescriptons to drug sub-
jects in six months. Major Porter stated that
one of the doctors arrested in the raid had pre-
scribed narcotics for 271 addicts in two hoursm an office furnished with "one soap box and
one chair." There are in his opinion many
unscrupulous physicians in New York who are
doing a similarly thriving business. The
druggists taken in the raids, it was stated, had
been charging about 500 per cent more than
the legitimate price for the drugs they dis-
pensed. Dr. Royal S. Copeland said that
the majority of the addicts now being treated
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were young men and women who claimed to
have been introduced to the drug habit at
dance halis where dancing partners suggested
they take drugs to "give them more pep."

It may be admitted that strictly medical
motives caused part of the consumption, but
there is also ample reason to beUeve that an
even larger portion of that consumption finds

its origin in the keen craving for some stimu-
lant to supply the place of the ordinary beers,

wines or spirits which have been banned by
law. It is an undoubted fact that the con-
sumption of drugs has increased in the United
States as the sway of prohibition has gathered
strength. In England, too, public opinion is

becoming genuinely alarmed at the spread of

the drug habit. The recent revelations con-
cerning the death of a well-known actress,

Billie Carleton, revealed a very unpleasant
state of afifairs and gave every ground for

beUef that the drug habit is very widespread
in certain circles in Great Britain. Ten
years ago drug taking was comparatively un-
known there. Its growth may have been
induced by the atmosphere of excitement
engendered by the war, but other observers
declare that the severe restrictions on drink
have played no small part in its development.
Here in Canada we find an .\lmost similar

state of afifairs. Opium smoking is on the
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mcrease, and the Chinese elements derive alucrative mcome from its importation. Therehave been several cases recently of large haulsof smuggled opium, which suggest that aprofitable touie in it is being^^ed onS^cdy a day passes but the papers containnews of some thu^ty soul meetingm untimdv
f^fJ^?^Sh drinking wood-alcShol. ^7lated spmts. bay rum or some other beverage

o^^tW ^l^^¥ o^ patent medicines is alsogreatly on the mcrease. There was a time atleast m rural Canada when Pain Killerahnost took as high rank as a bevera^ S
Kef ^u

^mT^^ ^? ^^^'^ »^ban cirdesiDuring the old days of the Smith Act whichmade the North West territories nom^^^
cbx tte sales of Pain Killer in that regionreached an enormous volume. To-day how-ever, It has competitors, and has lost iis old-

Oi^re k n^n^-^ ^" ?^ ^^^^ Statesthere is a provision m the Pure Food Actwhich came mto force on January 1st 1^7
requiring that all malt toniS^and m^t
oChT'^T^T ^"^ State to anotSerZi
oflfered for sale by druggists as possessing

fortJi the percentage of alcohol which theva>ntained. This session a bill dealing w^^Proprietary and Patent Medicines h^^
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passed at Ottawa; its terms will in future
prohibit the sale or manufacture of patent
medicines which contain more than 2H per
cent alcohol or if they contain more alcohol
will ensure some plain indication that they
are not kept for use as a drink.

But there is another field which will repay
investigation by temperance advocates. A
brief survey of the alternatives to alcoholic
beverages in the shape of so-called tem-
perance drinks may well cast a damper on
their enthusiasms. Some of them are quite
willing to acknowledge that certain soft drinks
contain alcohol, but declare that the quantity
is so infinitesimal that it cannot possibly cause
drunkenness. When they concede this point
it is surely a matter very much open for dis-

cussion as to how much alcohol is desirable or
allowable. "What is one man's meat is

another man's poison," and 2% and 20%
may have equivalent results in two different

individuals. The man or woman who takes
nothing but water as his only beverage is rare
indeed. Men often take water and do not
take beer, wine or spirits, but nearly all take
tea, coffee and one or other of the endless
variety of soft drinks offered to the general
public as well. Now it is a fact that many of
these other drinks contain substances every
bit as injurious to the physical organism as

ii»

!i
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alcohol could possibly be, but as long as they
are not consumed to excess, their injurious
effects are not immediate y apparent.

u 1 il^
^emperance reformers condemn alco-

Hol chiefly because when taken to excess itmay produce intoxication. Alcohol at least
Has the merit of warning the consumer thereof
when he is approaching the border land of
enough is as good as a feast." But not so

with the many toxic compounds emanating
from the soft drink counter. Horrifying as itmay sound, ice cream sodas of the fancy
variety perhaps contain a dose of chloroformm disguise, accompanied by another of some
mineral acid of a corrosive nature. No smaU
number of people are under the delusion that
beer, wines and spirits are the only drinks
that contain alcohol. Many a prohibition
pater familias, who glories in treating his
family to soft drinks, would be astounded to
learn that not only do many of his favourite
beverages contain alcohol, but what is worse,
other really toxic ingredients as weU. The
following receipts are taken from a book pub-
lished fcT the benefit of the Soda Fountain
trade. Tlie numbers refer to fluid ounces :

,
^ime Fruit Essence : Deodorized alcohol, 60

:

pineapple essence, aceticether, and oil of lemon.
10 each

;
glycerine, 4 ; aldehyde and acetic acid,

^each; chloroform and nitrous ether, 1 each
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Raspberry Essence : Deodorized alcohol,
50 ;

pure raspberry juice. 20 ; tincture of
orris root, 10 ; acetic ether, 5

;
glycerine, 3

;

nitrous ether, aldehyde, formic ether, butyric
ether, benzoic ether, grape seed oil, oil of
wintergreen, acetate of amyl, butyrate of
amyl, cenanthic ether, chloroform and spirit

of rose, 1 each.

Apricot Essence : Deodorized alcohol, 50
;

pure apricot juice, 25 ; butyric ether, 10;
valerianic ether, 5

; glycerine, 5 ; amyl
alcohol, 2 ; butyrate of amyl, chloroform
and bitter almond oil, 1 each.

In certain cases the flavourings make no
pretence to contain any of the genuine fruit
juice at all. Below are three samples of
purely artificial adjuncts for soft drinks ; the
figures represent parts by measure for 100
parts of rectified spirits :

Cherry : Acid, benzoic, 1 ; ether, acetic, 5;
ether, benzoic, 5 ; ether oenanthic, 1

;
gly-

cerine, 3.

Orange : Acid, tartaric, 1 ; aldehyde, 2;
chloroform, 2 ; ether acetic, 5 ; ether, amyl-
acetic, 1 ; ether, benzoic, 1 ; ether butyric, 1

;

ether, formic, 1 ; ether, methyl-salicylic, 1
;

glycerine, 10 ; oil, orange, 10.

Peach : Alcohol, amylic, 2 ; aldehyde, 2
;

ether, acetic, 5 ; ether, butyric 5 ; ether,
formic, 5 ; ether, sebacylic, 1 ; ether, val-
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eriaiuc, 5 ; glycerine. 5 ; oil. peach kernel. 5
,
Many temperance drinks, among them

ginger beer, have a good head of froth on
them which in the eyes of the average con-
sumer adds greatly to their attractiveness.
JvitUe do people realize that this is produced
by the use of ground soap bark (quillia). An
average receipt caUs for " 16 ozs. of this to
8 fl. ozs. of alcohol and of water a sufficient
quantity." In this syrup is contained
saponin, the active principle of quillia bark
which, when taken in sufficient medicinal
quantities, seriously affects the heart. As a
rule, the amount of alcohol in temperance
dnnks is supposed to be limited to 2% for
which amount the manufacturers are not
liable for duty. Sometimes fermentation sets
up and from one cause or another manv
temperance drinks by the time they reach the
consumer often contam considerably more
thaji the legal amount of alcohol. A report
made by tiie Chief Chemist upon the work of
theBntish Government Laboratory in March
KcZJ^""^ ^^ following interesting figures.
Of 924 samples of ginger, horb and botanic
beers, examined, 349 were found to contain
an excessive amount of alcohol :

58 contained 3 per cent, but less that 4
per cent, of proof spirit

; 35 contained 4 per
cent., but lesi than 6 per cent., of proof
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spirit
; 8 contained 6 per cent., or more, the

highest containing 9.5 per cent of proof spirit.
In view of the above facts, it seems

obvious that it is exceedingly difficult to eli-
minate alcohol from even the drinks favoured
by total abstainers. Besides, is it not probable
that a glass of beer made from malt and hops
would be more acceptable to the physical
body than raspberry phosphates and their
kind compounded upon the above principles ?
It may be contended that the quantities of
objectionable chemical materials other than
alcohol are small but, if it is a matter of
quantity, then the moderate consumer of
alcohol can retort that precisely the same
arguments apply to his pet beverages, with
the added proviso that at least in most cases
the foundation of beer and wine is honest
grain and real grapes, whereas the soda
fountain trade made no pretence to offer any-
thing of a food nature in their soft drinks
However, it is very difficult for the prohibi-
tionist to see any of these arguments which
depend upon 'quantity" because to him
"temperance" and total abstinence are
synonymous terms. Some of the prominent
prohibition weeklies carry conspicuous ad-
vertisements for tea, but apart from members
of the medical profession none of our tem-
perance reformers think of considering the

'

M I
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injurious effects of other stimulants which
wUl be more freely used when alcohol is no
longer obtainable. On the same page of
"The Pioneer," the leading organ in Canada
of the temperance movement, there lately
appeared an advertisement for a well known
tea and also an extract from a book by Sir
Lauder Brunton, M.D., which reads, "Alco-
hol produces paralysis of the judgment, and
this begms with the first glass." But the
amusing thing is that this same high medical
authority, seems to have been equcdly loud in
his condemnation of tea. Hewrote elsewhere :

"In large quantity tea causes sleepless-

ness, and in larger still produces excitement
of the circulation, and such a disturbance of
the nervous system that the patient suffers

from hallucinations of vision and trembling of
the muscles, somewhat resembUng that in

delirium tremens. These symptoms are pro-
duced much more readily by green tea than
by black. In some exceptional cases the
susceptibility to the action of tea is so great
that a few cups of green tea will bring on
marked muscular tremors, others again are
so readily rendered wakeful by tea, that they
cannot drink a cup of tea after two o'clock in
the day Poor women, who are much
underfed, and whose only comfort is a cup of

tea, gen^drally take it very hot, so as to add
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the stimulant effect of warmth on the circula-
tion to the stimulant effect of the tea on the
nervous system. This same class of people
are accustomed to take their tea not only hot
but strong, and in order that no particle of
Its virtue may be lost, they infuse it for a very
long tmie. In this way they extract a
quantity of tannin, and the combined effect of
the tannin and the excessively hot tea upon
the stomach produces a condition of dyspep-

Of coffee he wrote : "When taken to
excess it not only produces digestive dis-
turbance, but nervous symptoms, palpitation
restlessness, irritability, sleeplessness and
general nervous depression it should
be avoided by those who are Uable to suffer
from various forms of nervous disturbance
such as functional palpitation of the heart
and liability to attacks of neuralgia, hysteria
and epilepsy."

It is an exceedingly common thing to hear
a woman say, "Oh, I am alright so long as I
can get my cup of tea," or a man, "I can
work like a nigger so long as I get plenty of
coffee. These good people, though theymay not know it, are taking stimulants just
as much as those who use alcoholic drinks
for It seems to be established beyond question
that the stimulation of alcohol is more or less
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illusory, but that it is a real nerve sedative,
and of some food value, neither of which
qualities either tea or co£fee can lay claim to.

There is no intention to disparage these
beverages, but facts should be faced, and self

deception is the most fatal of all practices.
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CHAPTER XVI.

SoMB Constructive Ideas.

The solution of the problem of alcoholism
is bound up with che encouragement and
development of certain ameliorative schemes.
In Britam since 1914 the growth of the Indus-
trial Canteen movement stands out con-
spicuously. The lack of any adequate pro-
vision for feeding workmen was one of the
greatest incentives to the excessi-* consump-
tion of liquor. A great many employees live
a long way from theu- work and find it impos-
sible to go home for a midday meal. This
being the case, they take it wherever there is

space available, frequently in the very room
where they have worked, often with duty
hands and in a cramped position. It was the
custom in Britain for the workman to bring
cold food with them, usually bread and cheese
only, with which many of them repaired to the
nearest public hous^ rather than remain in or
around the facto* Very often the work-
man Is quite insuiaiuently supplied with food,
which in itself increases the temptation to
drink, and the effect of liquor, taken with too
little food, is far more mjurious and more
quickly intoxicating that it would be if con-
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sumed with a good square hot meal. Such acondition of aflFairs incapacitated a man foreven ordinary efficiency

ur,''^^hTf^^^
war office demands to "speed

nL= ^^ r^'^
of munitions and war W,-

wdfarnf'tr'
''T "^^^ ^° ^ to thewelfare of the employees in every particularThat "extra output of energy^ne^Sydepends at least in part on im^oved quthtyand increased quantity of food" was thp

verdict of the thief Inspector of F^toriesand Workshops in England. Prior to 1914only a few of the larger factor-s had canteens

even^'L'.'"^^^"'^ T'^ ^^^^^-"^ canteennr
th2 i!f I'^'^'Tl

""^^"^ ^^^ '"en could getthen- cold lunch heated. With the coming of

annies of men and women workers became a

both tJTe ^f"/"^ ^S'
immediate solution and

to nromnfi
^^

•

""^ P^^^^l^ ^""^ ^e'-e anxiousto promote an increase of the efficiency con-

A committee was appointed by the CentralBoard of Control, London, and in milreport from them emphasized the need formess-rooms and canteens in the yards wherethe employees could get good meals in co^fort without resorting to tlie public hou^sThe Industrial Canteen Movement was^eoutcome of this situation, and it was started
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with the definite purpose not only of providing
good nourishing meals at moderate prices, but
also to restrict the consumption of alcohoUc
liquor. Mr. Bonar Law, in endorsing the
new proposals, stated that "one of the things
which have been made perfectly plain in dl
discussions about the drink evil is this, that
the evil is not entirely due to the supplying
o. drink, but that it is due also to the want of
facihties for supplying of food which should
be taken at the same time." More food and
less dnnk—not no drink at aU, was the
formula for the successful mauguration of
what has proved a source of indisputable
benefit to all participants in industry.

The canteen usually consists of rooms fully
appointed for the cooking and serving of
meals m quick rotation, a competent staflf
and plenty of space with tables and chairs
for the workpeople to dine at. It is always
near the works and made as attractive as
possible. In some of the canteens during the
time set apart for the midday meal concert.s
and lectures are provided. If the factory is
not large enough to warrant the building of a
special canteen with all equipment complete
the provision of a large, airy mess-room may
suffice. The essential things are that the
workpeople have a place in which to wash and
tidy up, a fresh and airy room with facilities
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for heating their own dinner and opportunity
to obtain at least cocoa or tea as they may
require it. In some of the Industrial Can-
teens which are registered as dubs, beer is also
on ready sale and is consumed in moderate
quMitities under rational conditions. The poorco^g at home, the double journey thither
when the workman is aheady tu-ed, to get the
meal, and the haste with which it is fre-
quentiy eaten, have aU been cogent arguments
to decide that a comfortable lounge in the
pubhc house near-by with a Uttle bread and
lots of beer IS to be preferred to longer peregri-
nations m search of other food. In wrtein
^ses, where the private firms were unable to
bear the entire cost of erecting a really good
canteen, the British Government aUowed a
rebate on the excess profits tax to be devoted
to this purpose. The canteens are, wherever
possible, controlled by the workpeople them-
selvw with the aid of a welfare supervisor.

Many pnvate firms have testified to their
geat value and the third memorandum of
the Health of Munition Workers Com-
mittee reports highly of the benefits derived
from the estabUshment of the Industrial
CMiteen, and states among other things that
the Committee have been impressed not

only with the improved nutrition manifested
by the users of the canteen, but by a lessened
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tendency to excessive consumption of alcohol,
by the prevalence of the spirit of harmony
and content engendered, and by an increase
in efficiency." The industrial canteen has
not gained any wide foothold in Canada, but
the Massey-Harris and some other firms have
introduced it with great success.

The ardent partisans of Prohibition beheve
it to be part and parcel of the Millen-
nium, but as nothing in this world has yet
been proven perfect it is not likely that pro-
hibition will be the first exception to this rule.
Therefore, even though prohibition is m force,
it is important to do everything to discourage
tJbe foregathering of sinners in search of iUicit
Uquor. A scheme which promises good
results has been set on foot by the Salvation
Army in the United States. Recognizing the
fact that one of the big attractions of the
saloon is its social aspect, for man is gregarious
and loves gossip—they have leased a number
of erstwhile bars in which they now serve all

manner of soft drinks. Contrary to antici-
pation they have left the saloons themselves
untouched—the same fixtures are used and
the same old counter with its mahogany
lounging rails is allowed to remain. In some
instances even a veteran bar-tender is retained.
These saloons are serving the very useful pur-
pose of providing a common meetingground for
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men outside their own home-facilities for
treating a o-ony met by good fortune in the
street near by, and at the same time a number
otmenwhoarenot consumers of alcohol for itsown sake are removed from the temptation tovmt bhnd pigs and to create a new social
rendezvous m the vicinity.

Under tJie heading of ameliorative mea-
^"^^^^^ption must be made of the vast
possibihties of assistance to the successful
working of prohibition from the establish-ment of municipal recreation centres, garden
cities, gymnasia, and above aU things, ade-
quate housing conditions, for nothing drives

tZTu ^"^ ^ ""^^^y ^ squalid, unwhole-

C^J'''^^' m"**.^ ^^ ^°""*^' a blot upon
Canadian civilization, in the slum districts ofour large towns.

These measures may provide for theurban communities, but the problems of the

^l^T^T^' °^ "^'^ "^^ ^'^ t^-day of more
profound importance for the future of the

^""r^A ^/P*" the beginnings of settlementm C^ada the local hotel and its bar roomhave been the real nerve centres of the whole
rural community. There the inhabitants met
to transact business or discuss local problemsand wide pohtical issues; there were the "deals"
put through the disputes settled, the lodge
meetings held, and the organization of life
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made easier for the whole community.
Thither came travellers, commercial and
otherwise, bringing news of the great outer
world and making it available for dispersion
to the whole countryside. It was often
false and more often trivial, but it added an
interest to many a drab life and gave the
agricultural population a personal contact
with other worlds and atmospheres which the
most brilliant journalist cannot bestow.

Now comes prohibition and this contact
is lost. The farmers as they come into town
have no impulse or motive to resort to the
hotel, and as a result they meet practically
no one from the outer world save when a kins-
man, who has prospered in urban life, comes
to pay them a triennial visit. On the other
hand, the commercial travellers and the end-
less variety of agents, who have wares to dis-
pose of, come to a town, transact their busi-
ness and depart without meeting a soul save
the business bourgeoisie of the town or village.
As a result there is an ever widening gulf
between the town and country. It was
serious enough before but it has grown infini-
tely worse since the hotel licenses were
abolished. Yet it must be admitted that the
ancient hostelry of rural Canada was not a
place of sweetness or light, which champions
of rural betterment could with a clear con-
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science insist on preserving as a necessary nerve

kSSe'rl'^L'^r"^'^' TheavSXS
Jceeper m recent years was a person of oooreducation and inferior characte?^e dd?^
ItS^T''. ^^^^'^ ."^^'^ °f substance andstanding had gone in face of the relentless

people who had branded the busine^ withsuch opprobrium that it was ahnost as resp^
table to keep a brothel as a hotel.

^""^^^

Ko C^t 1^"^ ^^^ ^°*^* ^^^ "ever be brought

s^e T^' P'^^ "^^'^ '""^t ^^ ^ ""b-stitute. The community centre is now arecognized feature of aU rural civilizationr to

.t'^^^
"PbuiWing, inteUigence and forethought has been devoted^ They are sSttered aU over Denmark, and Sir Horaci

tion"^.r^
*' '"^^ A^cultur^OrfaSS"

Ce^^f^ ^'^ encouraging them in Ireland.Certain Amencan States have made a berin-nmg, and the idea is spreading i^ocS
a«7^ ^? ""^^ ^"^ t'^'^ established in Ontario!

h^riW? -^^ the Provincial GovemTn
A;r-^ ?^ *^^^^ assistance to the proiect

wavCthe?^ r"^''
^^"^ ^^^^ P^^"^ ""der

tSJyear
""^ ^ community buUding

A proper community centre should consistof a substantial two-stoiy building. equSwith every modern saiitaiy c!iS^
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electnc light, etc., where available. It should
be a model of good taste in its architecture
and furnishings without aiming at undue
elegance. It should contain a large reading
room, wherein can be found the local daily
papers with a good variety of progressive
weekly and monthly magazines. Games like
chess, draughts, cards, etc., should be pro-
vided for and a billiard table, if the funds
permit. Another room should be fitted up
especially for the feminine section of the
community. Consider what a godsend it
would be to the farmer's wife tired with a long
dnve and the worries of marketing to know
that there was a peaceful haven awaiting her
where she could snatch half an hour's rest ere
she took the trail for home again. The
Grain Growers' Association in the West have
made a modest beginning by estabHshing
rest-rooms in many towns and villages for the
benefit of their women folk. There should
be a good dancing hall and a large room for
lectures and public meetings

; a cinema
apparatus might well be installed.

There should also be established in the
jjuilding a small canteen where tobacco, sweets,
ice cream and minor beverages would be sold.'
Great would be the fury of the local trades-
men, but it will only be one of the many
developments due in the near future to
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threaten their ancient supremacy. If pro-
vidence and the vote of the Ueges decrees that
the other provinces follow Quebec in allowing
the sale of beer and wine, the rural com-
munity centres might be given a monopoly
of the business and the problem of their
upkeep would be solved. One room might be
set apart for a hbrary and museum, where
books could be gathered and local curios and
records acaimulated. Or it might be dedi-
cated to commemoration of the Great War,
with a roll of honour for the surrounding dis-
trict and groups of local platoons and con-
tmgents and photographs of the fallen on the
walls. There has been much talk and dis-
cussion over the form which war memorials
shall take, but there could be no more practi-
cal form of war memorial for the rural dis-
tricts than such community centres. They
would be there in daily use as a permanent
reminder of the sacrifices which had been
made and the trials which had been endured
and they would constitute no small contribu-
tion to the newer and better Canada which
our heroes died to create.

The schem'^ need not entail any great
expense, and, if possible, it should not bemade
the subject of direct Govermental action and
subsidy. It should be the product of spon-
taneous local effort. The local council midit

?,
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make a grant for the building, and promise an
annual sum for upkeep. The furnishing
should be accompUshed by local bodies like
the U.F.O., the Orangemen and the I.O.D.E.
undertaking the responsibility for certain
rooms and raising the money by their own
special methods. A small annual fee for the
privileges of the community centre should be
charged, and the veterans of the Great War
might b? given Ufe membership free under
certam conditions. What the Federal Go-
vernment could do to encourage the scheme
would be to provide architects and designs for
the buildings, but if municipality were left to
vie with municipahty in each perfecting its
own local club, the results would be infi-
nitely more' satisfactory.

Unless the dreary old country hotel,
which many a teetotal patron sadly misses, is
to come back, some such substitute as the
community centre outUned above must come
into existence. Any one who has travelled
through rural Canada must have been struck
that its supreme need is greater access to the
amenities of life. Many of the supposed ameni-
ties which city dwellers enjoy are unalloyed
curses, but there are others, access to good
papers and books, the chance of hearing new
view points on current topics, whose absence
means mental starvation and moral deteriora-
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tion for the individual. Rural life lacks a
focus and raUying point for its common activi-
ties, and until our moral reformers set about
providing some such institution as has been
outhned above, their work is only half doneand may yet be undone.
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CHAPTER XVII.

What of ths Future ?

An impartial survey of the available
evidence would lead to the conclusion that
the abolition of the bar and the curtaihnent
of facilities for the purchase of liquor have
been of very considerable benefit to our
population, but it is also abundantly clear
that complete prohibition is a farce and,
whatever our statute books may nominally
decree, simply does not exist in practice.
Moreover, it is highly improbable that it can
be made eflfective in the present stage of
mental and social development of the popula-
tion of Canaui.. Inevitably this conclusion
will be fiercely combated by the champions
of complete restriction, for those who do not
possess opinions, but whose opinions possess
them, grievously resent cold facts which
reflect upon the frith of their own assertion
as a sort of blasphemy if it upsets the dog-
matic principle of their pre-conceptions. The
whole liquor problem is a vast and intricate
question whidi demands longer investigation
and more ample information than it is the
fortune of most ordinary laymen to possess.
Too often in Canada the chief apostles of
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complete prohibition are merely comfortable
and prosperous citizens who have made theirmoney and enjoy the esteem and respect of
their trade, church and neighbourhood. Many
of them consider prominence in the temper-
ance movement as a kind of free advertise-
ment by which they can herald to the public
^} u^P ^l^""

splendid piety and financial
stabihty. A saloon keeper driven from the
town or some poor wanderer put in gaol for
buying a bottle of whiskey from a friendly, if
micit, hand, are to them brands plucked from
tne burning. There is also unhappily a large
element m our midst who are always wiUing to

"Compound for sins we are inclined to,By damning those we have no mind to."

*t.
P°"*^^ess temporary abatement of tiiis or

that human foUy can be brought about occa-
sionally by a wave of rehgious entiiusiasm
such as when Father Mathew preached tem-
perance to the Irish or Savonarola persuaded
the Florentine dames to pile then- jewels in
the market place and exchange their luxurious
robes and ornaments for the simple attire of
the early Christians. But in the main it may
be taken as a sound opinion tiiat in social and
domestic matters bad and arbitrary restric-
tions of the conduct of individuals tend to
cause deterioration ratiier tiian development
of the character and to demoralize the will
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power of those who are subjected to them.
There is no reason to suppose that the like
results will not follow from similar restrictions
imposed by pubUc authorities unless they are
decreed in answer to a practically universal
demand and are in harmony with the general
will and conscience of tlie whole community.
All honor let there be to the man who abstains
from liquor by way of precept and example to
his weaker brother and seeks to convert men's
minds. To him there is nothing due but
respect, but the man who seeks to force upon
the community what he thinks is good for
them and who is out to use the temperance
issue as an avenue to further his own political,
social or commercial aggrandisement is in a
different case. His efforts are more Ukely to
injure than advance the cause he thinks to
promote, and he may be the deadly enemy of
liberty, purity and justice. He is the lawful
descendant of the ancient Puritans, who for-
bade cock-fighting, not because it hurt the
poor birds, but because it gave pleasure to
the spectators. Such men brought about the
moral anarchy of the Restoration and their
successors will never do aiv-ht for Canada.
They are more Ukely to brinj *er into ridicule.
In public life they are usually Pharisees, tools
or knaves and the settlement of the liquor
problem must be taken out of their minds and
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handled by saner and more impartial minds

oth.rT^'''^
'^ '^" ^^^- ^^« Spence and

Hkft- .^^"JP^'-^^F^ orators, the working classdistncts of our cities are seething with povertydrunkenness and vice, and fo? this henS
tj"^ ^!r '^*°°''' ^^^ resDonsible. It is

th^ .W ^TJ ^? ""^r^
^^^>^' P^^ People in

fhL l^^"''^'
°^ °"'' Sf^^at cities andthere are also many rich people, who make

SThr^'^r '?'^ di^tric^and'live ouTslSe
ot them, and who are possessed of the ideathat poor people must be bad and that they
themselves are only rich because thev aregood. DoSirJosephFlaveUeandMrRoweU
to name some prominent piUars of the tem-

fact that the evils from which the people sufferare just as much economic as moral ? Doesnot the meagre wage, which the high cost ofhving devours at sight, paid in so many
industries, preclude the average worSfrom setting up at an early age a home Swsown with its moralizing influences and leavemm with no refuge for his evenings save^rebedrooms or the saloon ? It is 111 very weUto disclaim against the evils of drinking as a

buMfl
''^''^'°"^ °' ecclesiastical exircise,but It is impossible to curb the unconquer-

able spirit of man by nursery restrictions
or measure their souls by the footrule
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of a materialistic or formal righteousness.
One thing, however, is certain : the

old system under which our liquor trade was
conducted was absolutely unsound and can
never be restored. In the first place it is intol-
erable that there should be in our community
a body of men permanently in the condition
of helots as the old saloon-keepers have been
for many years, engaged in a constant en-
deavour to avert the impending removal of
their licenses and fighting against it by such
subterranean and devious means as came to
hand. These men were in the position of
serfs and the serf is a moral leper, an injury
to himself and a still greater injury to those
who are put in a position to make him a serf
as well as a taint to the community which
7 ^nnits him to be treated in such a manner

when his license had been taken away, the
der knew that his customers had sipned

and kept the pledge, he might fee that hiso\^ commercial death was not fruitless, but
nobody pretends that this result was secured
under the licensing system. The drunkards
dianged their haunts and not their habits
Therefore we cannot possibly go back to the
old regime of the saloons. The bar is "ban-
ished for ever in Canada. Even the dis-
tillers in the pamphlet issued under their
auspices accept and bow to this as an accom-
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phshedfact. They even go so far as to declare
tiiemsdves opposed to the restoration of the

Swu ^i
^ weU-known fact, however, that

distillers have always favoured a modified

nr!SfIn^^*^ u''"~'P^*^ ^^ so «"ch more
profitable than beer and their consmnption
mvanably mcreases under a regime of total
or moderate prohibition. So the zeal of the
distillers for the perpetuation of the bar's
banishment may not be wholly altruistic

Quebec has given the country the lead in amoderate settiement of the liquor problemOf couree the prohibition forces were there
faced with more formidable antagonists than
they wiU encounter elsewhere. Prof. Stephen
Uacock, whose brief essay, "Wet or Dry/' inthe Montreal Star, was the happiest contri-
bution to the controversy ever penned inCanada is a host m himself. Montreal it, Jhehome of many breweries and wholesale liquor
stores. The French-Canadians have inheritedm no small degree the joie de vivre traditions
of their mother land and deeply reseat aUarbitr^ social restriction. There is also in^e city of Montreal a large cosmopoHtan
population, which is not enamoured of Cal-
vimstic repression of the habits and tastesacquujd in its native lands. Taken all
around, Quebec was poor fighting ground for
the prohibitionists, and the result there may
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not be accepted as an index of what referenda
in other provinces will disclose.

Now that, by reason of the thirst obdur-
acy or corruption of our Upper Chamber, the
Federal Government's prohibition measure
has come to naught, the ultimate settlement
of the problem must be with the pro-
vincial legislatures. Much will depend upon
Ontario. If Prohibition is ratified there,
the Western and Maritmie provinces will be
strongly influenced to retain it. In such
event the opponents of prohibition must needs
bow to the inevitable, emigrate or adjust them-
selves to 2 per cent, and grape juice, if they are
to be law-abiding citizens. Inevitably of course
there will be manifold opportunities for eva-
sion of the law presenting themselves, and the
ample ^tores laid in by the richer bon vivants
will aage their thirst for many moons.
Did not Mr. Joseph Archambault wittily
assert in the House of Commons that in
Toronto a man's wealth was now estimated
not by his bank balance, but by the i^umber
of cases of whiskey in his possession ? But if

certain provinces decide by popular vote that
prohibition brings more evils than benefits,
what is to )e their future policy in regard to
alcoholic liquor. Are we to have a thing of
shreds and pate' .work, with province vieing
with province in its effort to offer more attract-
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ive facilities for drinking, or are we to havesome
well considered attempt to put the whole
business on a sound and healthy basis ?

The experience of Britain during the war has
shown that State control and ownership is the
best avenue to satisfactory regulation of the
trade

; in private hands no amount of pre-
cautions can keep out serious abuses. There
has been much discussion in the press and
parliament over the effects of railway national-
izatic ., but there should be unanimity in
favoiu- of complete community control of the
manufacture and sale of liquor, if it is not to
be totally abolished.

The most sane and reasonable proposal for
the future solution of the liquorproblem inCan-
ada which has sofar been put before thepublic is
that of Lieut.-Col. Machin, M.P.P. for Kenora
who discussed the whole subject in a very
excellent and informative speech in the On-
tario legislature on March 4th, 1919. Like
most sensible men, Lieut.-Col. Machin is

opposed to the restoration of the open bar,
but he is equally hostile to the inauguration
of a prohibit'* system, which does not fulfill

its objects and is a breeding ground for a
hundred varieties of fraud, hypocrisy and
law-breaking. Lieut.-Col. Machin's proposal
is that the Ontario Temperance Act (and pre-
sumably other Provincial Acts) should be so
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amended that every municipality would be

allowed to determine by a plebiscite whether

it desired to have a public liquor store main-

tained in that municipality. If the plebiscite

vetoed the project, the question could not be

raised again for a fixed period of years. On
the other hand, if it carried, a certificate

under thefm'u-icipal seal to the Provincial

Secretary could serve as notice of the fact to

the Government and a public Hquor store

would be opened in the municipality for the

sale of liquor in sealed packages. The estab-

Ushment would be controlled directly by the

Government and the agents and employees

would be civil servants paid by direct salary

and working under the niles and privileges of

State employees. Every genuine re 'dent of

the municipality, but no others, \ old be

entitled to go to the agent and buy a license

from him. On the production of that license

the Government agen^ vould ^-tU to him for

cash whatever he reas ibly required in the

way of Uquor. There might well be placed a
limit upon the amount which each individual

could secure per month. The liquor stores

need not carry any large stock, bit there

would be central stores with ample reserves

available. No man should be allowed to

purchase outside of his own municipality

and the goods, when bought, would be sent to
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his house by the agent and signed for by some
adult. Penalties should be provided for
breaches of the law and regulations m the
shape of forfeiture or suspension of individual
Ucenses and every precaution should be
adopted for the honest and efficient conduct
of the stores. Lieut.-Col. Machm makes no
statement of policy about the agency of manu-
facture, but presumably he wotdd not object
to what would be the obvious course, that it
should be undertaken by the State. InLieut.-
Col. Machin's opinion the Uquor should be
sold at 10% over cost and after operating
expenses had been paid, one-half of the profits
should be given to the municipality for the
improvement of education and the other half
paid into the consolidated revenue funds of
the province towards the estabhshment of
pensions for provincial civil servants.

This proposed solution is well worthy of
serious consideration by the people of Canada,
and their statesmen, if by such name any of
ou.- politicians may be dignified. It is of course
a sort of improved Gothenburg system, but it
meets some of the criticisms brought against
the latter. It gives every scope for prohibi-
tion sentiment to exert its influence, and it
would without doubt remove in a large
measure the attractions and profits of boot-
legging and illicit drinking.
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Extreme temperance advcxrates wUl rail

against the State polluting itself with "the
acoirsed thing," but, as long as certain

individuals in the State either legally or

illegally pollute themselves, the sovereign

body politic must be tainted in more or less

degree even if only in its police courts. Pos-

sessed of a monopoly of the manufacture and
sale of liquor, the Provincial Governments in

whose hands the final solution of the problem
must ultimately rest, would be in a strong

strategic position, firstly, to regulate the sale

of liquor, ensure its good quality, a most
important matter, and enforce moderation in

its consumption by the individual ; secondly,

to make it a just weapon of luxury taxation

yielding prolific revenues ; and thirdly, if

simultaneously encouragement was given to

the spread of the industrial canteen and the
institution of rural community centres, to

utilize the attractions of moderate beverages
served under proper conditions as an engine

for the amelioration of the barrenness of rural

and industrial life in Canada. Will the mod-
erate wing of the Temperance Party not
consider such a solution ?

There is no need to deny that this tem-
perance party has not accomplished some
magnificent work : admittedly no propa-
ganda of this century has called forth so much
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unselfish eflFort or enlisted so enormous a body
of helpers. The meetings held in the cause of
temperance alone have exceeded the aggregate
of those held for all other social and poUtical
purposes, and from them has proceeded en-
lightenment upon many evils of our body
politic. But these good people undoubtedly
depreciate the value of their own efforts and
paint their country to the outside world in
blacker colours than she deserves. For
example, some years ago a distinguished
EngUsh publicist in discussing the prevalence
of political corruption in Canada declared
tJiat the manner in which she had tackled her
liquor problem, gave him every confidence
that she would some day face Uie wider prob-
lem of political corruption with equal success.
The truth is that among the Anglo-Saxon
peoples Canada has a high reputation as a
temperate country. Her chief danger is that
fanatics and extremists may fasten upon her
a repute for bigotry and hypocrisy.

In the past our temperance reformers have
failed to win the keen sympathy of the more
enlightened elements of our community in as
much as they have concentrated upon one
small fraction of a vast problem and neglected
the other equally important issues and causes.
"A. E.," the great genius of modern Ireland,
in his book, "The National Being," declares
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that the building up of a civilization is* at

once the noblest and most practical of human
tasks, but we Canadians have yet to begin to

address ourselves seriously to it, and mere
abstinence from alcoholic liquors will not

provide us with a perfect civilization. Once
the people of Canada diligently apply them-
selves to the problem of building up such a

civilization as is possible under the blessings

with which nature has endowed us, and aim
to secure a primacy in the arts of life com-
mensurate with the primacy in the arts of

war which their army won in Europe, the

liquor problem will rapidly disappear. With
wise economic organization and the exercise

of the true temper of statesmanship, it is no
idle dream to picture for this countr; a social

and economic system which would make
poverty and misery practically unknown and
eliminate with them the main incentives to

alcoholism.




